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Abstract

This thesis contains three pieces of work.

The first concerns the first massive level of closed bosonic string theory. Flee-field equations

are derived by imposing Weyl invariance on the world-sheet. A two-parameter solution to

the equation of motion and constraints is found in two dimensions with a flat linear-dilaton

background. One-to-one tachyon scattering is studied in this background. The results support

Dhar, Mandal and \Madia's proposal that 2d critical string theory corresponds to the c : I
matrix model in which both sides of the Fermi sea are excited.

In the second, a claim regarding the effective action of four-dimensional SU(2)¿ gauge theory is

examined. Specificall¡ it has been proposed that at high and low temperature the effective action

contains a three-dimensional Chern-Simons term whose coefficient is the chemical potential for

baryon number. By performing exact calculations in a related two-dimensional theory it is

demonstrated that the existence of the Chern-Simons term in four dimensions may be rather

subtle.

Finally, the effective action describing the scattering of three well-separated extremal brane

solutions, in 11d supergravit¡ with zero p- transfer and small transverse velocities is calculated.

It is proved that to obtain this action only the leading-order solution to Einstein's equations

is needed. The result obtained agrees with Matrix theory. Using an interpretation of the

conjecture of Maldacena the effective action can be viewed as the large-.ôf limit of the Matrix

theory description of three supergraviton scattering at leading order.
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General Introduction

It is a testament to the rapidly changing face of modern physics that this thesis should contain

not one, but rather three somewhat disjoint topics Í240,24I,3411.

Not too long ago, much attention was being paid to the non-perturbative realisation of the

two-dimensional (2d) string called the c : 1 matrix model. Although the 2d string was only

a toy model, it was hoped that its description through the matrix model could shed light on

questions such as the dynamics of black-holes. Such a progra,mme proved frustratingly problem-

atic, however, because the string seemed to admit a multitude of non-perturbative extensions.

Subsequently most of these have been found to be non-unitary and it was only relatively recently

that a unitary extension was proposed [98].

Chapter 1 contains a reasonably self-contained introduction to perturbative bosonic string

theory and the c: 1 matrix model. As the reader will no doubt appreciate, to make a detailed,

pedagogical exposition of either of these fields would not only be an enormous undertaking, but

would also be entirely unjustified in this thesis. Nevertheless, even though many interesting

side-issues have been ignored, it is hoped that enough material is presented to make the original

work in Chapter 2 understandable to a reader at graduate-student level.

As just mentioned, currently there is only one version [98] of the c : 1 matrix model that

is unitary and seems to contain the entire perturbative 2d string. In [98] it was explained how

the space-time black-hole is realised in the matrix model by comparing the tachyon-graviton

effective dynamics with scattering processes in the matrix model. A natural extension of this

led to a proposal for the map between excitations in the matrix model and the higher string

states, but it could not be checked because the scattering oftachyons in backgrounds other than

the black-hole had not been worked out. This is the subject of Chapter 2. First, the constraints

on the first massive level of the string which result from the imposition of Weyl invariance on the

world-sheet are derived. An explanation is given as to why some previous attempts to obtain

these equations have failed. Then the effective dynamics of tachyons in this background is

calculated. The form of the discrete state which is the 2d realisation of the string's first massive

level is found by solving its equation of motion and constraints. Studying one-to-one tachyon

scattering in this discrete-state background allows an identification of the discrete state in the

matrix model. The results confirm the conjecture of [98].

The second topic, contained in Chapter 3, is also a calculation in two dimensions. This time

though the theory is not string theory but QED with a background axial charge. It has been

1



2 Chapter 0. General Introduction

claimed that ihe four-dimensionaì analogue of this theory (a simplified standard model) has

an effective action which contains a three-dimensional Chern-Simons term whose coefficient is

the chemical potential for baryon number. The Chern-Simons term breaks the degeneracy of
the gauge field's topological vacLra and in the early universe it might be expected that as the
lV-boson "falls" frorn vacua to vacua baryons are created. However, a careful study of the 2d

theory suggests that the appearance of the Chern-Simons term is not as straightforward as was

origirrzrlly thought.

The final part of this thesis contains a calculation motivated by modern string theory. Cur-
rently physicists' ideas about strings are undergoing a revolution. Not only are there many

more objects in string theory than previously imagined, but the five superstring theories are

now thought to be related by various duality symmetries. The "super-theory" which contains

all known superstring theories is dubbed M-theory. Very little is known about the properties

of M-theory except that it is naturally formuiated in eleven dimensions (11d), that it has 11d

supergravity as its low-energy limit and that it is the strong-coupling limit of type IIA string the-

ory. Yet remarkably. as explained in Chapter 4, an explicit realisation of M-theory compactified

along a light-like direction, called Matrix theory, has been found [22].

In order to test that Nlatrix theory truly describes M-theory. the scattering amplitudes of
the former might be compared with those of 1ld supergravity. IJnfortunately supergravity is

only a low-energy approximation arrd it was recently realised that its domain of applicability is

too limited for this comparison to provide a conclusive "test" of the Matlix theory conjecture.
Nevertheless, it is intriguing that in virtually all cases checked so far supergravity reproduces

the Nfatrix-theory scattering.

lnitial calculations of the three-to-three supergraviton scattering amplitude seemed to show

that supergravity and N4atrix theory predicted different results [113]. Given the strong correla-

tion between the trvo theories thus far it was a shame that the 3-+3 process disagreed. In order
to try to resolve this disclepancy Chapter 5 presents an alternative calculation of the effective

action of supergravity: Instead of calculating Feynman graphs the effective action is found as an

expansion in the small transverse velocities and large transverse separations of the supergravi-
tons. In the calculation all spin effects are neglected and there is no longitudinal momentum
transfer. It is found that lVlatrix theory and supergravity do in fact agree.
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Bosonic String Theory, Two Dimensions and the c - t Matrix
Model

Thi,s chapter contains an introduction to the bosonic stri,ng. After formulat-

i,ng the act'ion, canonical quantisati,on and then path-integral quantisation are

performed. Criti,cal and non-cri,ti,cal stri,ngs are defined. Various methods of

fi,ndi,ng the equations of moti,on for the space-tirne fielils are presented. Stri'ng

theory wi,th two space-t'ime d'imensions i,s then introduced; fi,rst its canon'ical

quanti,sati,on and then its non-perturbat'iue real'isati,on through the c:1' matrir

model. Scatteri,ng i,n the matrir model is eramined and the space-t'ime tachyon

i,denti,fi,ed. Fi,nally, the proposal of Dhar, Mandal and Wadia [98] is outli,ned'.

Most of the rnaterial presented here can be found in more detai,I i,n the tert by

Green, Schwarz and Wi,tten [177] and the reu'iew bg Polchi,nski [274]'

Just as a relativistic point-particle moves so as to minimise the length of its world line, the

dynamics of the first-quantised string are chosen so that the area of its world-sheet is minimised.

In flat space-time a simple choice for the action is then

c t 
,1Ar"u of world-sheet)') - 2na'

7t
t-nd J¡ - det0"XøÔ6X, (1. 1)

This is called the "Nambu-Goto" action [168, 254]. The fields XP (p - 0,.. .,d - 1), corre-

sponding to the d space-time dimensions, live on the two-dimensional world-sheet M which

is parameterised by oo (a : 0,1). The quantity +æ is the string tension since for a static

string S : -#æ(length)Aú. The action is clearly independent of the parameterisation of the

world-sheet.

The Nambu-Goto action is classically equivalent to the more convenient "Polyakov" ac-

tion [284]

Splx,nl:-' [ ^[ãoobô^xAno,J¡rtvt" -o'-þ06X¡", (7'2)

in which the metric on the world-sheet is denoted by gou. That this is classically equivalent is

seen by eliminating the metric Ao6 from the action using its equation of motion

90b : -2ÔoXp06xrlb"da.x" Ô¿x,¡ . (1.3)

t



4 chapter 1. Bosonic string Theory, Two Dimensions and the c = 1 lvlatrix lvlodel

Here the world-sheet metric has Lorentzian signature although for most applications it will be
more convenient to use the Wick-rotated Euclidean form.

Two important symmetries of the Polyakov action are reparameterisation and Weyl invari-
ance on the world-sheet, under which the metric varies as

õgoa : Vou6i-Vbuo, and

gab -+ 
"2o 

gob , (1.4)

respectively (Xø is a world-sheet scaÌar). The function a is called the Weyl factor. It should not
be confused with the world-sheet coordinates o". By fixing these symmetries, the metric can be
eliminated, at least classically. up to a finite dimensional "moduli space" of inequivalent metrics.
The topoiogy of the world-sheet dictates the number of modular parameters; there are none for
the sphere. one for the torus and 3h - 3 for higher genus surfaces with h handles. Heuristic
argnments for this can be found in1177. Sec. 3.3] and1274, Sec. 1.8], while [7, App.B] gives a
more rigorous approach. Most of the material presented here pertains to the sphere only and
l'eferences are given to works concerning higher genus world-sheets. Similarly, the calcuÌations
in Chapter 2 are on the sphere only ("string tree level").

1.1 Canonical quantisation

Canonical quantisation is made much simpler by choosing the so-called conformal gauge

gab : €2oqab = e2o diag (-1, 1) , (1.b)

(note the Lorentzian signature used throughout this section). This is analogous to choosing the
gauge õ'A:0 in electrodynamics [199] and the string version of the physical-state condition
(phys'lôAlphys) :git

(phy.'1""¿lphys) :(phy.'l 
#ffir^ys) 

:0. (1.6)

This constraint imposes reparameterisation invariance on the spectrum.

In the conformal gauge the action decomposes into a sum of d harmonic oscillators, the
modes of which create standing waves on the string. A spectrum of excited strings is thereby
built from the vacuum and each state is identified with a particle in space-time. The modes of
the time-like coordinate X0 will produce negative-norm states, but these will be removed f¡om
the physical spectrum by the condition Eq. (1.6). For later purposes, it is useful to make this
construction explicitly.

Parameterise the world-sheei by the iime-like ø0 and the compact ø1

01or <2tr (1.7)



1.1. Canonical quantisation 5

Performing a Fourier decomposition, each of the d fields Xp splits into a right-moving and a

left-moving half

Xr(oo,ot) : rp +2('ppol + ¿t/o, D*"-0"(ø0+41) + i\/at D*"-0"(oo-o') (1.8)

7+o n 7+o'

The simplest way of constructing the spectrum is to consider just one set of movers and then

take a tensor product. Equivalently, the open string

Xp(oo,or) : *u ¡ 4atppoo + Z¿lo'D*"-u"oo cosnoL , (1.9)
7+, ,

with Neumann boundary conditions ïorXqlot:.,n: 0 can be used. It is relatively simple to

check that pp is the average space-time momentum as the notation suggests'

Canonically quantising, [rr*h("t), X" (õt)]: -i,6(or -õt)nr" , the modes have the following

commutation relations

lgP, *'l : inq' ,

loh,"'"1 : Tn6*+rrlþ' (1.10)

The vacuum l0,p), corresponding to an unexcited string moving with momentum pl' is annihi-

Iated by all the afi for z¿ ) 0. After normal-ordering, the modes of the energy momentum tensor

are

L^ : +,_ä (rn.otm-n t

oo

Ls : T"|+Do-n'on, (1.11)
n=I

where o,s: \/2d'pl'. These obey the so-called "Virasoro algebra"

lL^, Ln) : (m - n)L*+, + ftl# - m)6m+n,o ( 1.12)

where the "central charge" c, takes the value

c:d,, (1.13)

for the case in hand

1.1.1 Light-cone quantisation

The conformal gauge does not completely fix the symmetries given in Eq. (1.4), for it is possible

to choose uo and o so that the reparameterisation cancels the Weyl rescaling. In the light-cone

quantisation scheme [164] this remaining symmetry is completely fixed by choosing the light-

cone "time" X+ : X0 + Xd-1 : rt J_p*oj. The constraint Eq. (1.6) can then be solved for

the longitudinal light-cone coordinate X- : X0 - Xd-7 in terms of the transverse coordinates



6 Chapter 1. Bosonic String Theory, Two Dimensions and the c= I lvlatrix ìvfodel

X'. Therefore, in the light-cone gauge all string excitations are generated by the transverse

oscillators ai. This means all states have positive norm and the theory is unitary.

Consider the frrst excited state of the open string l",p) : e¡a'1 110,p). Now, since the un-

derlying theory is Lorentz invariant, the light-cone quantisation should give a Lorentz invariant

string theoryl. But, under the action of a Lorentz boost the transversely polarised vector le.p)
acquires a longitudinal poÌarisation unless it is massless (the spin of a massive particle is labeled

by an irrep of SO(d - 1) whereas a massless particle corresponds to an irrep of SO(d - 2)).

Therefore, by Lorentz invariance le,p) corresponds to a massless particle.

L.L.2 Old-covariant quantisation

In a similar fashion to QED, the constraint algebra obeyed by the modes -L- forbids that
I-lphys) :0 Vm. In the old covariant quantisation method, the positive half of the spectrum

annihilates physical states,

(Lo - o)lphys) : 0 : tr-lphys) for m )> 0, (1.14)

where the factor of a comes from the normal-ordering ambiguity in trs. The situation is further
complicated bv the existence of "spurious" states which have the form

L-^lrþ) for m)0 (1.15)

These are orthogonal to all physical states since (physlL_^lrÐ: (physllfilú) : O. Therefore,

if a state is both physical and spurious it is equivalent to the null-state. Such null states are

modded out of the physical subspace since all amplitudes containing them vanish. Finding the

physical-state space is then a problem of finding the equivalence classes

lphvs) = lphys') if I lrÐ st lphy.) : lphys') + L-*11þ) ( 1.16)

This method generates the same physical states as the ghost-number zero sector generated by

the more modern BRST procedure and can be proved to produce only positive-norm states [58.

165, 321] for a : 1 and d,:26.

As an illustration, the first three levels of the open string are examined. They are

1. The unexcited string lO,p). The only non-trivial physical state condition is Ls - a :0
which yields (recall *o3: o'p')

IVI2:-p2:-ala'

Soon it will be shown that ¿ : 1 so that this state is tachyonic.

lThis is a condition for the consistent quantisation of the model

(1.17)



1.1. Canonical quantisation

2. The vectors l",p) : eþaq l},p). Recall that by demanding underlying Lorentz invariance in

the light-cone quantisation method this state was massless. Here, the condition L6 - a : 0

gives the mass formula M2 : -p2: (1 - o)lo'. Therefore a:1. The physical-state

condition Lr : 0 implies pt.e : 0. Since this is a massless particle the Lorentz ftame

pþ : (u,u,O,...,0) can be chosen and thus, so far, the physical states are the d-2
transverse oscillations eþ : (0,0,...,1,...,0), and the one state e x p. At this level

there is only one possible spurious state.L-110,p) : t/2a',p'a-10,p). Thus the physical

state with e x p is spurious and therefore null. Removing this one null state reduces the

physical-state space to the d - 2 transverse oscillations only.

3. The first massive level ll,pl: fraP-rl\,p) I frraqla'-tl\,p). The (.Ls -L), Lt ar'd L2

conditions give respectively

M2 : -p2 : llo' ,

¡r+t/za'¡r'P' : o'
zt/n'f'e+fft :0' (1'18)

The second condition simply says that /, is not really an independent degree of freedom;

using this in the third gives a tracelessness-type condition

f¡"r( a'PPP" -rlq'):0. (1.19)

By writing the most general spurious state

(a¡"Laap 1-l bL-2)10,p) , (1.20)

(L-tL-t can be soaked into the first term) it is easy to check that a physical state is

spurious, and therefore null, if

lp, x o,p"pv * a'uptt - lTp,a'p with (d, - 26)a'p: a . (1.21)

If d + 26, then removing these null states removes (d,- L) components of f ,r,leaving a

total of (+d,(d + 1) - d) linearly independent components. Unfortunately, in this case, the

physical state conditions Eq. (1.14) have failed to remove one negative-norm state. This

can be seen heuristically by comparing with the light-cone quantisation in which there are

only (jd,(d,+ 1) - d,-I) independent components' ](a -Ð@ - 1) from 14 and (d-2)
from f¡. On the other hand, at d : 26, another null state appears. Removing this gives

a spectrum containing only positive-norm states. Finally then, in the "critical dimension"

d, : 26, the first massive level contains a physical state which tras ( | d(d + 1) - 1 - d) linearly

independent components, corresponding to a transverse, traceless, symmetric 2-tensor.

Putting together two copies of the above to form a closed string, it is clear that the first

three levels are: a tachyon l0,p); u massless set of tensors Hp with (d-Ð2 components which

can be decomposed under SO(d- 2) into a traceless symmetric tensor, an antisymmetric tensor

and a singlet; and a massive freld Epuxp : E(t"r)(xp) which is traceless inside the pairs of indices

and transverse on all indices (so that it contains (+d(d,+ 1) - 1- d)2 independent components).

Henceforth only closed strings will be considered in this chapter'

7



8 Chapter 1. Bosonic String Theory, Two Dimensions and the c = 1 lvlatrix ìvfodel

L.2 Vertex operators and physical-state conditions

The spectrum of states can also be built by applying vertex operators to the vacuum 10,0). For

example, the tachyon l0,p) is created by the normal-ordered vertex operator ; eiP'x :

lO,p) ::eiP'x:10,0) (1..22)

(Normal ordering is defined by putting all the annihilation modes to the right, as on p. 5.) That
this corresponds to the tachyon can be checked by acting with afi to obtain t/Zo''pu and by

annihilating the state with the positive frequency modes a-. Another example is the closed-

string graviton gp,(p)ap tã'_rl},p), which is created by the vertex operator

gþr(p): g"bðox\o6XreiP'x : (1.23)

Naturally, ihe states these vertex operators create do not necessarily obey the physical-state

conditions. Recall that these conditions are a consequence of the underlying reparameterisation

and Weyl invariance of the theory. Thus, if all possible correlators (...) are invariant under

world-sheet reparameterisations and Weyl rescalings, the states created by the vertex operators

will correspond to on-shell physical particles and the amplitudes obtained will correspond to
physical processes in space-time. As will be discussed in more detail below, retaining explicit
reparameterisation covariance leads to a Weyl anomaly in general. A consistent quantisation of
string theory therefore requires

6o
(1.24)

N4uch of this Chapter 2 will be dedicated to solving this equation in a weak-field expansion for

strings living in backgrounds containing massless, tachyonic and massive fields.

1.3 Path-integral quantisation

The path integral is not only a convenient calculational tool, but it incorporates string interac-

tions in a beautiful way. The partition function is

Z- t e.tl [dx]r[de],
Vol "-s"lx'sl , ( 1 .25)

handles

with amplitudes being calculated by the insertion of appropriate vertex operators. The sum

runs over the number of handles of the string world-sheet, gst. is the string coupling constant, X

is the Euler character of the world-sheet, Vol is the volume of the reparameterisation and Weyl

symmetry groups and ,Sp is the Polyakov action. The purpose of this subsection is to provide

an explanation of this formula.

String theory, as presented here, is is the theory offirst-quantised strings. Strings interact by

joining and splitting their world-sheets as in Fig 1.1. Locally, there is no coordinate-invariant

distinction between free propagation and interaction in the scattering process depicted - all

d (.'.) : o



1.3. Path-integral quantisation

Figure 1.1 : A one-loop three-

point amplitude between states

lrþù,lrþr) and lrl3).

the information of whether oï not an interaction occurs is contained in the topology of the

world-sheet. In closed string theory, the number of boundaries corresponds to the number of

incoming or outgoing string states created by vertex operators, while the number of handles

corresponds to the number of loops. So the Dg*T in the partition function Eq. (1.25), is a

natural way of including all possible paths (topologies) alá Feynman. The sum runs over all

possible world-sheet topologies with Euler character X: 2-2h, and the factor g.1| weights each

handle h with the appropriate factor of the string coupling constant 916..

Both X and g are dynamical variables in the Polyakov action Eq. (1.2), therefore they

are integrated over in the path integral. However, as mentioned previously, the action has

two symmetries classically - reparameterisation and Weyl invariance on the world-sheet. The

"Vol" is meant to symbolise the modding-out by an associated volume. Care must be taken here

since quantum mechanically there is an anomaly - the measures [dX]r[dg], cannot be defined

so that they respect both reparameterisation invariance and Weyl symmetry. By definition,

reparameterisation invariance is kept manifest so the Weyl symmetry becomes anomalous. There

are two ways to deal with this anomaly: Constraints can be placed upon the parameters of

the theory so that the anomaly is zero and thus the conformal mode o decouples; or, d can be

retained and the parameters become constrained by imposing that the theory be invariant under

simultaneous Weyl rescalings and shifts of ø. The former approach will be called a "critical"
string and the latter a "non-critical" string. It is common to consider the conformal mode in the

non-critical string as an extra space-time coordinate. Thus a non-critical string in d dimensions

is equivalent to a critical string in d f 1 dimensions; the extra dimension being provided by the

conformal mode. The following sections investigate these statements in more detail.

Before moving on, though, a brief word can now be said concerning two other reparameteri-

sation invariant terms which can be added to the Polyakov action. These are the cosmological

term and the Einstein term

I

2

J

,sp -+ sp + p? | ø+ fr{roso. "l | ,tan ( 1.26)

The first is not Weyl invariant, but both must be added for renormalisabilit¡ in general. Since

h Ll|n - y, the coeffi.cient of the Einstein term is just log fs¿¡, ând ¡rl is ttre bare cosmological

constant (its renormalised value will often be fixed to be zero).
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L.4 Factorising the functional measures

A general metric gab càrr be obtained by performing a reparameterisation (uo) and Weyl rescaling

(o) of a "fiducial" metric g"a?) that only depends on a finite number of modular parameters

r¡. In this way the functional integration over metrics can be decomposed into an integration
over uo, o and p and, if the remainder of the path integral is reparameterisation invariant. [d2u]
can be immediately canceled against the volume of the reparameterisation group. In the present

case. consider only world-sheets with spherical topology [284] since. as mentioned on p. (4) the
sphere has no modular parameters. The existence of a non-trivial moduli space complicates the

exposition considerably and details can be found in [7, 103, 248].

Naturally, it is convenient to define the measures so that they are explicitly reparameterisa-

tion invariant. For the matter flelds, the obvious choice is to use the scalar product with respect

to the metric Ao6

t : 
lßdtxlne-t|xt1 where l6xl3 : fr,/naxrtx, . (r.27)

Note that while this is reparameterisation invariant it is not Weyl invariant. Similarly, the

measLrre lor go6 is induced from the reparameterisation invariant distance on the tangent space

to the space of metrics àt goa

16gl? : l,rr/n{n"'noo + pgoog"o)6sooõg"¿, (1.2g)

where p > -l (for positive-definiteness) but otherwise arbitrary.

Under a small reparameterisation and Weyl rescaling, the metric changes according to
Eq. (1.a)

6 gou : (V uuu I Y 6uu - guaY.u) + gab(2õo + V'u)

: (hu)oa + 2gobõol (1.2e)

where the variation has been decomposed into a traceless part and a part proportional to the

metric. The integration over gûb can then be factorised into an integration over uo and a with
a Jacobian factor 1284]

[dg]e : det Pr ld2uleldols . (1.30)

Now everything is reparameterisation covariant so [d2'u]g can be modded-out from Eq. (1.30)

immediately. Further remarks concerning the measure for o induced from Eq. (1.28) will be

made soon; for now it is clear that ldolg cannot be removed since ø-dependence is hiding in the

measures. A careful examination of measures and the above procedure can be found in [340].

By writing the Jacobian in terms of ghosts óoö and co, the measure reads

| @ulnladn"- * 1,. ',/ib"bY ocaldo]o , (1 .31)

where, since P1 maps vectors into symmetric traceless tensors, åoó is symmetric and traceless.
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There is one final complication. After gauge fixing there are still the 3 conformal Killing

vectors for the sphere and one for the torus. To break these gauge symmetries, the standard

practice is to fix the position of 3 vertex operators on the sphere and one on the torus.

L.A.L The critical string

Dependence on the conformal mode is still hiding in the measures for the matter fields Xp and

the ghosts. By making this explicit, conditions for overall Weyl invariance can be derived and

the measure [do]g can be removed.

First, all a dependence will be made manifest. Since under an infinitesimal Weyl rescaling

the effective action varies as

ô^e"n(g) : (l-,/gr"u6g"o) xbc (, I-rfnr""6o) *0", (1.82)

the anomaly may be calculated by integrating up the trace of the energy momentum tensor. The

notation (. . .l xo" indicates that only the fields Xp,, bob and co are being integrated over. Explicit

details are nicely presented in [136], while the original work for the spherical world-sheet was

done in [284] and for world-sheets of arbitrary genus in [7].

On purely dimensional grounds, the trace looks like

l6n(Tao) :'3#nØ) * tt' , (1.33)

where ,R(g) is the scalar curvature of the original world-sheet metric and ¡1,2 is the cosmological

constant which has dimension 2. It is the coefficient (26-d)/3 which needs to be calculated. This

is quite lengthy, but straightforward, and can be found in the above references. The matter fields

Xp contribute the factor of d while the ghosts' contribution is 26. To integrate the variation,

parameteri se gab : e2o Oab and use R : e-2o (Ê. - 2âo) to obtain

6s"¡¡(g,o): # I-Jã (ryte -21o) + ¡r2"2") õo . (1.34)

Integrating this version is easy since all the o-dependence has been rendered explicit. Renor-

malising the cosmological term and neglecting the constant of integration, the result is

fadxauacln"ø? I ,/s: lddxdbdc]r exp ('P t 1/sþao - Ro * t o"2\\. (1.85)'\24tr J¡ø'" " '/

The action written here is called the "Louiville action".

The critical string moving in r1d is therefore defined by the partition function

Z laJI
x
d-26

løoxa'uacle 
exp -stot ,

I-Ju@uo - Ro + t o"2o) -t sp(x,e) + snn(b,c,0),
24tr

Stot (1.36)
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(1.37)

It is clear that this condition is solved by d : 26 if the vertex operatols themselves are Weyl

invariant. In later sections, strings moving in more interesting backgrounds will be studied by

replacing Sp(X,g) bV a non-linear sigma model action. The backgrounds modify the d : 26

solution.

I.4.2 The non-critical string

The conformal mocle o, is retained in the non-critical string. Its measure [do]g is complicated

since the norm, induced from Eq. (1.28) is

6(. . .)#:0
òo

lõol3: Í +2p) l,rJO"'"{to)'

ryr1J : I g"J I lad x audc dø]9 exp -Stot ,

-JX

cÌ1ròtot : - * J,"t/þç|oâo - eR" - pe"") I Sp(X,Q) + Snn(b,c,A), (1.41)

with the condition that the theory is invariant under Weyl transformations, that is, under the

simultaneous shift

g -+ e"g and o -+ o - "la . (I.42)

In Chapter 2. it will be shown that this constraint implies lll5l I2Q2 + (d + l) - 26: 0 and

a : Q + J8' - 2 (these conditions follow from the dilaton and tachyon equations of motion

respectively. see Eq. (2.40)).

( 1 .38)

It is unknown how to proceed with the quantisation using this measure, therefore it is assumed

that there exists a Jacobian J(o,0) which describes the transition from measure to the simpÌer

measure with norm

þ"ß:IrG(to)'. (1.3e)" J,u

Furthermore, it is postulated [87, 115] that this Jacobian, when suitably regulated. is given by

the exponential of a renormalisable local action. The most general such action consistent with
the reparameterisation invariance of the underlying theory is of the Liouville form,

(1.40)

The Liouville action now contains arbitrary renormalised parameters Q, p and a (relative to

the Liouville action written previously the field o has been scaled by o). All dependence on ø
has now been written explicitly. Therefore, the non-criiical string moving in Rd is defined by

the partition function

lddxdbdcd.o)n: lddxdb d,cdole*r (;| l_rÆf;'uo - eRo - p"""))
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1.5 Strings in more complicated backgrounds

The Polyakov action can be replaced by a non-linear sigma model

slx,sl : h \-(r/ncr,{t)ôoxLô6x's"b 
+ B¡",(x)0oxLÔ6x' eob

+a' Jsbo(x) + utJsT(x)) (1'43)

This is the most general local action with at most two derivatives (so that it is renormalisable)

that is reparameterisation invariant both on the world-sheet and in space-time2. Loops in the

sigma model (not string loops) are counted by the string tension a', which means that to zero

loops (classically), the sigma model is Weyl invariant. However, at one loop, Weyl invariance

has been destroyed by the terms ,ßRA and r/gT.It will be restored by canceling the anomaly

against these two terms.

Notice that e-s is made up of of exponentials of vertex operators and thus it corresponds

to a coherent state of strings. This means 12271that this action describes a string living in

a non-trivial background made up of a string graviton (G¡rr), an antisymmetric tensor (B¡,"),

the dilaton (A) and the tachyon ("). Soon it will be shown that the Weyl invariance condition

Eq (1.2a) implies that the functions G¡"r,, B¡"r, O and ? obey the equations of motion associated

with the graviton, antisymmetric tensor, dilaton and tachyon respectively.

By comparing the critical string of Eq. (1.36) with the non-critical string Eq. (1.41)' it is now

clear that by treating o as an extra space-time coordinate, a non-critical string in d-dimensional

Minkowsky space is equivalent to a critical string which lives in d + 1 dimensions in a tachyonic

linear-dilaton background (T : þLeoo and Q : Qo).

One final point to make is that by comparing the non-linear sigma model with the extra terms

Eq. (1.26), it is clear that the string coupling constant is just the exponential of the expectation

value of the dilaton 
gstr : exp(Õ) (L.44)

1.6 Beta-functions, tachyons and weak fields

In Sec. (1.4.1) it was explained that in order that there be no Weyl anomaly for the bosonic string

in an empty flat background the dimension of space-time must be 26. Weyl invariance with a

background graviton field was first studied by FYiedan 1747 , 148]. One of the achievements of his

thesis was the calculation of the graviton's beta-function to two-loops using a normal coordinate

expansion in the partition function. Setting the beta-function to zero, up to total-derivative

terms, is equivalent to demanding \Meyl invariance. This is explained in the next small section

where his calculation is reproduced (on the sphere to one sigma-model loop) as an example of

the B-function method.

2Soon it will be shown that the other possible term fi [ ¡¡Á,rO2Xp can be removed by a redefinition of Xp
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The calculation can also be extended to include all the massless fields (Eq. (1.43) with
7:0). However, aswillbeexplainedinSec. (1.6.2), withtheinclusionof thetachyonthereare
contributions to the Weyl anomaly that are invisible to any finite order in the loop expansion [85].
These contlibutions can be obtained by using a weak-field expansion instead of the sigma-model
loop expansion. A popular method of implementing the weak-field expansion is the "Wilson
renormalisation group" approach which was pioneered by Banks and Martinec [23] and developed

by Hughes et. al [189], This method is only briefly summarised at the end of this subsection

since it is very similar in spirit to the explicit calculations presented in Chapter 2.

1.6.1 The B-function method

As an illustration of this method, take a string moving in a gravitational field

lt'
S : 

+no, J t/os"')"xPô6X'Gp,(X) .

A classical solution X! obeys the equations of motion

g"bDoa6xu:o '

(1.45)

(1.46)

Expanding around the "background freld" Xt' in the usual fashion Xp : XF f 8p with a
non-trivial metric G * is inconvenient since tensors at ihe two points X and X + Q vary dif-
ferently under space-time reparameterisations. In order to keep reparameterisation invariance
manifest, the idea is to replace the displacements Q in ihe neighbourhood of X by a "covariant
displacement" defined by the geodesic running through X to X f 8. Specifically, for a small
neighbourhood around X there will be a unique geodesic described by pp(r);

d2 p'
-0 (r.47)

dr2
+rlx

Here the affine parameter r is bounded 0 ( u < l with pP(Q): Xu and pp(7): Xu +Qp.The
covariant displacement may then be defined using ihe "normal coordinates"

slL
dpP

(1.48)
r=0

These coordinates are useful because geodesics are simply straight lines; for take two points
X +Q and X !Q'on the same geodesic, then r/ : ar and so s'! :4sþ. Because of this
property, the connection obeys particularly simple properties in the normal-coordinate frame
(denoted by a tilde)

o - rl^,
n - ôril^+a,tXp+a^ib, (1.49)

and similarly for higher symmeterised derivatives. (This is often taken as the starting point for
the definition of Riemann normal coordinates rather than the above geometrical definition.)

dp' dp^

dr dr

dr
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The idea is to write the action in the normal coordinate frame using identities following from

Eq. (1.49) and then covariantise. The result will be valid in all frames. For instance, since

Xp + 8t" pP(r): pt"(o) + #1,=,
,1-tt

ITO 1¡"rôoXPïoX' :0 
,

ð'pr
ð12

+
T=l

then

: Xp + tP -ilxt"À + ,..

: Xl"+slt,

ñp,xp : axilp - arif^+ o + ð¡ilo: l(ñ!,xo + ñ'þ ox,), (1.50)

ïoxu + v osþ - IR, ^,B(x)ôox'so 
sþ + o(s3) ,

"Ð^h 
(0r,"''6'-'rÀ *) sþ'''' sþn

0"(X + Q)u

Tp"(X + g)

Tr,(x) +Y[T*s" * (v,,lr"Tt", - f,ñf;rrr"Tx, - lñl,r,rrTrx) ,ø'ru"

+o(s3) . (1.51)

Note that all the terms on the RHS have been covariantised so that the results are true in any

frame. To O(s3) the action is

,s : s(x) . * I (cr,1x¡v "sþYos' - R¡"o,B(x)aoN' ao?'r""0) * o@t), (1'52)

(by scaling s -+ t/o't the a'dependence has been made explicit)'

The first term of the expanded action gives the propagator and using dimensional regular-

isation it is found that the only divergent contribution to the one-loop effective action is the

tadpole diagram with an insertion of the second term;

.. 1 r -
^9$Å'- ¿J*r,t*)ôoX'AoX". (1.53)

In general the effective action is of the form

s.n: I c'r,{x)o"NpaoN", (1.54)

where G[,, denends on the dimensionful scale parameter e introduced through the regularisation

scheme. Demanding that ,S"a is invariant under rigid changes of scale implies that the integral

of the B-function be zero; I PprAoXPðoX' :0. However, this is too weak since all it amounts

to is that the integral of the trace of the energy momentum tensor be zero

t a (1.55)

(note this is an operator statement). For the theory to be invariant under local scale transfor-

mations the condition

0 : Too: pþuAaXPôoX" +V ¡WA"XPô,X' , (1.56)
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must be imposed, where the second term has been added for generality since its iniegral is

zero. In fact [191, 325], in order that the necessary renormalisation be produced by a local

counterterm I/, must be taken to be the gradient of the dilaton: V, : -2Y r(Þ, (this condition
will be reproduced in Chapter 2). Therefore, the theory is conformal invariance iff

Rp,(x) *2V¡,VrÕ:0. (1.57)

The calculation can be extended to the whole massless sector which results in [62]

o - Rr, - lUrsrv,^p + 2v pv,e ,

0 - VPH¡"rÀ- 2Vt"ø HpuÀ,

0 - ,sf + ln_ fiH*sír,^ +2a,v2o _zat(vø)2 (1.b8)

where H¡tvÀ : l@rnr^ * ôrB¡, + ôxBp,).

A simple solution of these equations is

/1utpu - Tl¡tu t Bt,:0 and ø(X) : Q'X with 6o'Q' :26 - d, . (1.59)

Evidently, a linear dilaton makes it possible for a string to propagate consistently in dimensions

other than 26.

Finally, the B-function calculation has been extended to higher sigma-model loops (which

add higher-derivative terms to the equations of motion) and string loops (see, for example, [65,

192. 193, 242, 244, 243] and [66, 143, I44, 293, 326] respectively).

L.6.2 Tachyons and the weak-field expansion

Applied as above, the B-function method does not give the correct equation of motion for the

tachyon, as explained by Das and Sathiapalan [85]. The problem was that every order in the

loop expansion became finite simply by making the theory one-loop finite because the tachyon

vertex operator is super-renormalisable. More explicitly, consider the string in the conformal

gauge in a background of tachyons [74]

s:*l-(tu"*,aaxt,+À"(x)) . (1.60)

The coupling constant À is dimensionless; all dimensionful constants have been soaked into 7
(and a' :2). Expanding around the background X yields an infinite number of vertices

r(x):T(N +a) : Ë !qr,...Qp^õt.,...ap^T(x) . (1.61)
n:0 ' 

o'

Now consider expanding the effective action in powers of T(X). At first order an infinite number

of tadpoles will be generated. The point is that because ? is super-renormalisable, if these are

renormalised then graphs with more insertions of f$) will be finite! Because no higher-order
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renormalisations are needed, the beta function is linear in the tachyon field which means that

there don't seem to be any tachyon self-interactions.

To understand this, Das and Sathiapalan specialised to the case ?(X) : cos þXr which is the

well-studied statistical-mechanics sine-Gordon model. Applying the results of [11, 260, 338] it
was found that although a single renormalisation made every order in the loop expansion finite,

llne sum of the loop contributions diverged. To find the correct equation of motion, the loop

expansion can be summed by employing a weak-field expansion. To second order the equation

of motion in a linear-dilaton background is [85]

@2 -zQ'ô+Ðr -lT2:o, (1.62)

which will be verified in Sec. 2.2

The Wilson renormalisation group approach is the most common method used to implement

the weak-field expansion. It starts from a flat world-sheet and places constraints on the space-

time fields by demanding that the theory be invariant under conformal transformations

õo" : u"(o) with 0ou6l06uo: 6o60'u (1.63)

A formal equation (the "Wilson equation" ) which expresses invariance under this transformation

is derived [1S9, 299] in much the same way as a Ward identity. A short-distance cutoff is used

and the equation is solved, in principle, order-by-order in the couplings. Rather than giving

more details, at this stage it is more efficient to note the two important differences between this

approach and the method that will be used in Chapter 2:

1. In the standard approach a flat world-sheet is used and conformal invariance is imposed,

whereas Weyl invariance on a curved world-sheet is used in Chapter 21 and,

2. The "Wilson equation" is an operator statement, however, in the next section correlators

are calculated explicitly.

The standard approach fails to obtain the tracelessness condition Eq. (1.19) at the first massive

level. Some suggestions as to why this is so will be put forward in Chapter 2.

The weak-field expansion has the nice feature that it can easily handle all the levels of the

string, unlike the B-function approach. However, the B-function method is manifestly covariant

and thus background independent, while the weak-field expansion derives the equations in a

particular gauge since space-time reparameterisation invariance is broken from the very start.

(Actually, at low orders the equations are easily covariantisable [328], and, since the goal of

Chapter 2 is to study tachyon scattering in a fixed background, it is convenient to choose a

gauge anyway.) The weak-field expansion has another disadvantage, as shall be seen in the next

chapter. This is that at second order things become very complicated since, generically, every

field will enter every equation. It simply must be assumed that it is consistent to study a finite

subset of fields. It should also be mentioned that some progress has recently been made towards
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forming a type of "covariant weak-field expansion" [26,27]. However, this formulation uses the

flat world-sheet and, in the critical dimension, still misses the (analogue of the) tracelessness

condition at the flrst massive level.

L.7 A summary of the perturbative 2d string

In two space-time dimensions it is clear that a non-trivial background is needed for consis-

tent string propagation. Such a background is provided by the flat linear-dilaton vacuum of
Eq. (1.59). Canonical quantisation in this vacuum can be carried oú 1274, Sec. 1.6,5.6] in an

analogous way to the flat empty background of Sec. 1.1. Alternatively, the physical spectrum

canbefoundbysolvingtheequationsof motionandconstraintsEq. (1.58) andEq. (1.62). Both

methods will be described here. From the outset, consider the case in which the background

charge just lies along the "1" direction, Qp : 0,t/t). As mentioned previously, this string

theory is equivalent to the one-dimensional non-critical string.

There are two static solutions to the tachyon equation Eq. (1.62) when it is linearised

:f .x1): 
¿QXr , XLeQxt , (1.64)

and one traveling wave

T(X):"tp.,Y-tQX1 , (1.65)

with p2 : 0, so that in 2 dimensions, (or, more specifically, in the ld non-critical string), the

tachyon is massless. The second solution of Eq. (1.6a) will play a role later when the derivation

of tachyon S-matrix elements is summarised.

At the next level of the string, it is found that the only solution is non-propagating and con-

tains jusi one free parameter [238, 344]. This is called the "black-hole" (its form is derived below

using canonical quantisation). The approach will be continued in Sec. 2.6 where it will be shown

that the next level above the black-hole contains two time-dependeni, but non-propagating,

states.

Now proceed with the canonical analysis. Roughly speaking, if the world-sheet has spherical

topology, the insertion of the linear-dilaton vertex operator

exp-fi|,n^a*, (1.66)

into the path integral shifts the momentum conservation condition to Dp¿ : -2iQ (this is ex-

plicitly shown in Eq. (2.26)). Accordingly, to create a circular string with space-time momentum

pP requires a vertex operator
. 
"inxIQ.x 

. (1.62)

The Virasoro generators are also changed

Lo -l : îp'+ io-,.o,,, and L*:å Ë (rntlm-n*i(m-lI)Q'a^ (1.68)
n:l n=-æ
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where at:pP -i,Qt' and the central charge in Eq. (1.12) is c: 2+3Q2 (and a': ]).

The first level is thus massless, but is still conventionally called the tachyon. Flom Sec. 1.1,

where the second level was a massless field with (d - 2) independent components, it might be

expected that no physical excitations would remain in 2d. This counting breaks down at certain

discrete momenta, however. The states that appear at these momenta are called "discrete

states". As the mass level increases, more and more of these discrete states appear ¡53,54,21.5,

222,345,350].

By way of illustration, consider the open-string state le,p) : epdþ tl},p)' The -L6 - 1 and

the .L I conditions give

M2 : -p2 :2 and (pP + ¿Qt")et": o , (1.69)

respectively. Since Q2 : 2, tlne physical state is ep ú pp - iQp. However, this is exactly the

spurious state

L-10,p):(pp-iQ)aL1l0,p) . (1.70)

So, it seems that there are no physical states, as predicted by the component counting.

This is true at generic momenta but not at special points in momentum space [282]. At

p: -i,Qt" the ,t1 condition becomes empty and the spurious states are those with ep x Ql. So,

there is one physical state

QpoP-lo,-i8u), (1.71)

where Q.Q :0. Similarly, at p:'iQP, there are no spurious states, so there is another physical

state

QtoLtlo,i,Qu). (1.72)

Now take a direct product of two open strings to make a closed string. Then because of

the modified vertex operator Eq. (1.67), the latter state simply coïïesponds to : g"bïoxjÔ6X0 :

(recall Qp : (0,\/r) so @ lies just along the zero direction). By comparing with Eq. (1.a3)

describing the string in background fields, it is clear that this insertion simply re-scales compo-

nents of the flat metric G66. However, this can easily be absorbed by a rescaling of X0. The

former state is more interesting; it is created by the vertex operator

: g"bôoxoô6yo"2rt.2xt . (1.2g)

This also corresponds to a rescaling of components of the metric, but one which diverges at

infinity
dG66: x4"ztfzxr . Í.74)

Here M is an undetermined constant (it arises as a constant of integration in the sigma-model

approach). In the coordinates

x\ : x7, - Tt/lM"z'fzxt" (1.75)
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the metric is ds2 : (t-M"zJixl'¡ 11¿¡tr)' - (dxo)'). There is a horizon at Xrt : -f,t/TIogM
and the curvature blows up at Xll : oo. Thus this solution appears to resemble a black-hole

(further remarks can be found in [110, 238,327,329,344)). The analysis of the higher levels of
the 2d string proceeds in a similar fashion.

1.8 The c: 1 matrix model

The c : 1 matrix model describes the non-perturbative behaviour of critical strings living in
2 space-time dimensions. It is derived from the non-critical string in 1 dimension. The string

theory presented so far has been purely perturbative since its quantum mechanics was prescribed

by the perturbative path integral. Any non-perturbative description of string theory is therefore

very exciting since processes invisible to perturbation theory, such as the evolution ofblack-holes,

can be studied.

The standard line of thought is to assume that all closed bosonic critical string theories in

a particular dimension are descliptions of the one theory expanded around different vacuum

conflgurations corresponding to the different background fields. Coupled with the fact that

the non-critical string in 1D is equivalent to the 2D critical string, the matrix model is hoped

to describe the non-perturbative physics of 2D strings in all backgrounds. However, until ihe

proposal of Dhar, Mandal and Wadia (DMW) [97, 98], there was no clue as to how these other

backgrounds could be seen in the matrix model. This is the reason why it is important to
check their proposal, for, if it is right, it gives a prescription for creating an arbitrary space-time

background in the matrix model in which to do (non-perturbative) scattering experiments.

Before specialising to 2d, consider first the partition function corresponding io a non-critical

string in Rd

z t e;I ladxasl -T [,/nn"o a,xþ abxp - LL I,/O (1,76)
handles å

Vol

where ¡ is the Euler character (X:2-2h).The idea of the matrix model is to define IW
by discretising the world-sheet [10, 51, 52, 86, 210]:

Za¡" t ä"-ron;( | [o' *i"-Lli¡¡(xi-x¡¡2,t
random

(1.77)

discretisations
N,I.I

where G is the symmetry factor of the discretisation, d'Xf indicates that the zero-mode of I
has been omitted, and the sum f1¿y¡ is over nearest neighbours. An elegant way to reproduce

the sums in Eq. (I.77) is to use a Feynman sum of graphs which construct the dual lattice. The

quantum theory that produces this Feynman sum is called the "matrix model". Then finally,

the continuum limit is reached by taking the size of each simplex to zero and the number of

simplices to infinity (the "double scaling limit"). Although the discretised version has been

defined for all d, the continuum limit is only solva,hle for d < i. Fbr a review of matrix models

and string theury see [160].

handles
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1.8.1 An example 
- 

pure gravity

Consider the case of. d, :0 which corresponds to a string propagating in a non-existent space-

time. For definiteness, take the simplices to be squares and fix the area of each to be |. The

curvature at a vertex is negative (positive) when the number of incident squares is more (Iess)

than four. For a particular "squarulation" define -t' to be the number of faces, -Ð the number of

edges and.V the number of vertices. Then the total area A:+F and X - F - E+V-

To generate all possible discretisations with given number of faces (surface area) and number

of handles, the dual lattice is employed. This is just a closed /a diagram with F vertices, V

Ioops and -E propagators. The matrix model partition function is

eZ** - la6"o(-i¡r+só4). (1.2s)

The exponential of Z¡a¡a has been taken because only connected graphs are of interest. In fact,

as shall now be shown, in order to count the number of handles and to obtain orientable surfaces,

l/ x I/ Hermitian matrices must be used rather than simply /,

"z** 
: I o****""p (-,nr1| T M2 -r gTY Mr) (1.7e)

The propagator, vertex and a loop are shown in Fig. 1.2 (notice the arrows on the lines originate

Figure 1.2 : The fundamental building blocks of the matrix model of pure

gravity. The propagator l/-lôjôf, vertex gl/ and a loop 6i;õ:? . . õ:i : N.

from the Hermiticity of M and define a certain orientation of the surface). A typical graph

has [318]

l¡-ø1¡¡r-t)"¡trt -Nxg-F, (1.S0)

so that by considering an l[ x ll matrix rather than just $, the number of handles has been

able to be counted. Comparing with Eq. (1.77), the following identifications between the matrix

model and the discretised string can be made

N: gJl and (1.81)

Note also that the symmetry factor 1.lG has been taken care of automatically by the symmetry

factor of Feynman diagrams.

)
t
k

92 : e-1"
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Before investigating the continuum limit, it is worth mentioning that the problem can be

simplified by diagonalising M : UI DU. After integrating out the [/'s the partition function
becomes

ztt,\t :/fro^,o())"-'uD'(å^:*'^Í) , (1.82)

where the induced measure i.r.tr¿". ,n.tVund..monde determinant

a(À) :l{(ri-À¿) . (1.83)
j<¿

It is important to note that this is antisymmetric in the eigenvalues À¿, because in the c : I
model such determinants arise in a similar fashion and will prepare antisymmetric (fermionic)

initial and final states.

It is intuitively clear that the continuum limit corresponds to biasing the Feynman sum

towards surfaces with a large number of vertices. In other words, the coupling must be tuned
g + g" so that the average total area blows up

/,\ 0IogZ¿¡, ^ ôIogZ1¡¡1
(A) : :,nË -+ oo (1.84)

Therefore, the behaviour of Z as the coupling tends towards some critical value is of interest.

From Eq. (1.80), the partition function can be expanded in a power series

Z¡tut:N2Zorh*N-2Zz+..., (1.85)

where Z¡is the partition function arising from surfaces of genus ñ,. The continuum limit is not

simply the N -+ oo limit since this would produce only planar graphs. Instead, the "double
scaling limit" is taken, in which the critical limit g -> g" is taken in conjunction with large l/
limit in such a way that each genus gets weighted equaily. The rest of this section motivates the

exact folm of the double scaling limit.

Writing the non-critical siring of Eq. (1.41) in terms of a partition function Z(A) for frxed

area A: I Js

I a*-rozlt¡ ,

Iro.rr*o(#
the scaling dependence of Z(,4) on A can be determined. Under a shift o -+ o -f of a for o
constant, the measure does not change - the only change is from the dilaton term and the

delta function, giving

Z(A) : 
"Qaxla-o 

7("-'A) ' (1'87)

The choice eo : A gives

Z(A) : AQxl.'_t 21r; : ¿ii(r ","-2)-r Z(I) . (1.88)

Z

Z(A) f-an" + J0""" - A) , (1.86))'rl
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(1.e3)

In the discrete case ,4 is quantised which gives [42]

z M m : z di,,x - | e- uA AlxQ "* 
_2) -t - D go,aTv(t s¡, _2) -r - (g - r¡Lx?-r "r,) (1.8e)

Therefore the partition function can be written as the sum

z :Ð"r(*(n - r)+Q-r",',)" . (1.e0)

x

Differentiating to find the average total area, it is clear that the type of divergence is the same

for each genus 
(,4) - -! (1.g1)g-I

The continuum limit in this simple model is therefore defined as

(9 - 1) -+ 0 and -ll -+ oo, with N(g - 1¡å(z-r"") constant . (1'92)

A A

This is a "double scaling limit". It appears in much the same way in the minimal models and

below in the c : I model. In the c : I model, it is especially important to know that the

double scaling limit really matches the continuum, since it is hoped that the matrix model will

shed light on physical pïocesses such as black-hole evolution. This matching has not been shown

rigorousl¡ however, the double scaled matrix model does agree with every amplitude that has

been calculated in the continuum.

1.8.2 The c: 1 model and its double scaling limit

For one space-time dimension, the expansion in gstr of Eq. (1.77) can be generated from the

partition function

-zunr(T) - [dM(ú)]exp dt]l- (M2 - V(M))-¡rI 1,,

The kinetic term in the action has been obtained in the following way: The quadratic choice of

kinetic term in Eq. (1.77) corresponding to the Polyakov action maps to a Gaussian propagator

A(X) - e-x' in the matrix model. The leading small-momentum behaviour of the associated

momentum space kinetic term A-t(p) - eP',looks like 1*p2. It is this that has been used,

nottlne inverse of the Gaussian propagator [160]. Because the model is ultraviolet convergent,

only the short distance, non-universal, behaviour is affected by this substitution. This claim is

supported by comparing the calculations of the string susceptibility f"¿" in the continuum [217]

and for large -Ay' l2OO]. More indirectly, it is also supported by the agreement between the double

scaled correlators and those in the continuum. Similarly, the double-scaled answers do not

depend on the choice of I/, other than needing V(+oo) : oo ârd, as shall soon be shown, the

existence of a quadratic maximum. This is encouraging since it points to the fact that the true

continuum results are being calculated rather than some lattice artifact.
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Diagonalisil'g M yields the quantum mechanics of N spinless particles [b6]

ez¡tu(r): /¡¡o^,(ú)la(À,(0))A(Ài(?))exp (-* [' drI(i3 - y(À,))) (1.e4)I -\'¿\-/ 'Jo 
, ) 

\---l

The Vandermonde determinants that come from the Jacobian at each intermediate time-step
have canceled with those coming from Tt M2: D À?+t Uj¡Oo-À¡)2(J¡;, and only the boundary
terms remain. These prepare final and initial fermionic states since A is antisymmetric in the
À¿ . Thus the matrix model is a system of N uncoupled fermions moving in a potent ial V .

There still remains the double scaling limit. Niotivated by the c : 0 case, this will consist of
tuning the coupling g (contained in V) to some critical value, while simultaneously taking the

large N limit such that some scaling parameter is held fixed. First notice that in the partition
function Eq. (1.9a) the number of eigenvalues ly' appears in precisely the same way that ñ,-L

appears usually. Continue this analogy by writing the Hamiltonian H : N Ht where the new

Hamiltonian -Éf is given by

H' : LTp? + V(^¿) with [p¿, À¡] : h64 : N-r õ¡j . (1.95)

Each fermion occupies a volume 2rh : 2tr lN in phase space and in ihe large N limit a continuous

Fermi fluid appears. Consider this classical limit in more detail. The volume of the fluid is held

constant since

^r 
volume of occupied phase space / dpdÀ 0(rp - E'(p, À)),,: :-. 1L.vu.¡

which implies

r : [{f a1.' - E'(p, 
^)) 

. (1 ez).l ¿t
In these formulae, d is a step function, E'(p,X): jn2 + y(À) and e¡ is the Fermi energy. The

above identity, true in the large N limit, determines the Fermi energy in terms of the coupling

g.

As noted previously, the large N limit suppresses all but the graphs with spherical topology
The free energy F¡, of such graphs is

fo : 
"lg 

¡/-'"l5g T-r Z¡y¡¡,l(T) : 
"l51 

N-2 N E'0 , (1.e8)

where E[ is the total energy of the fermions in their ground state

E,O Lai (1.ee)
i=7

In summary, Ee. (1.97) determines the Fermi level ep in terms of g, and the goal is to find the

non-analytic behaviour of Eq. (1.98). First consider the following heuristic argument: Suppose

the potential is given by Iz(À) : -T^' -f gÀa. Then, as g increases, the fluid moves up the

potential wells as depicted in Fig. 1.3, At some critical value of g, the Fermi fluid willreach the
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V V

Figure 1.3 : As the coupling g increases, the Fermi level gradually reaches the

top of the quadratic maximum. There is a critical point as the fluid reaches

the top.

top of the quadratic maximum. At this point, the free energy diverges. Putting some body into

these statements, the free energy can be explicitly calculated [56]

r'¡ : I #r+r, _ 
Lx, + s\4) o(,¡ _ 

Lp, + î\, _ gxn)

1[ 
dÀ

3r JJ-z,p
2ep+À2-2g\a (." - t2 +zoxa)

,2plog-rp (1.100)

In the last line, only the leading singular behaviour has been kept. This arises from the end-

points of the integral which are close to the central quadratic maximum as indicated in the

second line. The critical limit is ep ì 0.

Fbom the derivation, it is clear that the only important distinguishing feature of the potential

was a quadratic maximum. Multiplying ,F'0 by N2 to obtain the free energy suggests that the

scaling parameter in the double scaling limit should be llep. This is in contrast with the c: 0

case, since the scaling variable does not involve a power of g - g". Instead, evaluating the singular

part of Eq. (1.97) yields 9 - 9c - -eF log(-ep).

The double scaling limit is for the c: I matrix model is defined to be [57, 16I, L79,247,

264,2701

ep -+ 0 and N -+ oo with l.t: -Nep: constant . (1.101)

As lrl -+ oo the splitting between fermion levels is tending to zero which results in a continuous

Fermi liquid. At the same time the Fermi sea is rising up to the top of the quadratic potential; p

parameterises how close the Fermi level gets to the top. The quantity p is not to be confused with

the cosmological constant ¡t; infact, since each string diagram is weighed by trx (see Eq. (1.80)),

p is simply the inverse string coupling g"t - lt-7.

The double scaling limit is easy to take in the second quantised version of the system. Here

the Hamiltonian is

H:N[¿x'1 ' '\
,, (¡¡zÔ¡ÇIoxe +vø)çIe ) , (1'102)

where ((À) is a second.-quantised spinless field. Define À: N-rl2q and ((À) : Nr/41þ(q), then

in the double scaling limit only the the quadratic behaviour of the potential survives and the
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Hamiltonian becomes

H:laq(larr¡,tanrl,-|ørrl,IrÞ), (1.103)

which is just the non-relativistic quantum field theory describing non-interacting fermions living
in an inverted harmonic osciìlator potential! The fermions are filled up to the level .É/ - -p..

1.8.3 The space-time interpretation

Although the double-scaled matrix model is supposed to describe 2d critical string theory, the

identification of the space-time states in the matrix model has been a problem fraught with
difficulties and misunderstandings. It might be expected that the tachyon, which is a scalar,

should be related to the bosonised fluctuations of the Fermi surface [84,239,277,310]. Indeed

this is so, but the relative normalisation of the wavefunctions wâs, however, quite difficult to

calculate and it is the goal of this section to give an overview of the result. The realisation of
the discrete states in the matrix model is still speculative (although it is hoped that the next

chapter adds weight to DMW's proposal) and comments regarding this problem are saved till
the next section.

The idea is quite easy in principle. The correlators of tachyons are calculated in the 2d string

theory and compared with scattering of small bumps on top of the Fermi surface. The first part

of this subsection is taken from Polchinski's lectures [274], while the second part comes from the

papers of Di Francesco and Kutasov [105, 106].

On the matrix model side, only small fluctuations around the static solution will be consid-

ered. This is because the results will be compared with the predictions from perturbative string

theory and this regime (9rt. -+ 0) is described by the matrix model with the Fermi level well

below the quadratic maximum (t¿ - gJ.L), or, equivalently, by small perturbations of the Fermi

sea which do not cross the potential barrier. Thus, it seems safe to consider only one side of
the poteniial since tunnelling through and washing over the barrier are both non-perturbative

effects. This idea will be challenged in the next section, but for now, it will be accepted that
only one side is needed in order to describe the perturbative scattering of tachyons.

The classical motion3 of each individual fermion is governed by the single-particle Hamilto-
nian fr : l(n, - q2),

Dtp:q and DtÇ:p, (1.104)

where D¿ is the comoving derivative which follows the fermion of interest. This has the partic-

ularly simple solution

p : -lal sinh(ú - b) and q: -lalcosh(ú - b) , (1.105)

3The 
-ap betrveen the matrix model and the space-time has only been worked out at tree level. However, the

wavefunction renormalisation needed to map the tachyon into the matrix model originates because the latter was

introduced using, essentially, a short-distance cutoff. Presumably then, since short distance effects should not
depend on the global topology of the world-sheet (g.t. ir a relevant coupling), the map is the same to all orders
of perturbation theory [274].
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where o, and b are arbitrary constants. The "skin" of the static sea is given by H : -þ, or

P+(Ç)static : * q2 - 2tt' (1.106)

In this formula, and henceforth, * (-) will stand for quantities with positive (negative) momen-

tum p. These are, of course, incoming (outgoing) fermions, as depicted in Fig. 1'4

x

Figure 1.4 : A, typical excited Fermi

sea (shaded). The incoming fermions

at the top move on hyperbolae until

they leave the diagram at the bottom

Ieft corner. The RHS of the sea is un-

excited and small pulses (perturbative

string theory) never pass over to this

region.

(-) : (p<0) : outgoing (+) : (p>0) : incoming (1.107)

Rather than describe the motion of each individual fermion, it is much more convenient to

use collective coordinatespa(q,f) which are the positions of the sea's upper and lower surfaces

for a small perturbation aroundp+(Ç)static. The equation of motion forpa is simply that of the

position p of the Fermi surface at a fixed q

\tp+(q,t) : q - p+(%t)ônp¡@,t) . (1.108)

In order to find the matrix-model scalar, define a new coordinate r : - log(-q), an asymptoti-

cally small perturbation €+, and the quantities zrg, 
^9

p+(q,t)

n-r/2(tt f e1(r, ú))

Written in terms of these new variables, the Hamiltonian is

1

+s + -0t i e¡(r,t)) ,
q

tng(r,t) - ð"S(r,t) .

* Ë* I,'_ t@" -q')

* Ë¿s (årpî - p3-) - îq'(p*-o-))

+ l:dr (7r? + @,Ð2 + e2"o(#)) .

H

Coupled with the equation of motion for p¡, the second line of this equation implies

(1.10e)

(1.110)

[.+("),.+(t')] : ¡2niô,6(, - r') , (1. 1 11)
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meaning that ,5 is a scalar with zrg as its conjugate. The Hamiltonian also shows that the self-

interaction of ^9 
grows with increasing r. This is similar to the wây gstr increases as the Liouville

wall is approached. The tachyon is not, however, simply given by ,5. The matrix model gives

a discrete approximation to the vertex operators and it would not come as a surprise to find a

wavefunction renormalisation resulting from such a process.

With ihe help of an infinite number of conserved charges, the classical S-matrix can be

obtained. The quantities

W^n- 
"?n-n)t 

f dPdq
' Jurl?p - q)*(p - Q)" , (1.112)

where the irrtegral runs over static Fermi sea subtracted from the excited Fermi sea, are conserved

by the equations of motion Eq. (1.104). Their Poisson brackets satisfy a classical tu- algebra

structure [16, 83, 100, 245, 251] which is also generated by the vertex operators of the discrete

modes in the 2d string [345, 350]. The relation between these two algebras is not entirely
clear. Evaluating these quantities in the far past and the far future allows the incoming pulse

described by e1(1, r) to be expressed in terms of the outgoing pulse e- (t,r). By Eq. (1.109) and

the equation of motion for ,S, the incoming pulse is a function of r- - t - r asymptotically, ie

e*(t,r) : ,+(r_) (and similarly e- (t,r) : €-(1+)). After Fourier transforming

Ë
du a¡(u)e-x,r+ I (1.1 13)

the incoming and outgoing modes are related as follows 1249,250,277]

T+€+( )

1', 6/n¡lt-k r(1 + iø) 1

?, kl f(2-k+iou)\Ærl
LU

a+(u)

(rt,.. . ,arla) : Ql..'un
r(1 + iø)

l(2-nIiu)

4
2

X

From the commutators of ea, the modes obey the standard oscillator algebra

[o*(r), o+(r')] : l2ra6(u I ut) ( 1.1 15)

IJsing these two last equations, any amplitude can be calculated, for instance, the 1 -+ n ampli-
tude is

da1du2...d¿.'* a-("¿t)...e.-(u¡)6(q +... + ak - u). (1.114)

(+)
n-l

1,U

a_

2
t/Z"t1rt+... + un - u). (1.116)

Now the analogous process in string theory must be computed - the tree-level scattering of
tachyons in a flat linear-dilaton background.

At this point, the chapter could become sr,¡/amped by the technical details of what, in the

author's opinion, is a very ingenious calculation. Rather than let this happen, the computation

of [105, 106] is briefly summarised and the result stated (see also [13, 118, 160, 169, 178, 228,

246,282,2981).
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Start with the 2d critical string living in a flat linear-dilaton background with non-zero

cosmological constant

s:+lø(La"xra"xt"+Re.x+p"""), (1.112)

where 1282 :26 - d:24 and a: Qz+ J(At=z. If Qp lies purely along the "2" (Liou-

ville) direction (Q, : Q,t/r)), then this theory is equivalent to a non-critical string theory in

the single dimension X1. There are then two possible forms for the cosmological term eox2

arrd X2eox2 (see Eq. (1.64)). Because of the tachyon self-interaction these two forms will mix

and, unfortunately, it is the latter which dominates at weak string coupling [270] making the

calculation untenable in this regime. For this reason it is convenient to "regulate" the theory

by calculating with a small but non-zero Qr

The amplitudes of interest are ly'-point functions of tachyons (T¡rT¡r...Tt *), where the

tachyon vertex operator is given in Eq. (1.67). Only the tree-level amplitudes are calculated. It
is convenient to perform the integral over the zero mode as of X2. Using [170, Eq. 3.331.1]

/oo
I dooexp (-p,e"o * sas) : ¡r"l(-s) , (1.118)

"/ -oo

the correlators are

\Tx,Tn,...Tn*): ¡isr(-s) lø'xl"-t" (l-""*')',r,rr,...Tt,N (1.119)

Naturally the zero mode of X2 is to be left out of the functional integral, ,50 is the action with

þ :0 and s is given by

i rfrS r as : 2Q . (1.120)
i:t

For s € % ¡, tlne path integral Eq. (1.119) can be computed in terms of integrals of powers of

propagators. For example, in the case ofthe three-point function, the three vertex operators can

be inserted at fixed positions on the sphere (in order to completely break the Killing symmetries,

see p. 11). Choosing these points tobe z:0,1,oo, the result is [105, 106, 119, 120]

(T¡,T¡"T¡") : p'r(-s) \ I o'.rt1¡ol2.,/lû)lr -.¿l_'ol(hù f|l-n - ril-'o' ,

: Q#+,)'gffi (1 121)

At this point, the arguments become too lengthy and complicated to present here. Suffice

to say that higher-point functions also give ratios of Gamma functions. Eq. (1.121) has only

been calculated for integer s, but this is exactly where f(-t) is ill-defined. Furthermore, the

integrals only converge in certain regions in momentum space. Amazingly, DiFÏancesco and

Kutasov [105, 106] managed to make physical arguments that allowed the correlators to be

understood for all s and by examining the poles in general amplitudes were able to extend the

correlators to the whole of momentum space.
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Comparing the results from the matrix model with those from the string theory, the following
map bet',veen the two theories is found

(r.r22)

where a(ø)-- are the modes of the massless scalar S (Eq. (1.113)) and c(ø)r1.ing ârê the modes

of the re-scaled tachyon S : Te-þ. The ratio of gamma functions is known as the "leg-pole"
factor. The first detailed investigation into the physical consequences of the leg-pole factor was

by Poìchinski and Natsuume [278] who demonstrated how it can convert the free fermions of the

matrix model into space-time tachyons that exhibit many complicated (setf)-interactions.

1.9 The proposal

To reproduce the pelturbative string theory results only very small bumps on top of the Fermi

sea need be considered. Tunnelling through the potential barrier and fluid washing over the

wall are both non-perturbative effects. So, when working in the semi-classical limit with very
small pulses, it seems safe to work with only one side of the potential. Indeed, since only one

side was needed to reproduce the perturbative tachyon physics, it would seem that there would

be an infinite number of non-perturbative completions of the model [249], depending on what
was done with the other side. On the other hand, most of these completions rvere argued to be

non-unitary[273], basically because fluid was lost over to the other side.

DVIW [98] argued that the space-time metric must couple to the entire eneïgy-momentum

tensor of the theory. The Hamiltonian of the string theory is identical to that of the matrix
model (unless the potential is modified by hand from the beginning). A generic perturbation
of the Fermi fluid has total energy coming from both sides of the potential, so the metric must

couple to ihis total energy.

Allowing excitations of both halves of the sea introduced another degree of freedom into the

model that had not yet been utilised. There were now two scalar fields - the average and the

difference of the bosonised fluctuations on each side of the barrier. By considering a symmetric
leg-pole transform and comparing with the tachyon-graviton effective theory, DMW proposed

that the tachyon, ^9, is the leg-pole transform of the average of the fluid fluctuations, while the

total energy of the difference variable, A, is the mass of the black-hole.

This section will outline the proposal of DMW and leave the details for Appendix A. The

extended leg-pole transform, (which, because it treats both sides identically, gets around the

problem of non-unitarity mentioned above), and the idea of how the matrix model realises the

presence of a discrete background, will be presented.

a-u(ø)string : (;)* ##"+(@)-- ,
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1.9.1- The leg-pole transformation

The formalism [99, 100, 101] uses a phase-space density of fermions U(p,q,,t). In the semi-

classical limit this is just unity inside the sea and zero outside. Fluctuations around the static

sea are denoted by 6U(p,q,ú) which is, for the moment, only non-zero for the LHS of the sea.

The leg-pole transform can then be written in one compact equation as an integral over phase

space 
r

S(r,t): J OnOo f (qe")6U(p,e,t), (1.123)

in which the function / is simply a zeroth-order Bessel function [170]

r@) : ftn (zt?tt'rù , (1.124)

and ,5 : Te-Ô is the rescaled tachyon.a Eq. (1.123) is only valid asymptotically as ,t -+ -oo.
Higher-order corrections to this leg-pole transformation which are of order re2' have also been

calculated [102]. Here, only the asymptotic form of the transformation will be used since only

bulk correlators (large negative values of ø) will be calculated.

Note, so far, the fluid fluctuation has been non-zero only for q ( 0. When excitations on

both sides of the potential are allowed, DM\ / suggested that the symmetrical leg-pole transform

should be used

s(r,t):+ [ono, l!r/4lqlet)6(J(p,q,t). (1.125)
YZU

Thefactors of Il1/2and.21la areforconvenienceonly. Thisisthefirstpartof theirproposal.

L.9.2 The tachyon and higher states

Due to the particularly simple dynamics of the matrix model, it can be shown [101' 102] that

a generic fluctuation can be evolved back into the distant past so that it becomes possible to

write ^9- explicitly in terms of ,S-.. This yields the following two equations

1 \- .it") : -n^ I* d.r- sa@-lo?¡ (Jil""-"-) ,
^/.t u
Y " a:1,2

s-(r+) : + [* d" I [^***n' d, r (ft(r - (e lpt))e-r+ø+) . (1.126)
" J-* .7_-2Jo " \

where tt' : llrlJ2l (this varies slightly from DM\M's convention lt' : t/11ù.u In this formula,

the small initial perturbation of the top-LHS of the Fermi sea has been parameterised by ef (r)

and the bottom-RHs by el(r). They are just the leg-pole transform of the incoming tachyon

S+("-). Another leg-pole transform of these variables gives the outgoing tachyon 5-(r+).

aComparing with Eq. (1.65) it is seen that the vertex operator for S is simply eipx.
sFor fluctuations purely on the LHS of the sea, the va¡iable r was defined in the previous section; r : - log(-q)

For the fluctuations on the other side r: -Iogq.
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The second part of the proposal concerns the realisation of the tachyon and the discrete
states in the matrix model. As suggested by the above formula, the leg-pole of the tachyon is

taken to be the s"^ ;þ Da=t,2ri7).Call this variable @(r),

ó(,):|G,-(r¡ +el1r¡) (r.r2:)
/2 t -' ' ¡' ',/

The difference variable A,

a1r¡ : L^(r.t,-rr_?)), (1.128)v2\ '

will be associated the discrete-mode backgrounds. With A : 0, the tree-level tachyon scattering
amplitudes in the flat linear-dilaton background are recovered since the scenarios on either side of
the potential are identical. However, extra scattering effects come into play when A is non-zero.

DMW considered the case when A was small and retained just the first non-trivial term in
the expatrsion of ,S- a':ound A :0. This term was further expanded in powers of ó - for 1-1

tachyon scattering, only the linear order is needed. This yields

,s- (.r+ ) : l* o, lo"'' o, r (//tt - (el2pt))e-r+r')

1 /oo__:_ | art2çr)e-r-x+
4\/ u' I -*

| . ----+ I

" lt, (J-u,"-rt:r+ \ - @(rle ' - Í,, (rF"-,+"*) + O@r)l
L" \"' / 2r/lt, \"-- ) -\r il

+o(a4) , (1.t29)

where the plime on / means derivative with respect to its argument. Notice that the first term
of the O(42) part is not zero even when the incoming tachyon ,y' is set to zero! The DMW
proposal interprets this extra contribution as coming from a tachyon background which has

been dynamically generated by a nonzero value of A. The O(þ) term will therefore have to
contain a part which describes tachyon scattering off this extla tachyon backgrou¡tcl. It will also

contain parts which correspond to tachyons scattering off the space-time realisation of A.

Using the first of trq. (1.126) the O(þ,42) part of ,9- can be written as

+ l:d,r- s¡(r-, l:d.r L,2(r)¿-2'+z'- a?r (,/l{-"-) ¡" (Jy'"-"*'*¡ . (1.1s0)

Assuming that the incoming tachyon wavepacket is highly localised around a large positive value

of r- , and taking the early-time limit rt -+ -oc, Bessel functions can be expanded in the small
parameters e-'- and e'*. The final result of 1-1 tachyon scattering is

S-(r* -+ -co) : (A:0 part) * (part from dynamically created tachyon background)

+ Ë c^n¿Ø+t),* [* fla-"-(m+r)"-,s+("-) , (1.131)
n:L,m=O J -oo

where the coefficient Cnn is given by

n)m+
2t,mn: 4" lW

,- -1 rooLtL-L I dr12(r)¿(^-"),
(ml)2nl(n - l)! /-- (1.132)
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By comparing with the effective tachyon field theor¡ as shall also be done in the next section,

DMW showed:

33

o The (^,n) - (0, arbitrary) corresponded to the tachyon scattering off the dynamically

created background,

-:: [* o, L2(r¡e-,+"* l' (J/"-r+z+) . (1.1s8)
41/p,t l -*

o The (^,n): (1,1) part was the same as tachyon scattering off a black-hole background if
the "mass" parameter of the black-hole was given by

M :: [* arñqr¡ . (1.144)
41f J -æ

They postulated that other moments of the difference variable corresponded to the parameters

of the other discrete states. Using the effective field theory of tachyons in a massive-mode

background derived in Eq. (2.LI7), it willbe shown in Chapter 2 section that this is true at the

next level above the black-hole.
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Massive Fields and the 2D String

The first mass'iue leuel of closed, bosonic string theory i,s studi'ed. Free-fi'eld

equat'ions are deriued by i,mposing Weyl i,nuariance on the world sheet. A two'

parameter solut'ion to the equation of moti'on and constraints i,s found' 'i'n two

d,imens,ions ui,th a fl,at linear-dilaton bacleground. One-to-one tachyon scattering

is studied i,n thi,s background. The results support Dhar, Mandal and Wad'i,a's

proposal that 2D cri,tical stri,ng theory corresponds to the c: I matri,r model i,n

whi,ch both sides of the Ferm'i seo, are ercited'

So that the reader does not have to wade back through the introductory chapter, the notation

wilt be introduced afresh. Recall that tree-level amplitudes in closed bosonic string theory are

calculated by the insertion of appropriate vertex operators into the path integral

z: [ --fdgdaLe-slx',soo\, (2.1)
"/ vreparamxweyl

where Xp are a collection of d scalar fields living on the string world-sheet which will be taken

to have the topology of a sphere and metric Ao6. Latin letters a,b,' .. - 1,2 are used to

indicate world-sheet indices, while the space-time indices will always be denoted by Greek letters,

þ : 0,...,d - 1. \Morld-sheet reparameterisation invariance will be kept manifest throughout

the calculation, so after fixing the conformal gauge gab : e2o 6aö on two patches on the sphere,

the partition function reads (Sec. 1.4.1)

z: I# {lw'rt,"r(T I oo"- slx,r)} ' Q.2)

with ! : 6obôoôu. Weyl invariance of the theory means that arbitrary correlation functions

(lI¿Xþn) calculated with the path integral contained in the curly parentheses are independent

of ø (Eq. (1.37)). Then the measure [ldo]lV1r,¡.r¡ can be set to unity. Notice that ghost terms

have been omitted. This is because their action and measure have been taken to be independent

of o and only a simple subset of the possible physical states will be considered.l The ghosts can

then be integrated out yielding an unimportant (ø independent) constant'

tIt is easy to imagine adding higher-derivative terms containing ghosts to the action or the vertex operators

which would make the discussion more complicated.
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In the standard Wilson renormalisation group approach (p. 16), the equations of motion are

obtained as an operator statement inside the path integral. In contrast, this chapter utilises a

source JP and calculates the generating functional

ZlJl : "i# I """ [¡adx1e-slx',s^d+l r'f (x) 
,LJ 

I
(2.3)

explicitly, by employing a weak-field expansion and using a short-distance cutoff. The coupling

I J'f 6) will be explained soon. This approach is closely related to the one used by Brustein,
Nemeschansky and Yankielowicz[59].

At each level of the string, the derivation of the linearised equations of motion follows the
same pattern. First, the most general action for that level is written down. This is dictated
by the requirement of space-time and world-sheet reparameterisation invariance. AII gauge

symmetries present in the action are fixed and redundant fields are eliminated.2 After this fixing,
the generating functional is calculated to the linear order in the fields. Naive regularisation
ambiguities are removed by adding local counter-terms to the action (in practice this is usually
implemented through the use of a covariant functional measure and amounts to a set of field-
redefinitions). The theory is then renormalised. Finally, varying with respect to the conformal
mode yields a set of "B-functions" which are set to zero to obtain the equations of motion.

There are a number of subtleties inherent in this method and these are most easily illustrated
by considering the familiar scenario of a string living in a background of massless and tachyonic
fields (Eq. (1.43)). Sec. 2,1 derives the linearised equations of motion for these fields by expanding
around a flat, linear-dilaton background (Eq. (1.59)). Some non-linear corrections to the tachyon
field equation are then considered. The linearised equations of motion for the first massive level

of the string are calculated in Sec. 2.4. The first part of the chapter concludes in Sec. 2.5 with
the derivation of the non-linear corrections to the tachyon field equation coming from the first
massive level.

In the second part of ihe chapter, the discrete state remnant of the propagating massive
particle is found by solving its linearised field equations in two dimensions. It is then quite
an easy task to check DMW's hypothesis by studying one-to-one tachyon scattering in this
background (Sec. 2.7). The results presented here were published in a more condensed form
in [3a1].

2At the massive level, it is particularly important to do this since the equations of motion are presumed to
contain no extraneous gauge degrees of freedom. As mentioned previously, the standa¡d Wilson renormalisation
group approach does not produce enough constraints on the massive field. If there ì¡/as some remaining symmetry,
then the lack of constraints would not necessarily be a problem since the symmetry could be fixed by further
constraining the field.
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2.L Massless field equations

A string living in a background of three massless space-time fields, the graviton G¡"r, the anti-

symmetric tensor B* andthe dilaton Õ, and one tachyonic field ? is described by the generalised

non-linear sigma model action of Eq. (1.43)'

sfx,o) : * I-(îrrnc *t")0oxP06x's"b + l,Br,(x)0"x,ô6vv uab

+\/sÙo(x)+¡¡rçx¡\. Q.4)

Here the string tension a' has been set to 2 and 9: detgoa' As explained in Sec' 1'6, it is well

known from beta-function results that strings can consistently propagate in a flat linear-dilaton

background

G¡tu:\¡,ru, A(X):Q'X and B¡"r:0, (2'5)

where I2Q2 : 26 - d. This subsection will verify that this is indeed a consistent (Weyl-invariant)

string background. Then, by expanding

G Ir, : rl¡", I h¡", and Q : Q'X -l Ó , (2.6)

in which h¡"r, ó and all other fields are considered to be O(À) (where À is a small parameter),

the linearised equations of motion will be obtained.

The source Jp car_ be coupled to any world-sheet scalar and the theory will remain invariant

under reparameterisations of the world-sheet. AII choices will break space-time reparameter-

isation invariance so the equations derived by imposing Weyl invariance will be gauge fixed.

Different couplings I J.f wllI correspond to different gauges. The physics of the theory should

not depend on the gauge choice, but for the purposes of this section it is convenient to choose

the source term to be

I tr4'+2oe\ . Q.T)
.t

There are two reasons for this particular form. Firstl¡ it handles contributions from the linear

part of the dilaton field exactly. Secondly, using the usual coupling / J'X and demanding

Weyl-invariance of the one-point function results in the gauge condition

0 : ô¡r(Þ + +,Apnt"'hp, - ôrh¡rr, (2'8)

to O(À). A flat linear-dilaton background is obviously inconsistent with this gauge condition.

Of course the background can be rotated to be compatible with the gange and, since the other

equations of motion are covariant, S-matrix elements will be unaffected. However, this is an

unnecessary nuisance. F,q. (2.7) is not really all that exotic since it is well known from spon-

taneously broken theories that expanding around different points in configuration space can be

advantageous. Using this analogy the choice I J.(X + 2oQ) is equivalent to expanding around

the true vacuum, while the coupling I J.X corresponds to expanding around the unstable max-

ima - here there is a non-zero tadpole that runs away into the vacuum.
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Now proceed with the steps outlined on p. (36).

The action: The guiding principle in writing down Eq. (2.4) is that it should be the most
general action with at most two derivatives that is reparameterisation invariant both on the
world-sheet and in space-time. Therefore, the term * L/gArn2Xp must also be considered.
Here D2 is the covariant Laplacian

D2Xø: g"bDol¡,xr:¡ou (a"aox, -li6b)0"Xþ +rl^@)Aox"abx^) . e.g)

In fact, the field A, can be eliminated, as will be shown below, and shall be called a "red.undant
field". The usual justification for not considering such fields is that they give no contribution to
S-matrix elements since, to O(À). the on-shell condition is D2Xt':0.

Elimination of redundant fields: A redundant field is defined to be one that can be elimi-
nated by making a redefinitionof XL'(and possibly other fields).3 .Ãp is such a field since with
the action ,5 given by Eq (2.4) it is easy to check that

slxrl- * I JsAt"D2xt, : slxt" - Ã,6)1. * I JsRerAr, (2.10)

to first order in À. Then, with the definitions

X,t' _ yu _ ¡uçX) and ó, : ó+ e.A ,

and the use of the "covariant measure"

(2.r1)

lo'"] ddx aet (G r, - v rÃ, - o,Ãr) (2.r2)
cov

the partition function reads

det G ¡",(X') e-slÓ' :x'l (2.13)

to O(À). (The primes will be dropped in the following calculations.) This procedure would have

also wolked iï'nrr, instead of G¡"r, had been used in the covariant measure.

The covariant measure was used so that the the redundant field wasn't reintroduced by the
Jacobian of transformation following from the change of variable. Covariant measures will be

used frequently throughout this work for this reason, but also in a more general sense to elegantly
encode certain field redefinitions. The additions to the action resulting from such field redefini-
tions must be both local world-sheet scalars and covariant under space-time diffeomorphisms.
Therefore, these are also the defining char-acteristics of a covariant measure.

Elimination of Stückelberg fields: It is also useful to note that At'could have been absorbed

direcily into the metric since the action is invariant under the transformations

õAr: ¡, and 6G¡"r:VrLr+Vrl\p, (2.14)
3The argument given here is to O()) only. Since Ap is aÌso a kind of Stückelberg field, it can be eliminated to

all orders in À. The situation at the massive level is nowhere near as simple and there the redundant fields will
only be eliminated to O(À).

z : | @dx].o.,e-s[d;'r] -fr ! À'o2x' : | [o'"'
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where V, is the covariant space-time derivative. This makes At'look like a "Stückelberg field"

- a field which is introduced in order that a massive field theory have a gauge invariance. /r'
is not a Stückelberg field in the true sense of the term since G * is massless, however. Such

fields will be encountered at the first massive level and their corresponding gauges will be fixed

by setting the Stückelberg fields to zero.

Evaluating the generating functional to O(À): Because of the spherical topology, the Eu-

ler character is non-zero

* I *^: -* | oo:z (2.15)

Also, ! has a zero-mode which means the propagator A satisfies

-.tLQ,z'):6(z - z') -Y-r"2o , (2'16)

where V is the volume of the world-sheet. Then denoting the zero-modes of Xp and Jt" l\/g
by ø¡ and .If respectivel¡ the square can be completed in the generating functional by shifting

X-+X-2Qo+ÏLJ

zlrl : "o (H I """) | lo'r]""0 l-# | (+u,*,u"x'n,, + \/sta'x)

-s,*(x) + ltfx+2aòf
: pþf 

Ilu't] *p l-# | a,x,a"x'\¡,, ro0.(r0 - -*) - si"t(x * -)] @.fi)

where /. fptot:exp[ä Jr^r*(ry-a")+1"""), (2.18)

and ,5¡,,1 is the action of Eq. (2.4) with G* and Õ replaced by the small fields hp and Ó

respectively. In keeping with the B-function language a "background field" X has been defined

Xp:-2epo+X(=-2QPo+ lntr. (2.19)

Note, however, that the background field does not satisfy the on-shell condition ZX : 0. The

zero-mode part of the generating functional ø6.(,I¡ -2Al\/V) simply enforces momentum con-

servation. At this point it is clear from Eq. (2.18) that the linear-dilaton vacuum Eq. (2.5) is

indeed Weyl invariant.

Performing a weak field expansion of exp(-Si"t) and utilising the Fourier transform yields

e-sint : t - + h l ¿dr"in'x (înr,{o)a"xpôox' + llt,@)a"xpôux'eob

-2toþ(p)+e2"r6¡)+o(À2) , (2.20)

and reduces the problem to Gaussian integrals. These integrals are regulated using a short-

distance cutoff e. Denote the regularised propagator by 4..

Reparameterisation invariance will be imposed on the regularised propagator. It will also be

be assumed that it satisfies certain "Leibnitz-like" relations. It is important to keep its form as
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arbitrary as possible so that the equations of motion are not some regularisation-sDecific rubbish.
The constraint of reparameterisation invariance will be discussed soon, but first the Leibnitz-like
relations will be explained. These arise if we demand that the Stùckelberg fields can be absorbed
at the quantum level; that is, that the gauge symmetry is not broken by quantum effects. In
order to shorten the exposition for the massive level, the simpler case of ,4 witl be written out
in full here. Consider the Aþ and h¡r, parts of the generating functional, with flat functional
measure lddX), at O(À),

zlJlloøl o( | a2 r¡¡"inx 
"-ln'&{",ò l(nz xu + ippsob D,7ô,1a,,(2, ")) tr@)

+Tg"o (A"Xuaox' * 2ipþ0"iL,(2, z1)ð6X' + r¡p" ô,iÌ"g\,,(zt, zz)

-p'p' 0"î a., (2, z1)ô,å4, (r, rù) nr,Ø)l 
zt=22:2, ip +Jo,/v _2e:0 e.2r)

NIow, under the first-order version of the variation Eq. (2.1a) (6Aþ : À, and 6h¡,., : ipply, +
iprlyp), the partition function varies as

zlJllorxt x I d2 
"açein* "-|n''t,1",", ln.o (+u""o,{r, z) - ð"ia,,(r, rr)1,,=,) n20u7u

+ip2sob (Lr*L(2, z) - 0"ia,1z. r)1,,:") (a,ot,{", rr)1",_,) n,

+rs* (D,io,o L,(z, rr)1,,=, 1 o,io d L,("t, zù1,,:,,=,

- nu (¿),rL,(2, z)l ) ) ,rl ,\t @)l _ e.22)\ ' tzr-z// J l¡p+¡o,/v_2e:o
where integration by parts has been used. If the generating functional is to be invariant under
the classical symmetry, the regularised propagator must satisfy the relations

Ô"" L,(2, z) : 20"i A,,(2, ,ùl - -- ,
ttl-'

/r\D,"(0,9L,(r,r,,)l ) : D¿/,u\,,(zt,zz)l + ô,sÌ¡L,,(zt,zùl .e.n\
\ "1 - lz¡=¿ / -l "t lzy:.2:¿ zá-c \ - " -o'ltr:rr=" ' '-'-"'

For the absorption of the (true) Stückelberg frelds at the massive level, the regularised propagator
will have to satisfy these equaiions and generalisations thereof. Therefore, from this point on,
it is taken that it satisfies the Leibnitz-like relations

D"" (lO,O'",L*(z,r')ll,=r,): lD," (OrO'r,L,¡2,r,))ll"=", I lOrD.," (O,r,A,,(2,r,))ll"=", ,

(2.24)
where O, is a polynomial in D, and O'", a polynomialin D",. To the author's knowledge, the
Iiterature contains no discussion of the case when these relations do not hold.

,4/' has been absolbed. so performing the weak-field expansion to O(À) and using the flat
measure4 lddX), the path integral yields

ZIJI Pl") det
!
4" td(p) - * Io'""onx"-ln'&Q,"¡

aRecall that iP could have been absorbed either by using the gauge transformation Eq. (2.14), or by the
change of integration variable Eq. (2.11). In the former case it is obvious that a flat functional measure can be

1

V

I

)-" {

used, lvhile in the latter it is permissible (but not necessa¡ily wise) to use [ddX det(r¡¡,, - 2\e"Ãò)l: [ddx']
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xlr-2"2"r(p) - 2toSq/) + L (a"x,aox' +2¿ep&^,(2,21)ð6x') u"bar,lp¡

+| (a"NuarX' + 2i,pþô"iA,,(2, z1)ô¿Xu r r¡p" 0riôrg\*(21, z2)

- p,p'(a"in',ç','ù)')nr,@),,=",:"\ ' (2'25)

In this formula det' is the determinant without the zero-mode, the tachyon has been scaled by

e-2 for convenience and the "external momentum" pþ has been defined

tpu + ftt/V - 2QP :0 . (2.26)

Atthough the source is a world-sheet density, it must not vary under Weyl transformations.

Thus pp is Weyl neutral and õXp : -2Qp6o, as prescribed by Eq. (2.19)'

Removal of regularisat ion ambiguities: To keep the theory reparameterisation invariant,

the regularised propagator must satisfy

L,,(2, z) - - log ,2 + zo("¡ + o(e2) . (2.27)

The first term follows from an explicit calculation of the propagator on the sphere with a short-

distance cutoff e while the second can be found by making an infinitesimal Weyl rescaling of the

A. [104, 287]. Using the Leibnitz-like relations, the first derivative at coincidence must then be

a .l
fi;n,{", /)1",:,: ôoo(z) + o(e2) ' (2'28)

The second derivative of A. at coincidence is not entirely fixed by reparameterisation invari-

ance [287]. The most general form contains the 2 arbitrary numbers 7u and'/s and the symmetric

traceless matrixb Mo6 which only contains terms with two derivatives

0ri0"aL.,(zr, zz)l"r:"r=r: 1eõab€-2"2o + L'yolorlo I Mou + O(e2) . (2.29)

This form is obtained by imposing that the contraction with g"b be a scalar; to O(e2) the

only possible terms are 1re-2 and 76R. On the superficial level this looks disastrous since the

equations of motion may depend on the regularisation scheme used through the numbers 7. and

.yo (Mou drops out of the calculation at this level of the string since it is traceless). In fact,

with judicious field redefinitions, or, equivalently by adding local counter-terms to the action all

regularisation dependence can be soaked-up'

It is clear from the form ofthe generating functional Eq. (2.25) that 7. and 7s can be absorbed

by redefining the dilaton and the tachyon

ó,(p) : ó(p) _ Iho - L)qp,h¡", and

T'(p) : f (p) +.y,Tþ'ht",, (2.30)

Soon it will become obvious that the factor of. f,n\'hu, serves to covariantise the equations of

motion.
slater we will argue tÌnat Moa is in fact not a,rbitrary, but is independent of the regularisation scheme
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adding the

(2.31)

(2.32)

It is important to realise that these field redefinitions can be implemented by
local, world-sheet reparameterisation invariant, term

7r
ç J ne'hu,o L,,(z,z')1",:" ,

to the action. This is just the covariant measure of Eq. (2.12) in disguise

[o'"]."": ld,x @t{,4
This measure has been previously considered by Andreev, Metsaev and Tseytlin [12]. Regulating
with the short-distance cutoff, leads to

[dox].o,,,: [ddx].*o (- * lor"logder G*zL,(2,",)lr:") (2.33)

and a weak-field expansion of this new term adds Eq. (2.31) to the action. Then employing the
relation Eq. (2.2a)

ô" (06A*(z, r')1":r,) : ôoô6\*(2, z')lr=,, + ô6ô|\*(2, z')1"=r, , (2.J4)

all regularisation ambiguities disappear. Now it is obvious why the f,np'h¡", was added to the
redefinition of the dilaton in Eq. (2.30) - it will covariantise the equations of motion because

it can be thought of as coming from a covariant functional measure.

So. either by field redefinitions6, or by using the covariant measure) the generating functional
can be cast into the form

I
- rd.

{uo 
ro, - + I ¿2 r"inxo 

"(-rz 
-ztn'Q)o þf2ZIJI Pt"t ( L' '\I/

l-c
"Lr "

det ta
4tr

"2"7(p) -2to(þ(p) - lnP'h¡,,)
++ (ð"xPabx' + 2ipPðooo¡,X'¡ e"b Br,(n)

++ (a"Npaox' + 2ippôooôox' - prp'(ôo"),) nr,@)l\ (2.35)

Recall that Xf is neutral under Weyl transformations and is defined in Eq. (2.19).

Renormalisation: Renormalisation at the linear level is t¡ivial

rn@) : þy'z-276¡ and (hK @), BK @), ón@D : þf2 (hp, (p), Br, (p), ö(p)) . (2.36)

This corresponds to a minimal subtraction scheme and can be clearly implemented by adding
local counter-terms to the action. For notational simplicity the subscripts rB witl be dropped in
what follows.

Weyl invariance: F inally, the limit e -+ 0 can be taken and the generating functional can be

varied with respect to o to yield

" _ õzlJl
u : 6o : -plol (# 0", #)-+o 

!"orro"(-p2-zrp.q)o 
{"", (, - p2 - 2i,e.e) r

6in which case the tachyon and dilaton in Eq. (2.35) must be replaced by the redefined quantities ?' and iÞ'

given by Eq. (2.30)
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+ fro * ôool"xllp¡ - (ô"o)"T@' + z¿p.Ø)

,. f# + 4(r¡¡r, + hp,)?t'?', + 4p26 - R
+*ie.Q (ó - Int +  zpp Q' h r,)

- !rr", (a 
" 
N p 

Ab N' * 2i 0 oo ô 6 X, p' ) 3 (p^ + 2iQ^ ) H ¡r,
+a,Nt a"Ní (-^r, r 2prp,Q - i,p'Qh¡,, + 2i,prQ^h¡,)

-.xt (roor(ó - inl * (ip' - zQ")hr,)j , Q.37)

where þ,: qFuhp and

2Rpu : p'hr, * ppprh - p^p¡rhr¡ - 'p^çrrh¡"x ,

Hxt, : l@^nrrlppB,x+puB^p). (2.38)

Note that the zeroth order part .oe{ + 4Q2) (which is annihilated by /) has been included.

Using formulae such as

4(v pa)2 :  vpovuacr,:4QþQ"(rtp,l hp,) +\QþðpÓ + o(^2) ,

2V tV,A : 2V r(Q, + A,Ó) : -2ôçh,¡oQo I Qoô¿hp, +2ApA,Ó + OQ\, (2'39)

(V, is the covariant space-time derivative), the coefficient of each linearly-independent term

can be identified with zero to yield the linearised field equations (now expressed in position

coordinates)

o - (v'-zQ-v+2)T,
0 - ff+ (vpa)2-4v2Q-R,
o - (vr - 2Q^)Hsr, ,

o - Rp, + 2V pV,O , (2.40)

and the gauge condition

o :2ôp(ó - inl + (a" - zQ')hp, . (2.4r)

These equations are correct to first order in À. Hence, not only has the linear-dilaton background

been proved to be consistent, but the B-function results of Eq. (1.58), supplemented by the

tachyon equation, have been reproduced (to O(À)). F\rrthermore, as promised at the end of

Sec. 1.4.2, withthedilatonlyingalong justonedirection, O(X) : QX', thetachyonequation

implies that a : Q + Jæ= for a tachyon of the form 7'(¡) - eo*' '

A word can nov¿ be said about the connection of this work to the standard approach in

which the beta-functions are calculated and set to zero. In Eq. (2.37) the beta functions are the

coefficients of the linearly independent terms e2o, Zo, e"bA"X(06X6, and ðoX(Ôoiff. lhere is

also the gauge condition which is the coefficient of axt which is often discarded by demanding

that the background field Xff is on-shell (or equivalently that J : 0).

However, there are also "beta-functions" corresponding to terms that would have been non-

local in the original action, (0o)2 ar-Ld ô"oô6X(. It is not just luck that setting the standard
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beta-functions to zero implies that these new "non-local beta-functions" are zero too. This can
be verified by writing the most general generating functional with two derivatives

z : f eøxoecc" ltoA + (0o)28 _t Loolok(c, + ô"x(aoxiDþ,

+e"b(0ooô6Ìtur+a"Xtab*íFrò\ , e.42)
and taking the variation with respect to ø,

6 z ^io.ln ()o I ^, -õ" : 
",p-ro"(eo fzlz" t ôooô"x(ipp + tro@o¡2¡(cld _ B) + =*((iprA _ Cr)

a"Nta"Ní(-ipuc, + oDt ) + eúð"x(a6x((_ipr,, + oFù\ . Q.4s)

Evidently, the non-local beta-functions corresponding to the operato rs (ôo)2 and ôooô6xu are
alwavs derivatives of the dilaton beta-function. At the first massive level this general argument
no longer holds: There are operatorcin 6zf 6o which correspond to non-local terms in the orig-
inal action whose coefficients are not-necessarily derivatives of other beta-functions. However,
although the general argument breaks down, in practise, setting the true beta-functions and the
gauge constraints equal to zero guarantees weyl invariance of the theory.

,, Higher-order corrections to the tachyon fierd equation

Now the T2 coruections to the generating functional of Eq. (2.35) will be discussed. The path
integral is easily evaluated to give

,þt(+0.,,#) -'' # IZru

in which

and momentum conservation has been used

tel+ipl+Jt,/v-2eþ:o

Up to derivatives on o, the propagator can be written as

dpfi(p1)r(p2)

x f a2 
"ra2 

zzf tQò fz(22) exp (-pr.pzL,(zt, zz)) , (2.44)

f¿Qù : expltp¿x(z¿) + (2 - p?)(o(z¿) + log le l)] , (2.45)

(2.46)

A,(z-,2+):-tog(+1"-,12+r2"-zo("*r), 
e.4T)

where z+ : |(27 + z). Expanding the f¿ around. z- : 0, the integral over z- cannow be
performed' of course this expansion is only valid for small z-. rt is assumed that the integral
is finite because the world-sheet is compact and that the f¿ are well behaved. The integral is
then dominated by small z_.
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T]¡e T2 contribution to the tachyon field equation is the easiest to calculate and will be of

use later when 1-1 tachyon scattering is discussed. The contribution has no derivatives on Xp

and a, and, using the integral

I d2 z1d2 z2 Í{rù lz(rz) "*p 
(-pt'p 2L',(21, z2))

+ | a2z+a2z- fíz+)lz(z¡) (+lz1-2 + e2e-2o(zl)nt'nz + o@x,0o)

zrr - -Ptot (#u* '#)-+' I a',"

-2r I d2z f1(z)f2Øg#;-t o(ôX,ôo) ,, (2.48)

(2.4e)

reads

ipx 
"(2

-p2)(o_]ogl.l) 1

L6tr I
Xþ is still given by Eq. (2.19) and momentum conservation has been used to write the integrand

in terms of pø given in Eq. (2.26).

The renormalisation of the tachyon is modified at O(À2)

l,lr-o'ro(p) : r@) .tU I oyffi#$(r - l.l-'-zp,'@-eù), (2.b0)

but again this can be implemented by adding local counterterms to the action.

To O(À2) the linearised equation of motion -p2 - 2iQ.p l2 : 0 for 
"(p) 

can be used to

simplify the denominator of Eq. (2.49)

I-r pr(p - pt) : -itz - ziQ.p - p2) . (2.51)

Using this, the generating functional becomes

z : -!pþ)(+0",'#) 
-t' 

h"ip*o"(2-2iQp-p")o 
(rro, -, I o'rrffi#) ,4tr "\Y 4n/ JM \ -' 'J ¿-z' 

e.52)
whereupon Weyl invariance reads

(v'- 2Q.a+ÐT -lT2:o. (2.53)

2.3 Higher-order corrections in general

The previous section provides an illustration of why the simple-minded method employed here

is not suited to finding all the field equations to quadratic order. The expansion of the fi and

higher derivative terms in the regulated propagator generate terms with arbitrary powers of 0oo

and. ðoXF. This means that, genericall¡ ?2 terms will appear in every field equation. This is

true for every other field too: At O(À) the fields stay confined within their respective levels (the
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graviton can only contribute to 0þ, þBu' and p,Gu",for example), but at the quadratic order the
equation of motion and linear constraints C¡ for an arbitrary field F look like

(v'- tu12òF : O(^2) and C¿(F) : O(\2) , (2.54)

wlrere the O(À2) parts contain all fields. It would thus be impossible to calculate the infinite
number of O(À2) corrections. Instead., with a finite number of levels containing fields r4 being
o(À) and the rest containing fields F being o0\, it is assumed, that the equations

(v' - M?lp : o(F2) and c¿(F) : o(F2), (2.bb)

have a solution for F. Then, to O(À2), the only equations that need be considered are

(V'- M?)F : o(F2) and C¡(F) : o(F2). (2.56)

2.4 The Massive Fields

Recall from Sec. 1.1 that the first massive level of the closed bosonic string consists of a freld
Etr^p: E(t"r)(^p) upon which the Virasoro constraints impose traceless inside pairs of indices
and transversaliiy [339]. Until now, these conditions had not been derived using the Wilson
renormalisation group method. One condition, variously thought of as the tracelessness condi-
tion [189] or the extra null state that appears at the critical climension [25], was always missing.

The same steps that were carried out at the massless level are now performed at the first
massive level of the string. The most general action consistent with reparameterisation invari-
ance, both on the world-sheet and in space-time, is gauge-fixed by eliminating all Stückelberg
degrees of freedom. Field redefinitions are employed in the path-integral to simplify the ac-

tion further by absorbing the redundant fields, and then to eliminate regularisation ambiguities.
Renormalisation is performed and the linearised equations of motion are calculated.

The action: The most general reparameterisation invariant action with four derivatives on a
curved world-sheet was systematically studied by Buchbinder et. al [60]. Before gauge fixing, the
Lagrangian density is constructed from all possible contractions with gob and eob of the objects
1oxp, Do1¿,xP, DoD6ô"xp, DoD6D"õ¿xP, R, 1oR and Doô6R (the covariant derivative is

defined in Eq. (2.9)). Following [60], the Lagrangian can be written as

L¡,t : r.fgg"b g'dôoxp 06x' 0"x^aoxowru^p(x) + {gRg"b loxp 06x'w¡"r(x)

+\ßR2W6)
+g"b ie"d Aoxp 06x' ô"x^ 0¿xpWrrso6) + Rie"b ïoxu Aux,Wp,(x) .

+ r/j g"b D2 x þ 7ox" 06X 
^ 

A r, >,(x) + J g D2 x t" D2 x, A 1,, (x) + \fg RD2 x t" A t"(x)
+ieob D2 xt" ôox, ô6x^ Ãrrilx)
* r/gg"" gbd Doô6xp ô"x'a¿x^ s),x(x) + ,/ig"" gbd D oô6xþ D"adx, s2t",(x)

+ r/j g"b D oD2 x t' 0a x' s3t", (x) + J g D2 D2 x t" sl(¿) + \/ I a o x p 
ôb RS't 6)
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(2.57)

+ J g D2 RSU (x) + g"'l,ebd D oð6x 
p 0"x' ð ¿x^ sla Ð{6)

+go"iebd Doô6xp D.ô¿x" sl"r(x) + ie"b DoD2 xø aox" ssrr(x)

+i,e"baoxuabfuSl"o(I') .

Eliminating the Stückelbers fields: The Lagrangian density above has many gauge symme-

tries. For each gauge symmetry there is an associated Stückelberg field. Fixing each Stückelberg

field to zero fixes its corresponding gauge. For instance, it is evident that the action is invariant

under

6W¡.w)* : lôçÌtl,¡çxp1+ jôçxlrlr¡1r,¡ ,

6A¡"vÀ : A,l(r^) ,

õ51r,>,: L|r^r¡*Al(,pl , (2'58)

in which symmeterisation is indicated with round brackets, for example

Lt e^) : tltrrs + lltrtr . (2.59)

In this case, the field S,lr.l can be considered a Stückelberg field and eliminated by choosing an

appropriate Âfr¡. Buchbinder eú a/. approached this problem from a slightly different angle by

enumerating all the possible divergences that could be added to the Lagrangian. For instance,

the above symmetry is a consequence of the invariance of the action under the addition of

JsD" (o"us"oôrxp0"x'ôax^tf,r(")) , (2.60)

to the Lagrangian. The complete list of divergences of dimension four is

,/ g D 
" (o"u o"o ôu x p 

ô "x' ô a x^ t{r, x@) + g"b g'd D uô cx 
p 

a dxv L?p4 6)
l-gob D2 yu ôbx' I\3t",(x) + g"b DuDz xt' tt 6) + gob 06xu p^t (x) + g"b a6alt6 (x¡

+ieob g"d ô6xP 0"x" ð¿x^ Ìt7r,x(x) + ieob g'd D60"xp ô¿xv I\?p46)

+ie"bD2xt'abx'L?,,(x)+ir"ba6xpn¡.10(x)) . (2.61)

The ten Stückelberg fields 5'.. can be removed by the judicious choice of the ten A'.. fields. After

this is completed, all that remains are the W, W, A and A-type fields. Gauge invariance in

string theory has also been extensively investigated in [138, 139]. The analysis of Sec. 2.7 can

be carried out for each Stückelberg field to show that the Leibnitz-like relations are equivalent

to demanding that the gauge symmetries are not broken by quantum effects.

Removal of redundant fields: As in the massless case, the A-type fields can be shifted away

by a change of variables in the path integral. Specifically, the analogue of the shift in Eq. (2.11)

is

xtt" - xp-RAp-ArrrD2xr+RAp,Q"-Apr¡ôox"ôux^g"b-Ãursaox"a6x^ie"bf ¡¡. (2.62)
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Denoting the massless action by ,S¡ and the action for the massive fields by S ¡rr : fi [ t p7, tnis
shift induces

,50(X) + Su6) So(x') * S¡,1(xt) l.+=o=Á * h I tfgTet, (a¡t' - RAp,e'

AP ,¡ôoX'06yÀ nab + AF ,sLox" 06x^ie"b f Jg) , (2.63)

to O(À). So, in order to completely remove the A-type fields, the l,Z-type fields also need to be

redefined

W' : W+A.Q-A¡,,QPQ',
WL, : wrr, + A¡r,Q^ ,

WL,: Wr,+Ã^r,Q^. (2.64)

A covariant measure is used so that the ,,l-type fields aren't reintroduced when changing func-
tional integration variable

[o'"].." : ladxa"t 
rl2 (+Gp, - RV6A,) - v(p (A,¡sD2x^) - AVt¡, ç,t,¡>,e^)

-Y 6(A,¡xrôox^06x0) - y 
tu(Ã4¡oôox^aoxoze'b ¡ 6¡)l . (2.6b)

Finaily then, the partition function reads

z : | [adx].o,,e-so(x) 
+stur(x) : I loo*'

det +G p,(xt)
"-so(X,)t 

str(x,)l¡=o=¡ , (2.66)

where the prime on S¡yy indicates that it is a function of the I,7/ fields in Eq. (2.64). All primes

will now be dropped.

The remaining terms in the action can be grouped together in a more compact form by using
the 2-dimensional identities

eobe"dgo"g6¿ - 29 and €obe"d : g(go"gbd - godgb") , (2.67)

(g: d.t9o6). These imply the i,y'-term in the Lagrangian can be written as

2w * spg g"b g"d aox u 6o x' ô"x 
^ 
ôox o

: (W ¡"rxp I W¡rpÀu - W¡tpu\ + Wpr^p) gg"b g"d 7oXp ôoX'ô"X^ 7¿Xp

: (wr,^ogg"" gbd + wrp,xggo" gbd + wr*xg(9ad' nbc ¡ o"b o"\) ôox| ô6x' 0"x^ ôoxo

: (w¡,srn I w¡"prx)(rßg'" -l i,eac)(rtggbd + irbd¡ôox\06x'ô"x^a¿xo , (2.6g)

and similarly for the W-term,

2wrrxpt/ggobie"d aoxu ô¡,x' ô"x^ aoxo

: (W¡"s,p -t W,pp¡)(r/g9o" + ieo"¡(r/sgoo + ieb\Aoxþ\ax'0"X^ô¿Xp . (2.69)

Then the action at the first massive level can be written in the standard fashion

str(xp, goa) : I s-'t' (E*p(x)ô"xp06x'ô"x^Loxo ¡o"ruo

+JsREt ,(x)a"xpabx" l"b + (\/sR)2 Ð6)) , e.T})
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where

2Epùq : WpÀvp IW¡tpù,*W¡"xvp*Wrpt 
^,Er, : Wpr+W¡r, ,

E: W,

fb: Jig"b*ie"b. (2.7L)

The identity Eq. (2.67) leads to the following useful symmetries of a product of two /'b densities

¡ac¡bd : ggo'gdb li1/ge""gbd +i'r/gebdgo'+ ggodg"o - ggoug"o

: ,ad'rcb + gg"bg"d )- i1/g(e"bgod - rbog"d) + i\/g(-rilanbc - ,obgd")

+gg"dg"b - ggobg"d

: ¡bc ¡ad , and

0 - Í"" lbdgou . Q.72)

The first of these identities immediately implies that field Ep,u\p is symmetric in pairs of indices,

EpvÀp : E(t"r)(xp).

Evaluating the functional to O(À): After Fourier transforming the space-time

fields, the Gaussian integrals can be evaluated to give

zlrl : rþ) (+u*'#) 
-to 

Tuoqrr) - * | a',"t'x n-r¡2"-ln't'(z'z),2

, lE*xpf"'fbd (a"N'ô6x'ð"x^\¿xp + 2i'p+ôoLðux" ô"x^Ô07'

+2ip^ Ôox u ô6x' Ô"L,7¿x o

+ (qp" ô 
"ô'u 

L, - ptr,pv a a /,'ôa L) ô 
"x ^ 

ô ¿ x p + (n^p ô "ah\ - p^ pp 0 
"að ¿ a) Ô oN t" Ô b X"

+ 4of^ a"aLa - p, p^ ÔoaÔ"L) obt', Ô¿x o

+2 ô 
" 
N t" (2n' 

^ 
i,p' a u a'"L ô d L + n^ 

p i'p' a 
"ôh 

a 0 u a - ip' p^ pp ô 6 a, ô 
" 
a 0 a L)

-12 (r¡uu ¿ox u o aL aa 
" 
L + 2r¡þ 

^ 
ip' ð o ô!" L a b L - i pp pl çì 0 o L, Ô6 a' 0 

" 
L) 0 ¿ x p

lr¡pu q\o 6o6r La"atd\ * 2r¡t'^vrvo 1oaL\abah\

- rl 
p, p^ pp ô o AL L A 

" 
L A d A - 4r¡u^ pu ro 0 o ð'" L, ô 6 A ô 6 A, - r¡^ o 

ou o" ô 
"ôhAô o A,ð u L,

lçf pu p^'oo A 
" 

LAb Lô. A A d L)

+ r/ g RE p, Í "b (A"x u aox' + ipp Ôo\,ïux" + i,p' ðox þ Ô6 a,

+nP'ÔooLa - pqp" ooL'ð6L)

+ (,/sR)'El) Q.73)

In this equation, the space-time fields have been scaled by e2 and the shorthand notation ôoA and

ô"ALA has been used for the expressions ôr"4.(z,zt)1",:" and Ô"o0",aA'r(z,z')lrr:, Iespectively.

Removal of regularisa tion ambiguities: Once again it looks as if regularisation ambigui-

ties may be a problem, because the second derivative of the regularised propagator, given by
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Eq. (2.29), contains the arbitrary numbers 7€ and 7e and the symmetric traceless matrix Mo6,

0"7ð4 Lr(zr, ,r)l rr=rr=, 
: 1e6ab€-2 

"2o 
* Tloõoozo * luIo6 + O(e2) . (2.74)

The situation is complicated further by the terms that look generically like 1odu\,ô"A and

ôIôLLA.A|L. Because A"?LL is of order e-2, the O(e2) corrections to ôoA and. ôo0|\, must be

considered.

The ambiguities fall into two categories; those which contain the symmetric, traceless matrix
lvIo6, and those which don't. All the ambiguities of ihe latter type can be absorbed by employing
a covariant measure similar to the one of Eq. (2.32). Since /o"/bd is symmetric and traceless

(see Eq. (2.72)), the terms in the partition function of this type are

n-t|z I E *xof"" fbdbn,^ a"a;n (ð6X' ôoxc -r ip" 06a,ô¿Xp + ipo 06X' ô¿L,

+|n'pôr,ðhL-p'pp\uLôdL) + JgLÛt",f"brtp'ô"õLLf . Q.75)

The covariant measure

àdx
cov

ddx aet (iG u, + REr,, + 4E¡,x,pl"b(0ox^ô6xo - |Gsoaoao\,) I Jî) , (2.76)

removes all ambiguities from from Eq. (2.75) in an elegant fashion. This results immediately
from the Leibnitz-like relations of Eq. (2.24)

g"b ôoça6\*¡ : g"b ð"0'¡,a. + g"b ôoa6\, , (2.77)

and by noting that f""ôoð[L : {05o"ô"ôLL. It is important to realise that upon regulating
this measure as in Eq. (2.33), the extra terms added to the action are both local and world-sheet

reparameterisation invariant and thus correspond to simple field redefinitions as in Eq. (2.30)

(the only place where this might fail is with f"bôo06A* but this is local by definition).

Now consider the other class of ambiguities. These are the terms in the partition function
which contain Mo¡,,

lør,sof ""Íbd {nP'õ"ôit (a"x^aaxo + i,p^a"Lô¿:'o + ipp0"X^0¿a,

++n^pa"a|L-p^ppô"Lô¿L)+fuuab) e (.lpcfl)] . Q.TB)

IJsing the symmetric-traceless property of fac¡m the 0"ô|A, becomes simply Mo6. To remove

this ambiguity. the term

gEt,^pl"cfbd 
{ne'M"uô"X^ao¡n + Q-tuab) <+ (Àpcd)} , Q.7g)

would have to be added to the Lagrangian. However. Mo6 has the general form

lvIo6: M1(o)0"06o -f M2(o)ô"oô6o - trace , (2.80)
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and is non-local since only !ø, not ôoo, is local. Unless Mo6 is zero then, Eq. (2.79) is not a

local counterterm! On the other hand,il Mo6 were zero, all terms in ZlJl of the formrTP'E¡ryxp

and q\oBrrzÀp would vanish. Then it would not be possible to derive a tracelessness condition

on Errxpl

Since Eq. (2.79) is a non-local counterterm, we are forced to suppose that Mo6 is regulari,-

sat'ion independenú. Its non-vanishing is supported by one particular diffeomorphism covariant

calculation [104] which yields

Mab: l(a,au"*ðaoôuo -lõo6to - jt"6ça"¡2) . (2.s1)

We shall continue, assuming that the coefficients in M can be expanded as a po$/er series:

M¿(o): Ë mlù o^ . (2.82)
n:0

In fact, it will be seen in that virtually all forms of Mo6 result in the same equations of motion

for Epvxp.

This point is worth emphasising given the discussion in Refs [189] and [60] where the traceless

condition on Ep.v),p was missed. It is now clear that the failure to obtain this constraint could

be due to the use of a regularisation scheme which has Mo6: 0' Notice that this can be seen

in a vertex-operator [339] calculation too - tracelessness would come from a self-contraction of

ôXP AX' , and if the regularisation was such that this was zero, no tracelessness condition would

be found.

Renormalisation: Once again the minimal subtraction is trivial

(ur;^r, nK, n^) : þy2+2 (Er"^r, Er", E)

The limit € + 0 can now be taken.

'Weyl invariance: Imposing \Meyl invariance on the generating functional

(2.83)

ZIJI
1

,t"f (+u*'#) 
-io 

{uog,) - * | a',"i'x 
"-(p2+2)o,2

, lEr,^rf"" fbd (a"N'a6X'a"x^a¿xp + 2ippôooð6x" ô"x^ô07'

+2ip^ 7oXø ôuX'ô"o0¿xP

l(n\" Mou - p\p" ôoo06o)ô"X^ô¿Xp + (rt^p M"a - p\ppÔ"oado)aoxt'Ôbx'

+4(r¡u^ ôo0.o - pP p\ ôoo ô"o) ô6X' ô¿x p

+2 ô 
" 
N t" (2n" 

^ 
ipP ô 6ô.o ô ¿o + r¡^e'ip' M 

"¿Ôao - ip' p^ pp 06o Ô.o 0 ¿o)

+2(r¡p" i,p^ Mo6ô.o I 2r¡t"^ip'ôoô"oð6o - 'ip\p" p^ÔooÔ6oÔ.o)ð¿xp

lqpu v¡Ào ¡14ouM"¿ * 2r¡F^r¡vo 6o6.oô6ð¿o

-qP'p^pp Mo60"oô¿o -  r¡tt^'pv ro ôo0"o06o06o - r¡^eouo' M¿¿0ooð6o

I pu pu'p\ oo 0 oo 06o 0 
"o 

ô ¿o)
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-2zoE¡,rl"b (aoNPôbN' + ipt'ðoo06x" + ip'ao*u06o

ir¡þ' 0oô6o - pqp' ôooô6o)

+ 4(ao)2 El) , Q.84)J)

is extremely messy. (Notice that all regularisation ambiguities, excepting Mo6, have been re-

moved.) As a preliminary, by inspection it is clear that for Qu : 0, the following are sufficient

conditions for Weyl invariance

o - (v, - 2)E¡,,xp ,

0 - qt'Y EprÀc - ,¡^P E¡"rÀp ,

0 - VP E¡"r\p : V^ E¡"r),p ,

o - ,¡u^Errso - Erp ,

0 - 1P'E,,-8E. (2.85)

Evidently E* and E arejust traces of Epu\p. Et"r^p is transverse and traceless inside the pairs

of indices as expected. These conditions are actually also the necessary conditions for Weyl

invariance. The outline of the derivation of the equations of motion (with qø I 0) will now be

given with special attention being paid to any appeuances of Mo6.

Hindsight makes the calculation a great deal easier. All that is needed are the B functions

corresponding to the operators

a.ôbxtô"ôdN'| , a"Ntab7"Nið¿xï , a,NtabNía"Nèadxï ,

ôoô6ô"ð¿o and ôoô6oô"X( 7¿Xl , (2.86)

wlrele [lre wolld-sheet indices will be couLracLed wittr gob rsr eob. To the authclr's knowledge,

calculating these particular B functions in this particular order is the most efficient way of finding

the equations of motion. Note that only a very few of the many (54 in total) B functions are

needed and that all the ones used correspond to local operators, The following is not meant to

be an explicit derivation of the B functions - that would require many pages of tedious algebra

which would not be illuminating in the least. Rather the results are summarised so that the

enthusiastic reader may verify their own calculations.

o The term of the form 0"ô6X(0"ð¿X6 in 6216o is

4(Et, - ,l\p E¡t"pr)f"baoa"Np060"X' + u{0)rxo1Et",Àp 1- Esor)lxt"aY' . (2.87)

This immediately implies the two equations

o - Er, - qÀP9^pp, ,

o - ulo) rt^o 1ørù* * E¡or,) . (2.88)

o The coefÊcient of 7oX(06ð"XíAdXp0 can be simplified considerably after using the above two

equations. It then reads

2f "b a"Nt a6xþX! {tut{o) ,"0 o'8,"À.'Þ t iMlj) ,"0 pþ Eoþ,¡ - 2ip"W¡ro, - 2ipdWors,
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(2.8e)

l4Qd E¡ro, I 4Q" EP.'¡rj

+ + ô 
" 
N p 

ab N i a 
"a 

d N è {l 
* 

f 
uo 

lr, uÍo) ra 
Þ p^ E ¡rv a B - 4ipd E rv a), r BQ" E ¡r, ù,)

+ ¡'" ¡ db 
çl mlo) no 

þ p^ E o p ¡,, - 4ipo E o), ¡tu * 8Q" E a p)\

These then imply

0 - MlD) qu" poEruxp - 4(p" + ziQ")Ea,^p ,

0 - (p" + z¿Q")E¡rua\ -t (p" + 2iQ")Eo¡¡", .

TYacing the first of these and using the second of Eq. (2.88) gives

0 : (p" * 2,ied)ruv Epua). t

while tracing the second with 17Àø and using the first of Eq. (2.88) gives

0 : (p" + 2iq")(8", * E¡,o) .

(2.e0)

(2.e1)

(2.e2)

o After using all the equations derived so far, setting to zero the coefficient of \oX( 06Xga"XlaoX(

implies that
0: (p2 +2i,p.Q *2)E¡,,xp (2.e3)

o The coefficient of ¡!o is simply

8E - 2r¡u' pr, + TmÍo) rtu'v¡^P E,r,Ào I r¡tt^qvo Brr\p : 8E - r¡P'E¡r, , (2.g4)

where both parts of Eq. (2.88) have been used.

o The frnal B function to calculate is the one corresponding to the operator Ôo06o0.X(Ô¿X"0.

This calculation is the longest one but after repeated use of the equations derived thus far and

with the assumption that M{0) I 0, the following is obtained

0:2pþ(p'+2ie")Ep,¡o-T(p'+2)ul0)ruuE¡'vÀp+2(MÍt) - 14(o)¡ruvE¡¡u\0. (2.95)

Upon subtracting this from the contraction of p" with the first of Eq. (2.90), the result is simply

g : çzM[o) + Ml\) - 2a,t[t)¡ruu E¡1,vÀ0. (2'96)

If Mo6 is such that
2M;0)+MÍ0)-zutr)¡o and ml')+0, (2.sT)

then the freld Ep"uxp is traceless! Using Eq. (2.90) it is then also transverse. In the special case

where MÍo) :0 then E,øp is still transverse, and the B function equation is simply

o: (MÍ') - m[o)¡ru, Et",^p: 1ul[) - Ìø[o)¡ru" Expp,. (2.9s)

so, provided the multiplier is non-zero, tracelessness is still obtained.
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In summary, Weyl invariance of the generating functional to O(À) with a flat, linear-dilaton
background is equivalent to

o - (v, - 2Q.v - 2)E¡",sp ,

0 - v¡Pt'E¡ruÀo - r1^P ErrÀp ,

0 - (VP - 2Q\E¡",xp: (VÀ - 2Q^)E*xp ,

o - ,¡t"^Err>,, - Erp ,

0 - nP'E,r - BE , ( 2. ee)

providing the second derivative of the propagator at coincidence

I

ïri0,oL.r(zt, zz)l_ _,,_- : 1r6o6e-2e2o -f lloðouno * Moo + O(e2) , (2.100)

does not have a transverse, traceless part Mo6, given in general by

Mab : 0oô6o Ð ul") "" I 0ooôoo D m[") o" - trace , (2.101)
n=0 n=0

with the specific form

o :2Mlo) + MÍo) _ 2Mlt) (2.102)

If this equation is true, then it is possible that traceless condition would be missing.

As a final note, it is easy to imagine that if lvIo6 contained sufficiently high powers of o
then the B functions corresponding to (non-local) operators with many po¡À¡ers of o would only
contain the terms qttu EpvÀo andr.'^PErrrp. It would thereby be possible to arrange things so that
the traceless condition originated from these B functions rather than the local ones described

above. For instance, if Eq. (2.702) held but

Mab: on0oð6o - lõo6o"lo , (2.103)

for some large n then using Eq. (2.90) and Eq. (2.93) the partition function becomes simply

I a'r"o'x n¡",xp,.o"lbd (ll*qwa"X^ao?, + lMo6M"¿nP'rt^p + (p,uab) <+ (Àpcd,)) . Q.r04)

The unimportant prefactor has been omitted and for simplicity consider the case 8p : 0. Then
the coefficient of the term o2'-70o06o0"ô¿of "" fbd is

ntluq^PÛPu^P: o (2'105)

Similarly, the coefficient of on-r0oô6o0"X^0¿Xo is

0 - v¡P" E¡"rxplo" fbo + ,1,'Esrrrf "" f db

: ,uv (E¡tu\rt - Exor)bgodg"b - ggobg"d * i1/ge""gbd + ir/gebdg"")

+ryp'(E¡"rxp I E¡pp,)ggo"gbd (2.106)

and tracelessness is still obtained.
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2.5 Massive-field corrections to the tachyon field equation

This section calculates the quadratic correction to the tachyon equation of the form TUpu>,*

There are two ways which such a term can be obtained. One comes from the covariant measure

Eq. (2.76)

lo'"].ou 
: [d'xl*r (-# I n'" @Er, + 4e_2o Epx,plob(ôox^arxo - îrt^oaoauo.rr"äìrl

which, using !4. : -2'Yre-2e2" + O(Ao) giu."

-# | lo'"1*o (-# | a'x'a"x'rìp, * ao'(ro - #)) | a2,ß2,zddp'ddp"

, 
"i(p 

r(x + x) (zt)+pz(x + x )(zz)) 
"zo 

(z r) 7 l,r¡
x4e-2o('ùnp^Er,>,p(pz)f"b (a"x'(22)06xp(zz) - !n'p}oaun) Ql,e-'"'o) , (2.108)

while the other is simply from the expansion 6¡ ¿-si"t

# Ilo't] *o (-# | a"x'a"x'r¡", t ao'(ro - #)) | a2,ta2"zddprddp,

, 
"i 

(p r (x I * ) (z r) + p z (x + X ) ( z z)) 

"2 

o ( z t ) - z 
" 

(, z) y 
1O r7

xa,",xp(pz)f""f'oaoy'(22)ô6x'(22)0"x^(22)0¿xp(z). (2.109)

All other terms give derivatives on o or Xt" which will contribute to other field equations, as

explained in Sec. 2.2. In the same r,¡ray, the result of performing these Gaussian integrals is

particularly simple because all terms containing derivatives on o or Xt" can be dropped.

It should not come as a surprise that the contributions from the covariant measure exactly

cancel the regularisation dependent parts in Eq. (2.109), Ieading to a total contribution of

# I d2 4d2 z2ddpr"i(øxt+nz*z) 
"2or-2ozy(p)8t",^p(p2)

pÏpiplpl@ r"r L(zt, z2))a ¿- Ln? nþ t'") - ln2' L(22' 22) - p 1' p2 a(" 
"2), (2. 1 1 0)

with momentum conservation ih I i'pz + Jt\/V - zQp :'ipt * ipz + ip : 0.

In Sec. 2.2, tlneTT term was simplified by performing the integral over z-. The same idea

is used here. Up to derivatives on cr, the first derivative of the propagator is

(0o\(z1, rr))' : 4lz1- z2l2
2(lr, - ,, + e

+ O(ôX,0o)

(2.111)

The analogous integral to Eq. (2.a8) is

I a2 
"Ã2 "z 

f írt) f zþz) ({a" n,{r r, rrD')'

7024 d2 z¡d2 z-f úzìfzQ+)lr-ln

"(2*2n'nz)(o-log 
le l)

exp (- p t' pz L,, (z 1, z2))

(nl, -l' ¡ 12 
"-2o 

(z ¡))- a+nt'nzt
64tr

(3 - pt'pz)(2 - wpz)(I - pt'pz)
+ O(}X,Ôo) (2.1.12)
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Employing this result yields

Zrø
I

,þl (+o"r'#) 
-;d 

I ¿z,"tnx 
"(2-p2)(ø-rog 

le l)

2 E ur^o (p - p)pfpïplpqrT(pù
dp, (2.1 13)

7f (3 - p' (p - p'))(z - n@ - pr))(1 - p, (p - p))

After renormalisation, which again can be implemented by adding local counterterms to
the action, the denominators of Eq. (2.113) can be simplified by substituting in the mass-shell

relations

(-p' - 2iQ.p + 2):r@) + O02) : 0 : (p2 + z¿Q.p + 2)Eryxp(p) + Oø2), Q.rrl)
which imply

I-py(p-pt):TQ-p, -zip.e). (2.11b)

In summary, the generating functional is

z : -'#(# o"* #)-+' f ,t',,io*o"(2-2iQ p-p2)" 

{r,0, - f I ooorffiffi

X

_zz I adet
(z + (2 - 2iQ.p - )) (t + (2 - 2iQ.p - p2)) (2 - ztq.p - rz¡

The denominators in the ?E contribution can be expanded around the points in momentum

space where2-2i,p'Q-p2 :0. Imposing lVeyl invariance, the fietd equation is finally obtained:

(v' -2e.v +2)T - Ir' -r6Et"'^pv¡"V,VsVpT :0 . (2.rrl)

This equation is valid up to O(82) with a flat linear-dilaton background. For simplicity all
higher derivative terms in the expansion of the TE term around the tachyon on-shell condition
2 - 2i,p'Q - p2 :0 have been left out. Sec. 2.7 explains why these terms have no bearing on the

validity of DMW's proposal.

2.6 The "first massive" discrete state in two dimensions

The higher-mode generalisation of the black-hole Eq. (1.74) will now be derived by finding the

general solution to the equations (2.99) in two dimensions.

The Minkowsky metric nþ' : diag(r¡TT ,rlxx) : diag (-1, 1) is used. Tlansversality implies

0 : (2Qr + 0r)8. .fpo)...+ QQx - 0y)8..1¡"r1.. , (2.118)

where the dots mean there may, or may not, be indices in the slots, and the round brackets

indicate that a symmetric pair of indices is being considered, ie E¡"rÀp: E(t"r)(xp). Specialising

this equation gives

0 - (2Qr + &¡)E6r¡çuo) + QQx - 7y)Eç¡,r¡1,r¡ ,

0 - (zQr+O¡)Eço¡1,r)+QQx-7y)Eç¡pr¡, (2.119)

E (p - pr)

) tr ''ul
þr)
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and the difference of these equations is

o: (2QT + ôr)(Ef,t)(,0) - Eç¡"07ç,t¡) (2.r20)

In the same way tracelessness also implies

0 (2Qr + ôr)Eç¡"0¡1,0) + QQx - ôy)Eç¡,0¡ç,t¡ ,

(2Qr + ô7)E¡to¡1uo) + Qqx - ôy)Eç¡,t¡ç,0¡ ,

which yields

o:(2Qx -ðy)(Eç"o)(,r)-E¡,t¡ç,0). (2.L22)

The general solution of these two equations is E1¡ro;12 r1- Eç"t¡1r0) : Aexp(2Qx X -2QrT),bnt
by the equation of motion A:0 and so

E¡,0¡1,t¡ : Ept¡1¡"0¡. (2.123)

Coupled with tracelessness, the following is also true

Eloo¡1oo¡ : Eloo)(rl) : Elro)(ro) (2.124)

Therefore, all components are either equal to Eloo¡1oo; or Elro)(oo) and Epùq can be parame-

terised as

Epv\o

where tracelessness now reads

(2.125)

0 - (2Qr + Ar)E+ + QQx - Ôx)E- ,

o - (2Qr + eùE- + QQx - ôòE+. (2.126)

Combining these two equations produces a second-order differential equation

(ea" -aÐ'-QQr +a'ù")E+:o, (2-127)

which may be subtracted from the equation of motion to yield a simpler first-order uncoupled

equation

@'A-4Q2 -2)E¡:s ' (2'I2S)

The solution can be written in terms of an arbitrary function / in the following fashion

E+: "4#'f @rx -gxry. (2.r2s)

There is also another solution E+ : g(QT X - 8xT), but this is excluded because it clearly does

not satisfy the equation of motion. It is then a matter of solving Eq. (2.126) and the equation

of motion. The solution can be written in the form

E+: o"('o**a*or)x-(zo'_, naor)' * 
""("o*+ 

o*!o.)x-('q'* o*?æ)' ,, (2.180)

in which -4 and B are arbitrary constants of integration. In the non-generic case of Qx LQT : 0

the term which contains the potential infinity must be dropped from the solution. Thus, for

generic background charge, the background solutionof Ep,uÀp is a time-dependent, two-parameter

solution.

57

0 (2.r2r)

E+ tf p,]-u-l),-lp:even
E- 1f p,-lu'l),*p:odd
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2.7 Tachyon scattering in a two-dimensional massive linear-dilaton back-
ground

The parameterisation of space-time used in Sec. 1.9 (lower case r) differs frorn the rest of this
chapter (upper case X) by

rp : Xp f \/, (2.131)

Taking the dilaton to lie purely in the Xl direction gives Q" : rtQx : 2 and

E+: ¿"1r):t ¡ B",a-t , (2.182)

with the tachyon field equation taking the form

(V?-2V,Q'V,+4)T-72-OEP'ÀpO'r,xpT:0. (2.133)

The operators O and O'¡,rsp originate from expanding the denominators of the TE term in
Eq. (2.116) and their particular form will not be important. Scaling by the string coupling,

T : eQ S, the massless fleld ,5 obeys

a+a_s : leú 52 -r loÛu,soe-a o,r,^reÞ S . (2.rJ4)

It is this equation which will be solved to find string theory's prediction for 1-1 tachyon scattering.

Following [98,278], one-to-one scattering is calculated in the following way; First, the

discrete-mode background Eq. (2.132) is put into place and fixed. Then a small tachyon back-

ground ^9¡ is allowed to develop

ô¡7-Ss : loEu'Àoe-a o'r,sreø so . (2.135)

Finally, the field 
^9 is expanded around this background and the first non-trivial order is retained

a+a-s: e-2rsos + Ae''+ts ¡ 3"5a-t5 (2.136)

All constants, in particular, the ones coming from the operators O and O/, have been absorbed

into A and B. The first term describes tachyon scattering off the dynamically created tachyon

background, whilst the other terms are scattering off the fixed discrete-mode background.

Integrating this equation to first order in the small background ^96, with the boundary con-

dition

S(x,t) -+ ^9-¡(r-) as ú -+ -oo , (2.L37)

l* ar-uu- s+(u-) fl* ou*""*,so1,r*,r-¡

*A"s'* f* au-" '"- s*(r-) + Be2** l* au_ u3"-^g+(u-) , (2.1g8)

yields

,9-("+)
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where, once again, constants have been absorbed. As was mentioned in Sec. 1.9, DMW showed

that the first term, with the background given by the dynamically created Eq. (1.133),

,So(r+, u-): -h I* o, L2(r¡e-'+'* f' (t/u'"-r+n+) , (2.139)

was exactly the (rn,n) : (0,arbitrary) part of the general solution Eq. (1.132). Now it is clear

that Eq. (1.132) also predicts exactly the right behaviour for scattering off the discrete-state

background if the constants ,4 and B are identified as

o* 
Il*d,r 

L,2(r)e' and 
" 

* I:dr L2(r)e-" . (2.140)

So, the "first massive" discrete state occupies the (rn, n) : (2,1) and (^,r) : (I,2) positions

as expected. Thus, DMW's proposal has been checked to the next order above the black-hole.

2.8 Conclusions

By imposing Weyl invariance on the generating functional of closed bosonic string theory, the

linearised equation of motion and constraints for the first massive level in a flat linear-dilaton

background have been derived.

This is the first time that the correct equations have been obtained using a variant of the

Wilson renormalisation group method. Two possible reasons for the failure of other attempts

to obtain these equations were given: Weyl invariance on a curved world-sheet is not equivalent

to conformal invariance on a flat world-sheet; or, a "sick" regularisation of the kind Eq. (2.102)

was used.

The effective dynamics of tachyons in a first-massive, flat, linear-dilaton vacuum was worked

out. The coupling of the tachyon to the massive field involved an infinite number of derivatives.

In two space-time dimensions, the constraints on the "first massive" level were solved to find

a two-parameter time-dependent solution.

One-to-one tachyon scattering in this discrete-state background was studied and the results

agree with the prediction made by Dhar, Mandal and Wadia's [98] representation of the matrix

model.

It would be a thankless task to derive field equations for the higher states using the approach

of this chapter. However, from the analysis of Secs. 2.2,2.3 and 2.5 it seems likely that all the

massive fields couple to tachyon. Moreover, a straightforward generalisation of Eq. (2.138) for

tachyon scattering in an arbitrary discrete-state background

f,-"an+bt, (2.747)

grves

,s-(r+) - "l{o*o¡,* l* au_ ;}t"-u)"-s+(r-) (2.r42)
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Therefore, if the prediction Eq. (1.132) is correct, then the classical solutions (vertex operators)
of all the higher discrete states must be of the form

T@+b) :n+I and T@-b) :m+I (2.t43)

This is exactly the spectrum of states which follows from a BRST analysis [54, 222]. One puzzle

remains - according to DMW's formula Eq. (1.132), the charges (such æ M,,4. and B) at
fixed (n - m) are related. Thus, for example, the charge of any state with n : rn should be

proportional to the mass of the black-hole at n : 1 : rn. Presumably this is a consequence of the

equivalence of the ?rco symmetries in the matrix model (generated by the charges of Eq. (1.112))

and the string theory and will be investigated in futu¡e work.



Induced Chern-Simons Terms

It has been proposed that the effecti,ue act'ion of four-dimensional SU(2)L gauge

theory at high and low temperature conta'ins a three-di,mens'ional Chern-Simons

term whose coeffici,ent i,s the chemical potential for bargon number, This claim
,is eram'ined, by performing eract calculat'ions i,n a related two-d'imensi,onal the-

ory. The results demonstrate that the eristence of the Chern-Simons term 'in

four-di,mensions may be rather subtle.

3.1 Background Material

This introductory section begins with a review of the Chern-Simons action in three dimen-

sions and one dimension. Then, in Sec. (3.1.2), a small comment is made about the so-called

"global SU(2) anomaly" in four dimensions. Finall¡ Sec. (3.1.3) discusses how the anomaly

causes baryon number non-conservation and how the amplitude for such a process can be made

appreciable by introducing a large fermion density.

3.1-.1 Chern-Simons terms

The Chern-Simons (CS) action [73] in three dimensions is

,scs : I ot* ,iikn (F,;¡An - foArA¡or) , (3.1)

where the field strength is given, as usual, by

F¡j :1¡Aj - Ô¡Aor glA¿,A¡] (3.2)

The spatial indices are 'i : 1,2,3, the Yang-Mills (YM) coupling is denoted by g and the gauge

fietd ,4¿ is in the adjoint representation of some gauge group which is henceforth taken to be

SU(2). Space has a Euclidean signature.

The action is invariant under the gauge transformation

(3.3)A¿ -+ A{ : (J-7 A¿U + }U-r1rU ,

61
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(3.4)

if the element of the gauge group [/ asymptotically tends to infinity

. læl-+ooU(æ)' > 1,

1612 -Scs-+S'cs- o N,
9'

and is "small"; that is, if ii has no winding number. However, with the assumption of asymptotic

spatial uniformity Eq. (3.4), the points at spatial infinity can be identified, .R3 -+ ^93. This means

that group elements are maps from ^93 to .93 (the group manifold of SU(2)) and therefore they
can have non-trivial winding number (the homotopy group rs(,5t) is non-trivial). Under such a

"large" gauge transformation [96]

(3.5 )

where the integer l/ is the winding number of the gauge transformation. For correlation functions

of observables to be gauge invariant, eit"scs must be too (at the moment the role of ¡r is simply
to isolate the CS term from others that may appeil in the total action, for instance I ltrF2

later p will be the chemical potential for fermion number). This places the quantisation

condition on ¡r:

Bnplg2 € % (3.6)

SimilarÌy, in one dimension. the CS action for a U(1) gauge field A(r) is

scs : [* o, A(r) . (8.7)
JO

Here, the boundary condition Eq. (3.a) has been replaced with ihe equivalent statement that
the space is compact. Performing the large gauge transformation,,{(r) -+ A(r)+!7AP,tne
action shifts as 

..,*
Scs -+ Scs -r::ñ . (S.B)

Again p must be quantised in order ¡l'¡¿1 si\scs be invariant.

No more facts about Chern-Simons theory will be needed here. However, it is a fascinating

field and further comments can be foundin [96]. Among its many interestingfeatures, there are

two that the author finds particularly notable. Firstly, ,Scs describes a topologicat field theory
because it makes no reference to a spacetime metric. This has been used by Witten [343] to

elucidate the connection between quantum field theory and knot invariants. Secondly, adding

^9çs to the standard YM action provides a mechanism for mass generation [96, 95, 203, 300, 313]

(this can be seen by a calculation of the propagator - the mass - p).

3.L.2 The global SU(2) anomaly in four dimensions

As noticed by Witten [342], SU(2)¿ gauge theory with an odd number of fermion doublets is
inconsistent in four dimensions. This is called the "global SU(2) anomaly" and comes about in
the following way.
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Since the homotopy group ?r4(,S3) : %2, there is a non-trivial class of large SU(2) transfor-

mations in four dimensions. Now consider calculating the effective action for an SU(2) doublet

of Dirac fermions. This is
I

J lartta',ttl"'tiÞ'þ - deti,P, (3.9)

where the RHS is formally just the product of the eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator i'p.

Since Dirac fermions can have a gauge invariant bare mass, Pauli-Villars regularisation can be

used to define this formal product. Therefore, the RHS is gauge invariant.

By conjugating the right-handed Weyl doublet that lies inside the Dirac doublet, the latter

can be decomposed into two left-handed Weyl doublets. Explicitl¡ the Lagrangian density

t: tþ¿Qt,þ : çtta.n,Qr. + gI*to.n,ú^ , (3.10)

where oP : (I,ø) and oþ : (7,-o) (o are the Pauli matrices) and r indicates the representation

that the fermions belong to. Since o2tpfttransforms as a left-handed fermion1267, Sec. 19.4],

define the spinor ú'L = o21þh. Then

L: úLio.D,ún t rþ'rIi.a.Do,,þ't . (3.11)

The second set of left-handed fermions transform under the conjugate representation f with

representation matrices Tf : -(Ti).. However, for SU(2) the conjugate representation is

unitarily equivalent to the original; Tf :UfiUt. Therefore an SU(2) doublet of Dirac fermions

is equivalent to two left-handed (Weyl) doublets.

By definition, integration with a single left-handed doublet gives

lørt'"u+"leúr'iÞ'Þt' 
: {d.t'i\. (3'12)

Now there is a choice for the sign in front of the square-root. The eigenvalues come in pairs

since p75 : -.y,P and so to calculate the square-root, one eigenvalue out of each pair must

be chosen and then the product of these taken. By calculating the index [15] of a related five

dimensional theory, Witten was able to study the flow of the eigenvalues as the gauge field was

adiabatically varied from A, (p:0,... ,3) to AI where Lr is the element of SU(2) which winds

at infinity. He found that an odd number of pairs of eigenvalues changed sign under this gauge

transformation. Therefore

detip(Ar): - deti.p(A{,) , (3.13)

and the effective action was not gauge invariant. This sign-change immediately implies Z :
lldAJMfÐexp(-Sy¡¡) : 0, so all correlation functions are ill-defined; being 0/0' However,

with an euen nttmber of SU(2)¿ doublets, there is no inconsistency.

3.1.3 Baryon-number violation

In order to study baryon-number violation in the standard model, the following simplifications

are made: Neglect both the U(1) admixture (so all the W-bosons will have the same mass) and
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the Yukawa couplings of the fermions to the Higgs doublet. However, retain the 12 left-handed
(Weyl) fermion SU(2) doublets and their minimal coupling to the W-boson Au. The fermionic
part of the action is therefore simply

t2

SI: dúd3ø \rþZtUrt'Z (3.14)
i:r

Since there are an even number of fermions, there is no global SU(2) anomaly. However, in the
presence of the SU(2)¿ gauge fields, it is well-known [2,31, 199, 267,357] that the U(1) current

Jr:frþLtrrþL, (3.15)
i:r

is anomalous

atlJu : -rr*lftet"Àn F,",Fsp: -r2$arep'^nft(A,F^p - loA,AxAp) . (g.16)- 16r¿ "

The prefactor "72" comes from the 12 species of left-handed fermions and note the appearance

of the CS Lagrangian on the RHS.

In four-dimensional Euclidean space there are classical solutions of the YNI field equations
which are localised in space and time. These are called instantons and the integer "instanton-
number" is given by

,: # laratret"^PF*F>,p. (3.12)

The first expìicit exa,mple of such was found in [30, 283] for the case of n:1. For this case, by
integrating Eq. (3.16) between a "time" in the far past and one in the far future, the anomaly
implies that the baryon * lepton number

B + L: [ ü* Jo , (3.18)
.l

will not be conserved but will change by

A(B + L) : 12. (3.19)

The semi-classical amplitude for this process is exp(-812 l92) l3t9). The connection to a process

in Minkowsky space was made in [61, 202)by noting that the Euclidean path-integral calculation
is just finding the tunnelling between gauge configurations of different winding number; the n : 1

solution of [30, 283] can be arranged to connect Apl* with that of ,zlplnT*r.

The amplitude exp(-Bn'lg') is very small in phenomenological theories. Moreover, the

gauge fleld is just as likely to tunnel in one direction as the other since the energy of the gauge

configurations is periodic in the winding number [202]. So on average there will be no more

baryons created than anti-baryons. There are, however) ways to increase the amplitude, such as

high temperatures or energies.

Another method of increasing the amplitude is to introduce a high density of fermions. Much
work has centered around the possibility that the process of integrating-out the fermions in the

I
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theory at finite temperature with non-zero density of fermions p induces a three-dimensional CS

term into the effective action. Assuming the effective action is of the form

,S"n : Svv * É¿Scs , (3.20)

this was studied as a model for baryogenesis in the early universe 1291,292) (some related articles

are14,18,226]), and the tunnelling amplitude as a functionof ¡-t was found [107, 219]. The basic

idea is that the É¿,Scs term biases the the periodic vacuum structure of the YM term and with

a large ¡l the tunnelling amplitude will be markedly increased. Also, with an appropriate choice

for the sign of p,j more baryons or anti-baryons would be created depending on the theorists

whim.

3.2 The claim and a counter-example

The starting point is the simplified standard model of the previous section at non-zero temper-

ature. The effective action is

e-s"tr : lø,lro,tr.lexp l- Irt 
a' Ia3*(-+"r'++,þLtP,þL)l' (3.21)

B is the inverse temperature and the space is Euclidean (see [116, 180, 208] for further related

comments regarding finite temperature field theory). The gamma matrices are Hermitian and

satisfy

l'Y" ,'Y^l+ :26'\ , (3.22)

and 75 : -.y0.yr.y273 is also Hermitian. The index z shall still be taken to run from zero

(imaginary time) to three; L' : 0,. . . , 3. A non-zero density of fermions is included by introducing

a chemical potential p for the particle-number charge Eq. (3.18). The Dirac operator is then

Q:Q+ig4ipto. (3.23)

The claim of [258, 288,294,332] is that at high temperature

s"u t9 ,þ |ou 
a, I a* e¿¡¡tr (A¿tr¡n - loAtA¡Ar) + " ' ' (3'24)

The dots can, in principle, contain sub-leading terms in the expansion around þ :0 as well as

terms such as the YM action (some more heuristic arguments for the existence the ¡.r,,56g term

can be found in [107, 2I9,291,292]). At low temperatures, massive fermions are considered [288]

and the effective action is expanded in powers of.llm;

g"u É:ry , fu a, I d* ,¿¡¡,t (trr¡n - lsArA¡A*) + ... , (3.25)'Jo J

where now the dots also contain terms of O(I lm) (further comments regarding the low temper-

ature case are also made in l2g4l). It should also be noted that the calculations of [258,259]

have indicated that the situation is more subtle than previously expected.
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That a three-dimensional CS term is induced into the action at high-temperature may seem

a little odd initially. However, it is well-known 114, 225) that the high-temperature limit of a
four-dimensional relativistic quantum field theory is effectively three dimensional. This is simply
because taking the high-temperature limit in a boson propagator

1

(2trTn)2 * p2 ¡ *z '
(3.26)

picks out the n : 0 term which reduces the theory to a three-dimensional one. (For fermions

the situation is even more drastic replacing the "r¿" by "n+ j" shows that, naively, fermions
decouple entirely.)

Furthermore, it seems extremely unlikely that the term would appear ir S.n simply because

p, is real and so 
"-ttscs 

is not gauge invariant! In fact, this argument is too naive, because -
although the term is not gauge invariant by itself - ii is still possible that the entire effective

action may be invariant 193, 94, 135, 145, 746,2941. Simple examples of this phenomenon will
be presented later.

Since ¡; is real, only the real part of the effective action logdet ppI needs to be calculated in
order to find the ¡r,Sss term. The standard way [107, 288, 294] ol obtaining this is to "vectorise"
the model by adding ,þhUP)f rþ'n to the action. Equivalently, six of the twelve left-handed

doublets could be passed into six right-handed anti-particle doublets and then joined with the

remaining left-handed fermions to yield a total of six Dirac spinors. This is nothing but the
reverse of the procedure found in Sec. (3.1.2). The resultant action is

s: l'|'t(ø +ig[ +utof),Þ. (r.27)

The chiral charge has been passed into a quasi-conserved axial charge, and purely for ease of
notation, the number of Dirac fermions has been set to one rather than six. As expected, the

operator ip ís now Hermitian.

The two-dimensional analogue of the action Eq. (3.27) provides a suitably simplified testing
ground in which to check the claim. But, before describing this model, a calculation will be

presented in four dimensions that produces no ¡i,Sgg term at low temperature. The results of
this chapter have been published in [241].

In order to compare with Eq. (3.25) a gauge-invariant mass term lþi^lþ is added to the

Lagrangian. In perturbation theory, the coefficient of pAiA\ in the effective action is

t"^o(p,m,T): o2 frtn,n(k,m)if f L(k,m)1^L(k+p,m) . (3.28)

Here A(k, rn) is the propagator of a Dirac fermion with mass m and the integral over momentum

space is I* : 0-r t,., d3k for nonzero temperature. The corresponding graph is shown in Fig. 3.1.

By expanding in powers of lf m, the form of the result is fixed purely by dimensional analysis
(fÀdO has dimensions of inverse-length) and symmetry requirements (the CS term contains e¿¡¿);

l'^o (p,m,T -0) : Ce\'Àppp + O(p2 lm) , (3.29)

propagaror-"ä loto
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Figure 3.1 : The diagram with two

gauge-field legs and one insertion of the

operator irþlol"rþ. This is the coeffi-

cient of the p,A¡A6 in the effective ac-

tion.

where C is mass independent. Indeed, by contracting with pAiAi,, the CS term e¿¡¡A¿ï¡An

appears. Some sort of regularisation is needed because the integral is linearly divergent. Pauli-

Villars regularisation [265], in which a massive spinor X, is added into the path integral

f-
z : uly* lld,þùþdxdy]e-s('1"'l"A'm)+s(7'v'A'M) 

, (3'30)

is manifestly gauge invariant, Thereby

fiìPþ, m,T -0) = JTL [t'^o(o, m,T -0) - f'^o(p, M,r -q] . (3.31)

However, C is mass-independent, so

rif þ, m,T -0): 0 1- O(*-t) , (3.32)

which is in apparent contradiction to [258, 288,294,332).

In light of this result, and the subtlety of gauge invariance, it is clear that the problem needs

more study. Fortunately, there is a two-dimensional analogue of this system in which calculations

can be made more simply. This helps to clarify the situation and suggests that only when there

is an infrared divergence (massless fermions at zero temperature) does the p,9gg term appear. In

aII other regimes the existence of the term is forbidden by choice of a gauge-invariant regulator.

3.3 The two-dimensional model

The two-dimensional equivalent of the vectorised theory of Eq. (3.27) has action

S:Irp¿prp and þ:Qiml[t',t0'y5-lie$. (3.33)
Ju'

M is a flat, Euclidean,,2D spacetime with coordinates (r, r) where the r direction is compact

0<r<þ. (3.34)

The indices (r,À,.. .) associated with spacetime run from zero (imaginary time) to one; u :0,7.
All gamma matrices are traceless and Hermitian and satisfy

lr" ,r^f +: 26'^ and 'Ys : -i''lo'Yt ' (3'35)

p

p
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A mass term has been included for generality at this point. It will serve to IR regulate the
theory at zero temperature. The chemical potential ¡r for the axial charge es : I rþloltrþ i"
real. Finally,

zlA, t",i,nl : I f¿rtralrl ,_ s+[ n,t,+,tn):JLolpor!)e-'L , (3.36)

is the generating functional,

Recentlv. there has been some interest over the proper definition of Euclidean fermions. By
studying the continuous rotation of spinors from Minkowsky to Euclidean space, van Nieuwen-
huizen and waldron [333, 335] have argued that $:,,þT.r5. In App. B it is shown that both
Eq. (3.36) and

z : f V.t'T a'il"- ['trt'P'þ , (3.37)

give a path-integral representation of the partition function a\e-þH . The action in this latter
form is SO(4) invariant and implies the correct equations of motion. Moreover, it has the
advantage that the Dirac operator for massive fermions is Hermitian due to the extra 7s in
the inner product' However, here the conventional form of the path integral (Eq. (3.36) with
,þ : rþl) will be used.

It is only necessary to consider the U(1) theory. Under a gauge transformation, the fields
vary as

A, -+ A, - ie-I eio 6r"-io

,þ -+ 
"iorþ 

. (;r r

When á is well defined on M the transformation is called "smalì", while if only eil , b¡t not 0
itself, is well-defined the transformation is called "large". An example of a large gauge transfor-
mation is

0(r,r):2rNrf B, for Ñe% ( 3.3e)

This shifts Ao by a constant

Ao -+ As - 2rN leB (3.40)

In this context. the CS term is given by Eq. (3.2), and
rpScs:r|_^,. (3.41)

The next section presents some perturbative calculations which suggest that this term does not
appeil in the effective action. Then, in Sec. 3.5 the effective action will be studied nonpertur-
batively.

3.4 Perturbative calculations

Three perturbative calculations are described. It is found that no p^965 term is induced into the
effective action except for the case of massless fermions at zero temperature. This is attributed
to an infrared divergence which makes the result ill-defined.
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3.4.L The one-point function defined by Pauli-Villars regularisation

Since p is constant, it is efficient to put it into the propagator

-1,

69

r\tu,r: 
øT;;.æF - i'tl +m-ip'yL

(3.42)

The second equality holds in two dimensions because of the identity 'y"Y5 : -dr'À'Y\ and shows

that a constant p simply shifts the momentum in the loop. Expanding the path integral in

þowers of A, the coefficient of the linear term is the superficially linearly divergent one-point

function

(3.43)

Pauli-Villars regularisation can be used to regulate this expression;

Ypv@) = JT* lr" @) - 2t'(M) + r'(2M - rn)l . (3.44)

Since the momentum integral is now finite all dependence on p can be shifted away. As in the 4d

case, by using Pauli-Villars, which is a gauge-invariant regularisation, no pSçs term is induced

into the effective action. The result is clearly independent of temperature.

It is well known that, without proper regularisation, the order of integration cannot be

changed in divergent integrals. fl provides a simple example of this phenomena for it is quite

possible to go further and explicitly evaluate the momentum-space integral (f0 is zero by sym-

metric summation or integration). The mass term in the numerator of Eq. (3.43) gets killed by

tr1ø - 0. Performing the k1 integral first gives

f (m,r) : 
" lr, t^!rur,

kt

+m2 +kfi
: 

" f"ror(tn - p)2 + *' + n!)- rog ((n + p)2 + *' + n])

Þr |u,o : o. (8.45)

However, performing the ke summation first yields

rt(m,r) : þ'" IdkF+:rtanh ("0{-æ**)
Þ1lk! + mz

: 2etrp, . (3.46)

The same result is obtained at zero temperature. Of course all answers are mass independent

so Pauli-Villars regularisation yields zero.

3.4.2 The "Adler" argument

An alternative treatment is to expand the path integral in powers of both p' and,4 rather than

putting p in the propagator. The correlation-function of interest is the superficially logarithmi-

r'(^,7, t") : fu "r" ## where Ér : tet - þ .
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cally divergent two-point function

vo(^,r):- I-"##4offfi"t' . (s.47)

This method has the advantage that p can be promoted to be the zeroth component of a chiral
gauge field which is non-constant in spacetime. The momentum p, flowing into the associated

Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 3.2 will then be nonzero, and only after calculating will the
limit p" -+ 0 be taken.

^,0

Figure 3.2 : The diagram with one gauge-field leg

and one leg that corresponds to the insertion of
i¡-r(r,r)101ó. The momentum flowing into the di-

agram is nonzero.

p+ p

With nonzero p' , the form of the correlator is completely fixed [3] by gauge invariance, parity,
Lorentz covariance and the anomaly. Under parity

,þ -+ lorþ and ,þ - ,þl' , (8.48)

so the term containing the new chiral gauge freld tþiB¡1^7t,, i. parity invariant only if BÀ is a
pseudo vector. Therefore

l'^(?,m,,7): - [t
has one vector index and one pseudo-vector index. At zero temperature the most general ex-

pression with the correct Lorentz structure is therefore

l"^(p,Tn,T:0):Y(p2,*2)r'^ i Z(p',mz)preoQrÐ (3.50)

The parentheses indicate symmeterisation (uÀ) : |uÀ+ ],hr. Gauge invariance implies

ptrl'^ :0 =+ prfl0 : -pof00 + y : -lp2Z , (3.51)

whence

l"^(p,Tn,T:O¡: (-ln2e'^ +poeo@p\)Z. (3.52)

Z has dimensions of 'p-2 so corresponds to a convergent Feynman integral.

Z can be determined by using the well-known result for ihe chiral anomaly [199, 267, 351]

t--L*tn- 
Jt@TTrnT'

*-i(ft -ú) (3.4e)(k-p)'+

-r"^psp2 Z : p¡l'^ (p, Tn,T :0) : -2etre'\p¡
p2

I4m
(3.53)

Here Arth(r) is the inverse hyperbolic tangent, the expansion of which is Arth(ø) : r I O("3)
for small r. For vanishing momentum, the massive case therefore tends to zero

p2z(p2,m+o) t4 o. (3.54)
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This, coupled with the dimension of Z implies Z a.m-2 + O(p2), and so

f'^(P:O,m'+0,?:o) :o'

On the other hand, the massless case has

P2 Z(P2,m:0) :2etr

which implies

7l

(3.57)

Interestingly, this is ambiguous in the zero-momentum limit

rlo(rn:',?:o) - { l oo r 
: 

thenpl -+ o

| 2en p1 -+ o then p6 -+ o . 
(3'58)

This is attributed to the IR divergence contained in the two-point function of Eq. (3.a7) for

m:0:7.

The IR problem for massless fermions is alleviated by heating the system to a nonzero

temperature. Because the heat bath breaks Lorentz invariance, the general form of l"l is much

more complicated as it can depend upon the normal vector in the p0 direction, n' . It is

frÀ: Aep, + BpoePQoÐ lCnoeoQo\ ¡ p,po¿o("n^) + EnoeP@n\) . (3.59)

However, the problem at infinitesimal pv is simple because it is fixed by gauge invariance' This

reads, as in Eq. (3.51),

prflo:-pofoo. (3.60)

Consider f00; it is given by the expression

foo(p, m:0,7) : n" Ir
(þ - ú)tof tif

(k - p)2k"

ko(pt-k¡)+kt(po-ko)
(3.61)

(k - p)2k2

where the trace over the gamma matrices, t''Y"''l\'y6 :2ie'À, has been taken' Assuming sym-

metric summation, loo : 0 if P6 : g'

ko(pt - 2let) :

fto(p, rn:O,?:0) : 2:nP3^- 'pl+ n?

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.62)

-r" l*

Dt'oÍQ'|,pr) :0
ks

There are no IR problems since ks is quantised. Thereforel p1110 (p ,T) : po(. . .) where the dots

do not diverge as p¡ --) 0. Now, since p6 is quantised, it cannot be taken to zero smoothly. The

philosophy adopted here is that the physical result is obtained by fi'rst setting p6 to zero and

then takingthe limit pr + 0. Thus, at finite temperature f10(¡r: 0,7 +0) : 0, and there is no

p.96g term.
lAlthough it is not needed for the argument here, lo1 can be calculated exactly 1281] and is again given by

Eq. (3.57).

foo(po:0,?) : -2eE IOft (k + p)2k2
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3.4.3 Pauli-Villars and the two-point function

The IR problem also occurs when naively applying Pauli-Villars regularisation to the two-point
function at zero temperature. The two-point function with zero external momentum is defined
to be

fiì, : lim -teIII-+0
d2k

m-iþ ,n-ift
k I rn2 lc2 + m2

15
M-iÌl , =M-i,ÆdAñO t 

^tUtc2+M2t I k2+M2 I (3.63)

(3.68)

Cross-multiplying to remove the divergence and taking the trace tr1,1^yrs : 0 yields

ru),rPV
¡42 t

n'L-
t'y^''r'^r'

(k2 + twz¡z (kz + rnz¡z

-, lim ." ¡ ozr2k2rn2 
+m4 -2k2M2 - M4

'¡tr-Jo"-l - r6tþ1"þlo^l' (3'64)

For rn : 0 there is an IR divergence. Forgetting this for the moment, and using the integral

I a'nn,uo¡(k2) x 6o9 , (g.6b)
.t

the traces may be evaluated

tr^l'.y^.y':2ie'À and t -lo-yÀ.yo.y'75:0, (3.66)

to yield

flì, : Iim 2ee'\ [ d'k(, =*' = .- . t', I'PV-¡Tlb--" / 1(kr+rnz¡z 
(3.67)

Each integral is clearly independent of the mass and using I&, + I), : zr, this implies, in
contradiction to the null result obtained using the one-point function,

]i\on" I o'* (

rlI(-,?:o) : t, rn+0
m:02etr

However, the non-zero result occurs only because the IR divergence has made the result some-

what arbitrary. In this situation a natural prescription might be to define the massless theory
as the limit of the massive one:

rlT(-,?:o):o vm (3.6e)

In conclusion, by demanding that the calculation be gauge invariance, no ¡;,96s term is in-
duced into the effective action, except at zero temperature for massless fermions. The appearance

of the term in this regime is due to an IR divergence which makes the calculation ill-defined.

3.5 Nonperturbativeresults

The partition function can also be calculated directly to all orders in ¡; by functional methods.
To make the eigenvalue problem well-defined ,Â4 is chosen to be the torus with 0 1 r I 0 and
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0 1 r ( A. Make the Hodge decomposition on the background gauge field

€Ar:0,oleuxïxplhr. (3.70)

The fields ø and p are well defined on M and h, is constant.

If non-trivial winding sectors were of interest then the decomposition would take the form

ÊAr:0roi_euxÔxp+hr+Ãr, (3.71)

where Ãp car- be chosen to be

Ão
2trN
pR*

1

rtQRlp)

m=I

and Ar :0

l;lo (o,iÈlp)

n€Z

(3.72)

Ñ ir tt e winding number of the configuration and this choice is possible because the difference

As(r,r) - Ao(r,r + R) :' uo e!r\ , (3.73)' e \p /
is zero up to the large gauge transformation Eq. (3.39). In this case, the fermions would have

to obey twisted boundary conditions

,þ(r,* + Ã) : "ar;'NrlÞ$(r,r) 
and ,þ(r + 0,*): -rþ(r,*) , (3'74)

where, once again, the large gauge transformation is evident. However, in order to find whether

it is possible that the ¡r^9ss term

, l-o': p%þtuf e, (3.75)

appears in the effective action it is only necessary to consider Ñ:0.

The toy model differs from the Schwinger model [302] on the torus only by the ¡r term'

However, by using the identity .y0.y5 - -i.yt the p, can be shifted into hr. The form of the

generating functional is well known [49, 150, 151, 152, 185, 201, 289, 303] and details of the

derivation can be found in App. C

zlA,,rt,rl : exp (l ,"-*_16o6t"io-f pr*+ 
| o"r) deti'Pt. (3.76)

Here Q1: Q +iil -ittl'and has associated propagator iA1. The determinant of this operator

can be calculated using zeta-function regularisation [185, 303] and the result written in terms of

a theta function and Dedekind's eta function lg, 47,295,2971

,

deti,pl

2

ornn fiG - q*) D q|f"*tl2 e2Íi(n+o)ó

In this formula 0 : -þh0 l2tr and, ó: + + 4W and the parameter q - ¿-2tR/Þ

(3.77)
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The effective action when the gauge field is in a nontrivial winding sector is also well
known [108, 109, 153, 295, 297). A non-zero chemical potential for the conserved electric charge

has also been considered [8,296]. In this case the Dirac operator is no longer Hermitian and the
phase in the partition function leads to interesting results.

The partition function is clearly invariant under small gauge transformations since e'o4 and

its conjugate are invariant. It is also invariant under large gauge transformations in the r and

r directions

r direction: 6hr : ry and n -+ ne2"iNrla ,

r direction: 6h0 : r# and r7 _+ q¿zriNrl1 (3.2g)

The first transformation changes the summand in Eq. (3.77) by a phase which is then canceled

by the mod-squared. The second transformation can be soaked up by relabeling the index of
summation.

The cylindrical limit of the generating functional must now be taken. It is possible that there

are some subtleties associated with this limit. In order to look for these, a brief sortie is made

into the one-dimensional world where all expressions are particularly simple.

3.5.1 The determinant of the Dirac operator on a one-dimensional manifold

Because of its simplicity, the one-dimensional case has been well studied [80, 93, 94, 135]. Here

though, the emphasis is placed on finding any nontrivialities in the circle -+ line limit. Although
this subsection is relevant to the exposition, it is hoped that the reader will not forget that its
aim is simply to illustrate that the continuum limit of the 2d case contains no subtleties.

Start with the operator

D:iô+eA(t)+iM, (3.79)

where -rR 1t { rR. A mass term iM has been included for generality, and it will serve to IR
regulate the theory. On the circle the eigenvectors are

ú., : exp 
In 

(.rr - " I' a) - ut). (3.80)

The boundary conditions then imply Àn: A+ (nlR) where

A- z#n I ,q - iM periodic

h + tfu I A - iM antiperiodic
(3.81)

IfM+0therearenozeromodes,however,ifM:0thereisapossibilityofonezeromode
depending on the value of / A.

The product of eigenvalues needs regularisation. A non-gauge-invariant way to proceed is to

calculate det D(iÔ+iM)-'. This leads to a sine in the periodic case and a cosine for antiperiodic

boundary conditions [135], An alternative is zeta-function regularisation [185,303]2 where the
2A nice review for the case of the Dirac operator can be found in [94]



following formal manipulations are made

detD-expr"sflÀr¿ :€xpÐ.*Àn :€xp ( *T^t'i"=r), (3.s2)

and the zeta function (¡(s) :DnÀ;'is calculated by analytic continuation. For instance [170,

Sec. 9.531

3.5. Nonperturbative results

For the case in hand

oo

n=0
oo

I (" * ,)-"
n:0

logf (r) - lros2r .

)1,:,

75

(3.83)

(3.84)

| (" + ")-" L-*,
s=0

d
dt

s=0

det D
d
d" -(.A)-'+ t(ä +.A)-'+ D(-ä + A)-'exp

oo

n=0

oo

n=0

.r*--Ti,4L--rilZ 7
Attv " ARI ("4R)f (-"4Ã)
1 _ 

"-2ri.AR ,

which is invariant under the large gauge transformations Á -+ A - 2rN leR.

Consider expanding the effective action S"n : - log det D in powers of ,4. To quadratic order

S.r:-rog(r+e_21lRM)*ffiæ|e+ffi+ûIl|a+o(A\,(3.s5)
where the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the antiperiodic (periodic) case. There are three

important things to notice:

¡ Written this way, the (-function regularisation looks like a non-local result. This is because

the eigenvalues depend onty / A. However, if it is only the constant part of A that matters,

all non-local products can be made to look local

(l ^)" 
:72nu)n-' I o"lo=consrant . (8.s6)

o Despite the effective action being gauge invariant as a whole, each individual term in its

expansion in small -4 is not.

o The expansion in small A is ill-defined for the periodic massless case. This is because for

A:0 there is a zeromode which must be removed

. -ielAdet!".ioai"D:t# ' (3'87)

The same problem crops up in perturbation theor¡ where there are IR divergent terms

such as D"*.
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Out of interest, the derivative expansion, which is local, will be compared with this result.
To compute the expansion, the heat-kernel method is used. This has the disadvantage that only
the real part of the effective action, logdet DDI, can be calculated, because the heat kernel is

then quadratic in derivatives. Defining Do: i,ô *,4, and expanding to quaclratic order in D¡
with antiperiodic boundary conditions gives

log det DDi .¡r"-e DDÏ/- d.
Jo7

The first term in curly parentheses is an unimportant divergent constant. Dropping this, per-

forming the integral over e, and using the representation for the hyperbolic tangent

M <0
M <0
M:0
M:0
M>0

( 3.88)

(3.8e)

(3,e0)

(3. e 1)

tanh
7rr 2r
2r

._1\ _._
? (z"-tI)z ¡rz'

the real part of the effective action to O(Dfr) can be deduced

2ftS"e

,S"n ---+

A2 + o@[)
2rRe2

(ertvln ¡ 
"-rMR)2

2rRM+ieIA
2trRM+i,eIA+ñ

1* 
"-te 

I s

1-"-;eIs +ros(ie I A)

(antiperiodic)

(periodic)

(antiperiodic)

(periodic)

I
Only for ,4 being constant does this agree with the zeta-function result. ((-function regularisation
does, however, have the advantage that it gives a prescription for the imaginary part of 5"r.)
With periodic boundary conditions, it is clear from the first line of Eq. (3.90) that the massless

case is ill-defined because of the zero mode mentioned previously.

Taking the limit to the line of the zeta-function results gives (mod2ni)

log

Iog

(

(
0

The M-dependent normalisation of e-seff is physically unimportant. If the limit of the massless

periodic case had been taken without first removing the zeromode the effective action would not
have had an expansion in small .4; it is only when the compact theory is properly IR regulated
that the noncompact effective action can be properly defined. In the two-dimensional model,
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antiperiodicity of the fermions in the time direction at nonzero temperature will provide the

necessary IR regulator.

Eq. (3.91) can be compared with the expression obtained from det DUA+|M)-1. The Green's

function for i0 + iM wit}' M I 0 is

¿¡, 
"i.k(r-y)G(" - a) 2tr -k + iM

ie-M("-s) l0(M)0(r - ù - 0(-M)0(y - n)) for r - a + 0

|isgnM forr-U:O
(3.e2)

where á is a step function. Expanding the effective action in powers of ,4., the step functions kill

all terms but the linear one, resulting in

,S"n : -Thlog(l +eAG)

: - | ar{a1,¡c1o¡ *+ I dr'A(r)G(r - r'¡A(r')G(*' - ")+...1)
-li,sgnM l* ar,e,ç*¡ . (3.93)

Because there are no large gauge transformations on the line this is gauge invariant. It it differs

from the zeta function result of -i0(- M) / A. This is an example of the well-known principle

that the imaginary part of the effective action can be defined in many ways (see 119] for a

review).

Finally, the continuum limit of the derivative expansion Eq. (3.90) can be easily taken. For

nonzero mass the ans\¡Jer is clearly zero. In the massless case'

2ffi,S"n:-f,n%e2 [-Ê, (3.94)
"J

which of course agrees with zeta function result \f AR is held constant as -R -+ oo. This is surely

the most physically sensible prescription since it allows for a non-zero constant mode for the

gauge field.

Before closing this subsection, there is one more interesting facet of the derivative expansion

which can be mentioned: If the heat-kernel analysis of Eq. (3.88) is performed on the line the

result is independent of ,4. regardless of the value of M. For

Iogdet DDi : [* !Í"-,*' I y 
"ikn"-.(_.ð2*2iAõ+UaA+A'))¿n,lo e J2tr

: [* YL".-,M' Idk .-r'.-'tftkDo-eDoDo
lo e1/è" lZn-

"-r*' ,

where the last line followss by expanding the exponential in powers of e. This is presumably

3It also should be noted that according to [50], it seems that the result in the continuum should be the same

as that on the circle, up to a multiplicative constant. However, a term was dropped in their calculation (the last

term in their Eq. (3.15)) which is nonzero at nonzero e. Therefore, their conclusions do not hold at large e. This

changes the last conclusion in the appendix of [241]'

:T
:{

/æde 1
t, --lo e {4re
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another manifestation of the point that the continuum limit is ill-defined when there are zero-
modes.

3.5.2 The cylindrical, or high-temperature, limit

The two-dimensional model shares many of the features of the one-dimensional case. In partic-
ular. the determinant (3.77) of ipl obtained by zeta-function regularisation is nonlocal in the
gauge fleld. MoreoveL, each term in the expansion of the effective action Srø.: logdet i,p1 in
powers of å.À : fu I A^ is not gauge invariant despite ^9"6 being gauge invariant as a whole.

However, there is one subtlety that the two-dimensional model does not have - in the process

of taking the continuum limit in 1d, the zero-mode had to be handled with care. In the 2D

model there are no IR problems because the fermions are antiperiodic along the time direction
and therefore its continuum limit is trivial.

For example, at large -R (tne hmit to the cylinder) or small B (high temperature), the
parameter q is exponentially small. Setting d : 0 in order to simplify the formulae the effective

action can be expanded in powers of the gauge field (ñ,À is held constant as per the prescription
given on p. 77)

5.m : -logdetiþt+...
n (rinlnr-p) + e-iR(¿r-p)) + ...-V{ r. /

: 2esin(R¡,t)e-ÌRlpä I o, +... (4.9b)

Here. the p¿,9cs term has been extracted. Of course, the term by itself is not gauge invariant.
Taking the high temperature limit it is evident that there is no p.9çs term of the form Eq. (3.2a)

according to zeta-function regularisation.

3.6 Conclusions

A variety of calculations in a 2d toy model have been performed in order to investigate the

claim [258, 288, 294,332) that the effective action of four-dimensional SU(2)¿ gauge theory at

high and low temperature contains a three dimensional Chern-Simons term whose coefficient is

the chemical potential for baryon number.

Because the chemical potential is real, the contentious term is not gauge invariant by itself.

As has been shown though, this does not rule out its appearance in the effective action. In both
one and two (and presumably four) dimensions, it was demonstrated that extra non-local terms

can restore the gauge invariance.

Nevertheless, all the perturbative calculations performed at nonzero temperature gave no

such term. The only regime were it could possibly be induced was at zero temperature with
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massless fermions. This was attributed to an ambiguity brought about through an infrared

divergence and was investigated from a number of different angles.

The nonperturbative effective action does contain the term but it is exponentially suppressed

as the radius of the spacelike circle tends to infinity. This is quite different from the proposed

behaviour since there the spacelike circle is infinite from the very start.

How then, did the authors of [288] obtain a nonzero result? The regularisation scheme was to

subtract off the zero-temperature, zero-p result. The same calculation can be performed exactly

in 2d. The one-point function of Eq. (3.43) can be written in the form

r'(^,r,t) : I an, f"#(ffi)annåø, (3'e6)

where the contour of integration is shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Using partial fractions, expressing tanh

Cs

(u) (b)

Figure 3.3 : Contours of integration in the z-plane. (a) The contour C encircles

the imaginary axis, and (b) contour õo Passes up the imaginary axis and Ca

(d-) encircles the RHS (LHS) of the plane.

in terms of exponentials and completing the contours C1 leads to

lt(m,,7, ¡-r)
h- ttI dkr

dz

2"'i
1

1, + ep"u

dz
2ri

ll 1\
(.r*, - z-u)

(3.e7)

where u: 1f@1= ¡f,TnP and the various contours are shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The first two

give a ¡;-independent result for finite temperature since they are convergent and the result is

lt(*,T,lt):2erP'lft(-,0,0) ' (3'98)

Thus, by following [288] a plScs term is obtained. This is in contrast to Pauli-Villars regulari-

sation which gave no p^96s term

This regularisation scheme might be justified by casting it into a Pauli-Villars-like form

L
z : ,)y* ltar/altaXd¡lexp l-s(lþ,1þ,A,m,r,p)'t s(X,x,A,M,T :0,p : 0)] . (3.99)
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In the second action the spinor fields X are defined over the plane. The gauge field must be
the same in both actions. Presumably it is extended periodically to the plane in the second
action. The second action also has no axial charge. A standard argument shows that there are
no new divergences introduced by insertions of the charge of a conserved current. In the present
case Q5 is the charge of an anomalous current so this argument must be re-examined. Clearly
it is somewhat uncertain as to whether this scheme can be implemented as a gauge-invariant
regularisation to all orders in perturbation theory. In contrast, the regularisation schemes used

in this chapter are gauge invariant and implementable to all orders.

Thus it seems that the Chern-Simons term whose coefficient is the chemical potential for
baryon number is not induced into the effective action. However, this does not necessarily mean
that the periodic structure of the gauge-field vacuum cannot be biased by some nonperturbative
effect. The theory with nontrivial winding sectors has been well-studied [108, 109, 153, 295,297].
It would therefore be quite possible and interesting to calculate matrix elements corresponding
to the 2d analogue of baryogenesis in the early universe.



Matrix Theory

M-theory is currently regarded as the best candidate for a "theory of euerything".

when i,t i,s compacti,fi,ed along a li,ght-like directi,on M-theory has a real'isat'ion

a,s a supersymmetric quantum mechanics model wi,th U(N ) symmetry called

,,Matrir theory". This is descri,bed i,n sec. 1.3. Before detaili,ng Matrir theory

some ,introductory material concern'ing superstrings (Sec. 1.1) and the uarious

background, solutions of thei,r low energy dynam'ics called p-branes (Sec. /¡.2) is

giuen.

4.L A lightning tour of the superstring

Most of the results presented here are arrived at by making analogies with the bosonic string

studied in Chapter 1. The discussion is necessarily very streamlined and many more interest-

ing facets of superstrings can be found in the text ll77l and presumably in the forthcoming

monograph by Polchinski 12771.

4.L.L The NSR action and worldsheet supersymmetry

In order to include space-time fermions into string theory, extensions of the bosonic string

described in Chapter 1 must be considered. One such is to add to the Polyakov action of

Eq. (1.2) d,2-component Majorana spinor fields T/ø which transform in the vector representation

of the Lorentz group SO(d - 1,1)

,q-- I [ 1ô"xraoxr-irþrl"oorþt). (4.1)
 tra,J*t

Here 1o are two-dimensional gamma matrices {l",lb} -2rlob - -zdiag(-1,1) and in the

Majorana representatíonrþ: rþ1.y0 : rþT.yo. In a similar fashion to the spinning particle, the

zero-modes of t¡ø generate a d-dimensional Clifford algebra and will thus create states which

can be identified with space-time fermions (more will be said on this later). This string theory

is called the NSR string.

This action has worldsheet "supersymmetry" under which 1157]

6Xt' : êrþP ,

81
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6',þt' : -i1"ïoXP¿, (4.2)

where e is a constant Grassmann-odd Majorana spinor (to show invariance of ,S the Majorana
fermion identity Xtþ:tþX, must be used). The commutator of two supersymmetry transforma-
tions is 16r,62lxp :2(4.y"ez)i0oyu (for Majorana fermions e17ae2: -ez.yoet). Note that the
RHS of this equation contains the translation operator. The same commutator acting on the
fermions gives a similar result on shell. Denoting the generators of the transformation by Qo,
(so that õxLL :leQ,xI') for instance) the.n'r:1 supersymmetry algebra follows

{Q"'QP}:2P,('Y"),P ' (4'3)

4.1.2 Mode expansions for the fermions

In the basis
0

(4.4)

the upper and lower components of tþ

( 't'- \r:\'*.)' (4'5)

obey the equations of motion

(ù+00)rþl:0: @r-AùrþT. (4.6)

Thus tlie tþ- and ry'1 describe right- and left-moving modes respectively

tþ- : rþ-(oo - ot) and ,þ+ : ,þ+(oo + ot) , (4.7)

and are called the chiral halves of the closed string (the chirality operator 7071 acts as 1017ç¡ :
+tþ+).For open strings the surface terms that arise through varying the Lagrangian to obtain
the Euler-Lagrange equations must be set to zero by choosing appropriate boundary conditions.
Further remarks concerning open strings will be made later; in this section only closed strings
are considered.

Spinors can be either periodic or antiperiodic over the interval 0 < or < 2tr. Periodic
boundary conditions are called Ramond (R) boundary conditions [286], while antiperiodic [256,
257) are called Neueu-Schwarz (NS), so

(R) ,þl :

0
^l

å)tt:(?
0

INS) ,¡tt

(R) ,þ+

I arr"-o"roo-ot) ,

n€Z

I bfe-ir(oo-or),
,elaz

I aY,"-o"too+ot) ,

ne.Z

t 6Ye-t"("o+"t)

,elaz
(NS) ,þ+ (4.8)
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Corresponding to the different pairings of left and right moving modes, there are four closed-

string sectoïs that are referred to as NS-NS, NS-R, R-NS and R-R'

4.L.3 Quantisation, the GSO projection and particle content

Consider just one chiral half of the closed string. Because of the half-integer moding in the NS

sector, it is possible to choose a unique nondegenerate ground state annihilated by the positive

frequency modes

dklo,p)us:o:oLlo,PlNs vrn)o' (4'9)

However, in the R sector dl2 of the zero-modes must be chosen to annihilate l0,p)¿ while the

other d,f 2 generate a total of 2dl2 Ramond ground states (here d is assumed to be even)' These

form a spinor representation of the d dimensional Poincaré algebra as mentioned earlier. This

representation decomposes into two halves; one of which has an even number, and the other an

odd number of creation zero-modes acting on l0,p)¿ corresponding to a decomposition into left-

and right-handed chiral spacetime fermions.

The physical states must not only be annihilated by half of the Virasoro generators but also

by half the modes of the supersymmetry generator. In contrast to the bosonic string, the NS

sector has a¡¡5 : I while the R sector has a¿ : 0 . In both sectors the critical dimension is

found to be 10.

Thus, just as in the bosonic string, the lowest state in the NS sector is a tachyon l0,p)¡rs'

Using light-cone quantisation, the next state, bn-rpl\,pl*g, is a massless vector representation

of SO(8) (called 8.,) and so on.

In 10 dimensions, the R ground state consists of two 16's. The physical-state conditions

pick out half these leaving just 8"O8. (the s and c correspond to the even- or odd-number of

fermionic modes acting on l0,p)¿ as discussed above). Since ø¿:0 these are massless fermions

of So(8).

Massive physical states are built in both sectors by acting with positive modes and demanding

that the results be reparameterisation invariant and form supersymmetry multiplets.

Unlike the case of the bosonic string, this is not the end of the story. Most of the material

presented in Chapter 1 explicitly assumed that the world-sheet had spherical topology' Recall

that for higher genus surfaces the metric cannot be totally gauged away through reparameter-

isations and \Meyl rescalings; after modding-out these symmetries a finite dimensional space of

inequivalent metrics remains. This space is called "moduli space". The torus, for example, has

one complex modular parameter. However, its moduli space is not the whole complex plane

because the torus has certain symmetries. For instance, it is invariant under a twist of one of its

cycles by 2tr. Fermions can be either periodic or antiperiodic around the two cycles. Consider

the toric case where the fermions have antiperiodic boundary conditions around both cycles.
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Figure 4.1 : The two cycles of the torus. The second figure shows the B cycle

after a twist of angle 2r has been performed around the A cycle.

After a modular transformation ihat twists around the "4" cycle (see Fig.4.1), the fermions
become peri,odi,c around the "8" cycle since they pick up two signs - one from traversing each

cycle. This example illustrates that different sectors will mix with each other under modular
transformations (except the periodic-periodic sector which remains invariant). In order to re-

tain modular invariance (the invariance of the Riemann surfaces under twistings of their cycles)

a symmetric combination of the four sectors must be taken; the modular invariant partition
function is

Z:Tr(I+(_1)F)e-2trrH¡¡s _11'(1 + (_l)F)e-2nrHp. (4.10)

Here 11¡¿5 (f16) is the Hamiltonian with anti-periodic (periodic) spatial boundary conditions
and .F is the fermion number operator (therefore Tt(-1)Fe-2trrH¡1 is the partition function with
periodic boundary conditions in both directions, for instance). In the R sector there is a choice

of sign since Th(-!)F¿-2nrtto: 0 because of the zero mod.e (but once a choice is made the
theory has been defined). The combination Eq. (4.10) corresponds to projecting out states with
odd fermion number. This is the "GSO projection" [162, 163].

One of the most important consequences of the GSO projection is that it kills the fermionic
vacuum l0,p)¡os. Thus the physical state-space of the superstring does not include a tachyon!

The lowest state of the NS sector is therefore the massless vector boson 8.,,

b'-, pl\, p) tv s . (4. 1 1)

In the R sector, one of the 8's must be projected out. It is entirely arbitrary which one is
chosen since the two differ only by a spacetime parity redefinition. However, in the closed string
two choices must be made, one for each chiral half. The "IIA" string is defined by taking the

opposite choice in each half while the "IIB" string has the same choice. The massless sectors of
the closed superstring are thus

Type IIA

Type IIB

(9,e8.)a(8,o8.)
(9,e8") 8(8"o8")

Now concentrate on the IIA case only. The various products give

NS-NS 8.,,9 8l, 1O28O35:øØBp,ØG¡,,,

(4.12)
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R-R 8s I 8" : 8., O 56t : Ap @ A¡"u\ ,

NS-R 8v88c : 8sO56c,

R-NS 8.El 8" : 8c O 56s . (4.13)

Here lÞ, B¡rr, G¡rr, A, and Ap,u¡ are the dilaton, antisymmetric tensor, graviton, one-form gauge

field and three-form gauge field respectively. The NS-R and R-NS sectors are fermionic and

contain two dilatinos and gravitinos of opposite chirality.

It is a remarkable fact that after performing the GSO projection the resultant theory has local

spacet'ime supersymmetry [162, 163]. This property is not at all obvious, ho'ffever, it is possible

to reformulate the NSR string so that it becomes manifest. This reformulation is called the

"Green-Schwarz" string ll74,l75l which will not be discussed here since it takes the exposition

too far afield.

4.L.4 IIA supergravity

The low-energy effective action of IIA string theory is the "IIA supergravity action", the bosonic

part of which is given by

s;lï* : *!r, I dtdsy ,l=æ {e-zo1R' +  vï"ovto - $e-a nr,¡Hp'\) - !e\a12 FwFu"
,I

-fuFrrxoFtru^p -fo;f^l=æ)-td1o"'þsBþotrFt"r...t"uFru...rn\ , Ø.t4)

where As is the Ricci scalar, and the various field strengths are

Fr, : ðrA, - ôrA¡, ,

HpuÀ : ïpBrx * ðrB¡, * 0¡B¡", ,

Fpù,, : ÔrA¡",xI ApHr¡p+ (-1)P x cyclic permutations . (4.15)

The superscripts "string" and "s" are to indicate that the action has been written in a certain

"frame" called the "string frame"' The quantity TTLstr : (otr¡-t¡z is the string mass' This frame

makes it evident that the 10d Newton constant rcl¡ scales as

n?o - *"rlg3r,, (4'16)

since g.1, : eÓ.

The action Eq. (4.1a) follows from an analysis of the B functions calculated at string tree

Ievel (which motivates the e-2o that premultiplies the NS-NS part of the action) and at lowest

ord.er in the tension a' 162). At higher energies it therefore receives higher-derivative corrections

corresponding to higher orders in c'.

It is convenient to work in the so-called "Einstein frame" in which the Einstein term in the

action has no prefactor containing the dilaton. The action in this frame is obtained by making

the field redefinition
g'MN:"-*/'gttw*, Ø'r7)
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and looks like

sEinstein
I1,1

lr
,Ã I üdsv J-s'- (n" - jv"røvya - ie3al2 F*Fþ' - $"-a H*sHu"^

-]reø12 FruÀpFPu\o - ,!*n({-g")-r€uo"'us BrorrFrr...rrFt u,4"n) . (4.18)

Since it is this action that will be exclusively used from now on, the scripts "Binstein" and "e"

will be dropped.

4.2 D0-branes

This section considers in detail a solution of the equations of motion of IIA supergravity
which describes a point-like object. Solutions of supergravities have been the subject of much

investigationl and go under the general title of "p-branes"; that is, objects with p spatial di-
mensions which are infinitely extended (or wrapped around a compact dimension).

Nlany p-branes belong to shortened multiplets of the supersymmetry algebra. Such states

are termed "BPS states". As will be discussed they also saturate their "Bogomol'nyi bound" -
a lower bound on a particle's mass in terms of its charge(s) which is dictated by supersymmetry.

A key property of BPS states is that their degeneracy with a given set of charges is independent

of the value of the string coupling constant (and all other moduli of the theory too) [349]. For

consider changing g.¡. adiabatically. If the total number of states does not change discontinuously

then the shortened multiplet cannot transform into a long multiplet simply because the latter
contains too many states. Note that for this argument to be valid the spectrum must keep away

from the continuum (otherwise state counting is not well-defined) and the mass of the BPS state

must be strictly less than the total mass of any other set of BPS states carrying the same total
charge (otherwise a decay could occur). This independence on the moduli has been studied

in detail in [69, 70, 306, 307]. It is the reason why p-branes are so important - they provide

information about the strong-coupling, low-energy limit of string theory.

In the final subsection of this section "Dp-branes" are discussed. These are surfaces on which

open strings can end; the "D" stands for "Dirichlet boundary conditions". The p-branes share

the same properties as the Dp-branes and are thus thought of 1275] as an effective field theory

description of the latter. A review of this subject can be found in Ref. [276].

lSome recent reviervs are [125, 128,314]. At the risk of quoting a set of measure zero, the following axe some

early references on the subject [1,36, 37, 63,64, 77,I27,130, 131, 132, 133, 134,176,182, 188, 2I3,315,322]
rvhile some more recent a¡ticles that discuss modern issues such as dualities are [126, L28,200,229,230,23I,232,
233,234,280, 323].
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4.2.L The superparticle solution of IIA supergravity

A solution to the field equations of Eq. (a.18) is [133, 187]

d.s2 : i-7 l8d* + itluda.da, ea : i3l4 As: i-\ -r,, (4.1e)

where ¡ is a time-independent harmonic function and all other fields are zero. This subsection

will verify that Eq. (4.19) is indeed a solution, and that it corresponds to a number of static

electrically charged massive "point-particles" which are extremal in the sense that their masses

are equal to their charges. These point-particles are dubbed "0-branes".

Labeling 10d spacetime with coordinates2 nþ - (t,A\, the positions of the particles by *f
and their masses/charges by Q¿, the souïce action is

S.n,,r.": -t Qo Idre_3a14
- .t

-s,,(*ù#Y.Ta, I a, d,ç*,¡ff

Parameterising the particles' worldlines by r : ú, the field equations are

0 - a,(lEsesaf-F'p) -t2nloDÕr#u(, - *¿) ,

!O - lesa 
12 xr:¡F2 + |nloD}¿"-}ø I + -n,"##õ(r-r¿),

-Tsr,(a- å(vo)' - LnezolzFz) + Rr, - laraa,a - leso/2FrxF,^

0

0

(4.20)

(4.2r)

(4.22)

(4.23)

r2nloDQ¿.-zøt'+++
i

1

f-----,ñF ,1rr
t I 

-n 
-----.1---Lv vpv dt dt

6(r - r¡)

These have solution Eq. (a.19) with

¡r,i+ z"?oDQ¿6(a -aù: o and

Here tt1 is the Laplacian in nine-dimensional space. Poison's equation is solved by

¡@ - aù : r+ 1S ,Õr:-r ' J2tra L "'lA - Arl, 
'

The constant has been added so that the metric Eq. (4.19) is asymptotically flat.

ff:o

4.2.2 Charge quantisation

In a straightforward extension of the Dirac quantisation of electric charge in four dimensions,

the charges Q¿ arc found to be quantised [255, 320]. In the four dimensional case, it was the

presence of a Dirac monopole, which is the magnetic dual of the electric charge, that led to the

2gere there is an unfortunate clash of notation. Previously "¿" v/as a worldsheet index. For the rest of this

thesis the script "a" will be used exclusively as a 9-dimensional spatial index.
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quantisation condition. Here, the dual is an object with six spatial dimensions and is called a 6-

brane. The 6-brane solution of IIA supergravity is very similar to the O-brane solution presented

above [314].

Place the 6-brane at position ï7 : 12 : 13 : 0 so that the 2-form field-strength is closed

d'F :0 everywhere except on this hypersurface. The spatial surface surrounding rr : 12 -
13 : 0 is ^92 x ,86. The vector potential corresponding to this arrangement will not be well
defined on the entire sphere. Rather, it must be defined on two patches of ,S2 and on the overlap
the two forms will differ by a gauge transformation.

It is not necessary to find these two gauge fields explicitly. However, the answer is quite
simple in this instance. The field strength is given by

r: ffiaoz , (4.24)

where dQ2 is the volume form in two dimensions (dQ2 : sin d ddd/ in spherical harmonics) and

g is the magnetic charge/unit 6-brane volume

(4.25)s: l,,F
The field strength is closed d,F:0 everywhere except at the brane rr : t2 : tr3 :0. Call the
gauge field defined on the northern hemisphere,4+ and on the southern hemisphere,4.-. It is

easy to solve the equation dA+ : *1%r;an, - in spherical harmonics the result is

At :"'r (.t**iË -.",ø) ae Ø26)

The constant +åVol(.92)/Vol(.91) comes from imposing

vor(^e2) : lriu,,_dn2: 
tF (l*oo. * lrtor-) : lÐ Ir,Ø* - A-) , (4.27)

the last sign coming from a change of orientation.

The phase factor of the point-particle's wavefunction associated with a rotation of the

electrically-charged particle around the 6-brane should not depend on which vector potential
is used, A+ or A-. Therefore

(4.28)eiQ
E ,q,+eiQ f A- 

,

or
-r-î
A I ¡++e I

L as2* J as2-

which finally yields the quantisation condition

A- :2nZ (4.2e)

Qg :2nz (4.30)
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4.2.3 Preserved supersymmetry

The solution Eq. (4.19) does not break all the spacetime supersymmetry despite the fact that

the fermionic sector, antisymmetric two-form and the three-form are all set to zero. The amount

of remaining supersymmetry can be calculated by demanding that the variation of the gravitino

and dilatino vanish (the bosonic fields are invariant under supersymmetry when the fermions are

set to zero) in the specific background. Explicitl¡ for type IIA supergravity in the background

Eq. (a.19) the variations are [133]

6rþt" : lor* þesol+ (1r""' -La6ffr"r)l7rF,r,rf ,,
dÀ : *l{rrarO)f1le*!ðolavn"zF,,,"r). (4.31)

Here tþ, and À are the gravitino and dilatino respectively, e is a 32-component Weyl spinor, lp
are the 10d Dirac matrices, Dt, : ô, + f,u¡"ar¡r|ArAz is the covariant derivative with u¡14.+2

being the Lorentz spin connection ¿y¡[ lttrttz"'l'" being the antisymmeterised product of l-
matrices, and f11 : f0f1 ...f9. Indices "A" hàve been flattened with the vielbein, for example

fp@) : e\(r)lA. Substituting for the dilaton, metric and one-form yields

ôÀ : *(Í-'r"a"l) å(r'+r11) e ,

6rþo : (ao + #(f -'yô./)(fo + rtt)) .

õrþ" : (a, - frr0rttf-'a"f).+ fi(l,tö-lbl,)"f-lauf 0-f0f11)e .

In these three equations all I matrices Iive in flat space and the "flat" index ¿ : (0,a)

"Killing spinor" which solves 0: ôÀ :6úo:6úo is e : eelog/7/t0 *itr¡

(fo+t11)eo:o'

(4.32)

. The

(4.33)

Therefore almost all of the local supersymmetry is broken, but a rigid remnant remains since

tr (f0 + ftt) : \.32: the purely bosonic O-brane solution Eq. (4.19) "preserves half" of the

supersymmetry!

This is an example of a "BPS state". These states form smaller, "shortened" supermultiplets.

They are also characterised by special values of mass and charge. This can be seen by studying

the general form of the supersymmetry algebra [309]. For consider a theory which has .lü real

supersymmetry generators Qo. Acting on a single-particle state at rest, the algebra takes the

form 175, 183]

{Q,,QB}: loB(m,Q,{g}) . (4'34)

Here f oB is a real symmetric matrix, r¿ denotes the rest mass of the particl", Q th" various

charges carried by the particle and {g} the coordinates labeling the moduli space of the theory'

The positivity of the LHS implies a bound on the mass, called the "Bogomol'nyi bound" in

terms of the charges and moduli [48, 159, 76, 285, 349]

*>V(Q,{g})l . (4.35)
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If f "þ 
has no zero eigenvalues then by taking an appropriate linear combination of the Qo,

it can be diagonalised. Performing a rescaling the algebra takes the form

{Q",QB} - 6oþ. (4.36)

This is the l/-dimensional Clifford algebra and so the single particle states are 2N12-dimensional

multiplets.

The more interesting case is where loB has (N - M) zero eigenvalues. The algebra can then
be brought into the form

{Q",QB}:
aB

dsl, : 
"-ól6dr?o 

+ e4aß(drt, + Ardrr¡" ,

where rlt is compactified with radius

R,: i[-tJ;4aß : tW-'g?!¡ ,

ô

0

for Ilc-,p<M,
for aorB>M.

I

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.3e)

An irreducible representation of dimension 2tuI12 can be formed by taking all the states to be

annihilated by Q" for a ) M. Moreover, because of the zero eigenvalues the Bogomol'nyi bound
is saturated. The solution Eq. (a.19) forms a shortened representation and it too saturates its
Bogomol'nyi bound. This might have been expected from the equality between its mass and

charge seen in Eq. (a.20).

4.2.4 Uplifting to eleven dimensions

It is now well known that the low energy IIA supergravity of Eq. (4.18) is a Kaluza-Klein
reduction of 11d supergravity compactified on a spacelike circle [67, 158, 195]. The relation
between the ten and eleven dimensional metrics is

in which the eleven-dimensional Planck mass has been denotedby M. What is described in
this subsection has been termed a "consistent oxidation" (oxidation is the opposite of reduc-

tion) which means that the 10d solution is a perl'ectly good, albeit specific, solution of the 11d

theory [314]; namely, one for which no fields depend on 211.

The action in the bulk is simply the Einstein action

Sø:
2nlo2rR, drrrl/-gP: 1

14 drrrr/-gP, (4.40)
11

where the quantities on the RHS are l1-dimensional (the 11d Newton constant K?t - Iû-\.
There are also terms coming from antisymmetric 2-form and the RR 3-form and the fermions,

but these fields will never be excited away from zero in what follows. Capital letters M,N,...
will be used to denote 11d indices.
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The RR l-form in 10d is lifted up to the 11-¡.r component of the lld metric. Therefore its

charge witl lift to the llth component of momentum. This must be quantised in units of. L I Rt

so the discussion will now be specialised to the case where

Q: NlR" (4.4t)

Note that this quantisation is seemingly quite different from the Dirac quantisation detailed

in Sec. 4.2.2 in that it occurs without needing the existence of a magnetically-charged object'

However, by lifting the dual 6-brane to 11d, it has been shown [55] that Eq. (a.al) is consistent

with the Dirac quantisation Eq. (4.30)3'

The expectation is therefore that the source action will lift to the standard massless-particle

action with constant prr: Q ¡fOO, 194,324,346]. This is worth checking, however, since the

omission of spin might have introduced extra subtleties. Consider, then, the standard massive-

particle action for one particle

-e-ø/6sp,#Y - "*r' ({ * orfl)2

Srn : Tll' I drM drN
-gMN dr d, 

: * I dr

In the Kaluza-Klein scheme 1207 , 21,6] used here r11 is a cyclic variable and thus pl1 is constant

P":-ffi"*''1ff*A'Y):Õ' (4'43)

Solving this expression for (drl1 + Ardrlr)f dr yields

u,,'(#*o,Y):æffi,*YY Ø44)

In the limit rn -+ 0 with p11 fixed, these two expressions result i" (: *)
nL Qe-zoltz

(4.42)

(4.45)

J-l*;¡n¡n
"+øls 

(¡tt + Arru)2 _e-ø l6 g þuù!' ù,u

The equations of motion read

0

3Moreover, by assuming that the strong coupling limit of IIA is an l1d theory (see Sec. 4.3.1 ) and utilising

the T-duality between IIA and IIB [309] all the cha,rges in IIA and IIB may be fixed in terms of the lld Newton

constant rcr21. Alternative derivations of the same result using the SL(2,2 ) symmetry of IIB [309] can also be

made [88, 129, 301].
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and upon substitution of Eq. (4.45) they reduce to exactly those generated by the source action
Eq. (a.20). Therefore the source in 1ld is described by Eq. (4.42) in the massless limit with the
constraint that the momentum of the particle in the eleventh directionpll, is held equal to the
mass (:çþ¿rge); ptI : Q.

Since O-branes are BPS states they will live in u 23212 : 256 dimensional representation of
the supersymmetry algebra. The supergraviton multiplet in 11d supergravity is also a BPS state
(it contains the graviton (44 components), the 3-form (84 components) and the gravitino (128

components)) and carries the same quantum numbers as the oxidised O-brane. Thus they are
identified.

Finally, using the map Eq. (4.38), the solution Eq. (4.19) is oxidised to

dsr2r: 1i -z¡at2 + l@rrr)2 -2(Í - l)dúdrrl *dy.dy (4.47)

4.2.5 Coupling to R-R fields

The solitonic point-particle clearly carries R-R charge Q. Similarly all the other type-IiA p-
branes studied in the literature also carry R-R charge. However, elementary string states are
neutral under R-R gauge transformations. This can be seen by computing a three-point function
involving any two elementary string states and an R-R gauge field [149, 276]. Following Polchin-
ski, a heuristic argument is that the vertex operator for the R-R states, which is a product of
spin fields (V : S"Sp ê 8" ¿98"), can be decomposed into antisymmetric tensors of SO(g,1)

u : 
,I"*,' 

soSp (lþ, 'þ" c)oþ pl?..r.(") . (4.4g)

Then, using the identity

ltllqt'..Ltn -lt1pt...tLn *(6uutlttz...ttn *permutations) , (4.4g)

and the Virasoro conditions which imply that V satisfies the Dirac equation, the equations

d,F("):g:¿*p("), (4.50)

result. Moreover, the condition

P(") : a*P(10-n) (4.51)

follows from the identity

,ltr...lt'nur...uro-nl rr...rro_, o. 1.ll¡ør...lrn ) (4.52)

(the choice of sign depends on convention and is unimportant here). These properties motivate
that the F(2) and F(a) are the field strengths for the R-R l-form and 3-form respectively. It
follows that R-R amplitudes involving elementary strings vanish at zero momentum, so strings
do not carry R-R charges.
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4.2.6 Dp-branes

Dp-branes are hyperplanes on which strings can end 178,2201("D" stands for "Dirichlet boundary

conditions" ). They share the same properties as the p-branes described above and are thus

identified as alternative, more string¡ description of the same object.

The spectrum for a bosonic string with mixed Dirichlet/Neuma,nn boundary conditions in

a flat empty background can be computed in the same way as the purely Neumann case of

Sec. 1.1: Consider a collection of parallel hyper-planar Dp-branes where the coordinates Xt"

can be decomposed into coordinates in the direction of the branes Xt' (tt - 0,...,p) and those

perpendicular to the branes XI Q : p + 1, . . . , d - 1). A string stretched between two branes

Iiving at positions ø{ and r{ has the boundary conditions

X'(oo ,0) : ,å and Xt (oo ,r) : rI. (4.53)

The mode expansion for this string therefore takes the form

x'(o) : rIo r (rt, - "'ò+ + 2\/a' Ð+"n+u

-inoo slltno (4.54)1

which can be compared with the Neumann case of Eq. (1.9).

The massless states of this scenario will be of interest later on. The mass formula is

m2-(''-ro\2*Level-1. (4.b5)ttÚ -\ 2rat ) ' o/

Therefore massless states only exist when both ends of the string lie on the same Dp-brane (the

tachyon is neglected for it will be projected out in the supersymmetric case). These massless

states are of two types

aP-tlp;i,i,l and a!-lp;ii) . (4.56)

The state lp;zi) describes a string stretched from brane "i" to brane "i" moving with momentum

Oît (of course the boundary conditions enforce pI :0).The first state in Eq. (a.56) is therefore

a massless vector A"ln proVaSating on the brane while the second is a set of transverse scalars /l
which will describe the oscillations of the brane about its "planar" ground state.

This is not the end of the story, however, for when the branes are very close (compared with

r/¿l) tþere are more light fields. These come from strings stretching between two branes; the

light states are

aLrlp;tj) and aI-lp;i'j) . (4'57)

Once again these correspond to a massless vector and a set of scalars. Thus, in total, the light

degrees of freedom of a set of .l/ parallel Dp-branes is

,qi¡ and ó'n¡ , (4.58)

where i,i:L,..',N
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The effective action for the massless degrees of freedom for one Dp-brane (which is not
necessarily planar) can be obtained from a B-function analysis and the result is [220]

Sp: -Tp ¿r+14 
"-Õ

det(G ¡"0 1- B ¡,0 ¡ 2rat F¡"0) (4.5e)

This is the "Born-Infeld" action. Coordinates on the brane are labeled by tþ, ?, is a dimensionful
constant ) and G ¡,0 and B ¡ro are the pullbacks of the metric and antisymmetric tensor to the brane.
Fro is the gauge field for the U(1) potential Au that lives on the brane. When p:O this action
nothing but the first term of the O-brane source action found in Eq. (4.20) (note that the latter
is in the Einstein frame while Eq. (4.59) is formulated in the string frame).

For N coincident branes it was shown above that the gauge fietd and the transverse scalars

become N x N matrices. The gauge field belongs to the adjoint of U(N) 1272,3471. Performing
a derivative expansion around flat space-time of the action describing this scenario gives

to : 
Idp+14 

n (rporrù + Dpþr Di'6, * [ó, ,ór]lór ,ótl) . (4.60)

Here D ¡"ÓI : ôrót -llAp,41] is the covariant derivative. The action is the dimensional reduction
of U(l/) Yang-Mills theory from d : 25 * | to d : p -f L l

The above arguments can be applied to the superstring. The following is a summary of some

pertinent results:

o Dp-branes couple to the R-R gauge fields. In the simplest case where Fro:0: Bî"0 lhe
contribution to the Dp-brane action from the p * l-form R-R gauge field ,4¡o-r.r1 is

Q, I a'*tq A¡p+rl, (4.61)

which, for the case p : 0, can be compared with the last term in the Q-brane source action
Eq. (a.20). Not only do the Dp-branes carry R-R charges, but they comprise a complete set

of electric and magnetic R-R sources. For instance, IIA has field strengths of rank 2,4,6,8

(with n and 10 - n being dual as in Eq. (4.51)) which are the curls of potentials of rank
I,3,5,7 (see Eq. (4.13)) which couple to Dp-branes with p:0,2,4,64.

o By considering a collection of Dp-branes with different p's, it is found that, for exactly the

same reason as the p-brane case detailed above, they obey the Dirac-quantisation condition

QpQa-p:2r (4.62)

But this time only the minimzrn quantum number appears on the RHS. Objects with
higher charge are thus bound states of Dp-branes. A stable bound state of 2 D0-branes

has been proved to exist [311] and it is assumed here that higher bound states also exist.

. A single Dp-brane preserves half of the rigid supersymmetries of the theory - it is a BPS

state [171,275]. Bound states of Dp-branes are also BPS siates [40].
aThere is also a D8-form which implies the existence of ¡'(10) [35]
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o The effective low-energy theory of the NS-NS light degrees of freedom is the reduction of

U(N) super-Yang-Mills theory (which has 16 real supersymmetries) from d: I f 1 to pf 1

dimensions 1I7,79,,90, 91, 204,,323,331,347]. The R-R gauge fields also couple to the

U(¡f) gauge fields and to the curvature 134, 41.,127,I72,773,221).

There has been a colossal amount of interest in the subject of D-branes5. For more details

the reader is referred to the reviews [276' 309].

4.3 Matrix theory

Matrix theory [22,377] is conjectured to describe M-theory compactified along a light-like di-

rection. This section will describe M-theory, the general construction of a theory compactified

along a light-like direction, and Matrix theory.

4.3.L M-theory

As was demonstrated in the previous section, IIA supergravity is a Kaluza-Klein reduction of

l1d supergravity compactified on a space-like circle of radius given by Eq. (a.39). The bound

states of DQ-branes of the IIA string are identified with the 1ld supergravitons. In terms of the

string coupling the radius of compactification is simply

n,: tuI-'g1(l , (4.63)

where l[ i" th" lld Planck mass. Note that as the string coupling tends to infinity eleven

large dimensions appear and the masses of the DO-branes become small (recall the mass formula

Eq. (a.al) mass: NlR, is stable under changes in g.t.). Conversely, in the perturbative string-

theory regime the radius is small but the D0-branes still exist and they become very heavy.

It is then natural to conjecture that the type IIA string can also be described as a compactified

11d theory. This 11d theory is called "M-theory" 1324, 346]. Moreover, this lld theory is

conjectured to be Lorentz invariant' In a nut-shell

M-theory is an l-l-d Lorentz invariant theory which is the strong coupling

limit of IIA string theory and whose low-energy behaviour is described

by 1ld supergravity.

M-theory's elegance lies in the fact that it unifies the 5 consistent superstrings and the many

dualities relating them under one umbrella. For more information, the reader is referred to the

reviews 120, 44,309, 336] (and to the 750-odd citations to Witten's paper [346]!)

5At present Polchinski's seminal paper [275] has some 600 citations.
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4.3.2 Light-like compactification

Define the light-cone coordinates

rt : rIt +, . (4.64)

Consider the case where r- is periodic; typically this might be to IR regulate a theory, the
zero-mode in the "minus" direction then being integrated out. This section will detail some

general properties of theories defined on such a compact space.

AII momenta in the minus direction will be quantised in units of the inverse radius of com-
pactification

p-:NlR_ . (4.65)

Moreover, since there are no tachyons, p- > 0. Of course p- is also conserved. The system

then splits up into an infinite number of sectors characterised by l/. For instance, a scattering
process with total p- - NIR_ will contain at most N particles each with p- - llR-. The
scattering will be described by an multi-body Hamiltonian If¡¡.

1/¡¡ in the large-N limit defines the uncompactified theory. For consider a process with a

number. n, of n¡-particle states scattering into a number Tn1 of rnj-paúicle states with total

P-: NIR- [309]. Then

ino: Ð^¡ - ¡¡ . (4.66)
i:t j=l

The amplitude can be calculated using f1y. Now take the limits

N, R-,ni)rnj -+ æ with p'- : n¡lR- and kJ- : m¡ lR- both fixed . (4.67)

In this limit the scattering process in question becomes an amplitude with (m + n) external
legs. Physically what is happening is that t]ne n¿ "partons" with p_ :LlR- are becoming
infinitely numerous and are thereby building up a state in the continuum. In the next section
these partons are DO-branes (recall they carry one unit of momentum in their 1ld description).

The construction just described is called the "discrete light-cone quantisation" (DLCQ) of a
theory. The rest of this section is devoted to describing the construction of the DLCQ Hamilto-
nian in the sector l/, Hfllca.

Compactification along a light-like direction can be defined as an infinite boost of the more

usual case where a space-like direction is compact [304, 308], For consider a theory which is
compactified along the 111 direction with radius .R,

(rt',t) - ("11 ,t) + (2r&,,t) (4.68)

Lorentz boost to a new (primed) frame

tt : *A - rrrl) ,{I-a'
r, : !6r, - rt), (4.69)

VI_D'
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which is moving at relative velocity u given by

1

In the boosted frame

u

1111

97

(4.70)

(4.7t)

(4.73)

(4.74)

(4.75)

(4.76)

(x) ,t t (1, -r) .
) (ï ) +

4R3

R?-

¡ü
R"

In the limit as -R, -+ 0

(*t',r)'- (rtt, t)' + þrR-,-rR-) . (4.72)

In the light-cone coordinates Eq. (4.64), it is clear that the infinitely boosted theory is compact-

ified along the minus direction; r N r -l2rR-.

Similar statements hold for the momentum. In the unprimed frame

1p

while in the boosted frame

1

As R, à 0, p- becomes quantised

p'-

Jr-æ

î(po + prr)' : ffø' +ptt) + o(R,)

ptt' :

p0'

ff,"('*

(ptt - upo) ,

(po - uptt) '

| + (p2 + *2) l(prr)2 + o(.R")

: #. o(Ã,) .

Similarly, for a massless particle the light-cone energy can be written

prr)' : hr" (

+ o(,R,) .

L@oP,+

R_,

^n'

t+prlp?r-r + o(,R")

Evidently, p- acts as a kind of light-cone mass [43].

Finally, following [304, 308], the Hamiltonian for the DLCQ of a theory will be derived via

the infinite boost discussed above. It will thus be described as a limit of the Hamiltonian of

the same theory compactified along a spacelike direction. The spacelike compactified theory is

dubbed the "auxiliary theory". The following arguments are general but in the next subsection

the theory in question will be M-theory and thus the "auxiliary theory" will be nothing but IIA

string theory.

Denote the DLCQ Hamiltoniatr by f/flLca. Let it depend on a mass pa,rameter M¡¡, the

radius of compactification -R- and a number of dimensionless parameters (coupling constants,
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etc) {9}. Similarly denote the Hamiltonian in the auxiliary theory bV ¡/ffn. This auxiliary
theory is compactified along a spacelike direction of radius r and the particles live in the sector
prr : Nlr. It has the same dimensionless parameters {9}. The (10d) rest mass of the particles
in the auxiliary theory will be subtracted away so that the generator of time translations is

øff^ + ilzl. Then in the limit r -+ 0 with 13- fixed, the second line of Eq. @.7$ yields

HD*LCQçM,R-,{g}) : + (nftKçtut,", {g}) + M -o") : T"fr"r*,r,{g}) . (4.TT)

On dimensional grounds

T"X"(M,r,{g}) : H#"(+M,"--r,{g}) (4.T8)

Defining y : y/F;E- the result is

nD*LCa çm, R-', {s}) : ÀT, 
HK (M R- lR,A, {g})

This is now considered to be the definiiion of a theory compactified along a light-like direction [45,
46, 186, 304, 308].

4.3.3 Matrix theory

The definition Eq. (4.79) shall now be used to derive the Hamiltonian of DLCQ M-theory. The

auxiliary theory is M-theory compactified along a spacelike direction. This depends on the
parameter .R which will be identified with the Ã, used in previous sections. By definition, the

auxiliary theory is nothing but IIA theory.

Wr-iting the parameters of the auxiliary M-theory in terms of those of type IIA string theory,

the DLCQ M-theory Hamiltonian can be found. The following equations are meant to demon-

strate proportionalities only - all constants of proportionality are unimportant at this stage. IIA
string theory has one dimensionless coupling gst¡, and the mass parameter rnrl. : (o)-r12. a¡s
radius of compactification is related to the coupling constant by Eq. (a.63); irIR, - 9f.3. 1fn.
tilde on M means that it belongs to the auxiliary theory, eg from Eq. (4.79) M : M R- -¿R,

where ,421 is the 11d Planck mass of the DLCQ theory.) Another relation between 1ld and 10d

quantities is found by equating the IIA supergravity action Eq. (a.18) with its 11d counter-
part Eq. (4.40) [309, 346]. As was seen in Eq. (4.16), otl : *!r,gJ? while in the 1ld theory
ot? :.¡tile. tt is yields fun Rr : m?trgu? . Combining these two equations gives

ffistr : ñ1312 Rrl2 t gstr : (M Rr¡312 . (4.g0)

In terms of the auxiliary M-theory and then the DLCQ M-theory parameters, the parameters

of the 10d theory are then

(4.7e)

TTLsã

9str

M312 Rtl2 : 14312 p3ln R;rln ,

ñIzl2Rs/2 : M312(R_R,¡sl+ . (4.81)
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In summary, the Hamiltonian for the DLCQ of M-theory has been related via an infinite

boost to a Hamiltonian for M-theory compactified along a spacelike circle. This latter theory

is by definition IIA string theory with the various parameter relations given in Eq. (a.81).

Substituting these relations in the definition Eq. (a.79) gives the Hamiltonian for the DLCQ of

M-theory

nD*LCaçm,Ã-) : jl3oal$o(-.,.: twsl2R3l4R,Ll4,9"¡,: M3l2(R-.R,)tln) . (4.82)

Taking the limit R, à 0, it is evident that the Hamiltonian for the DLCQ of M-theory is the

IIA Hamiltonian with rn.1. -+ oo and.gstr -l 0.

In this limit the (10d) masses of the D0-branes tend to infinity (see Eq. (4.41)). Since the

"païtons" described in Sec. 4.3.2 (which have p- - LIR-) are D0-branes, the DLCQ of M-

theory is simply described by the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics of .ll D0-branes in the

weakly coupled massless sector of IIA string theory! As was discussed in the last section, the

corresponding action is the dimensional reduction of U(N) super-Yang-Mills from d : 9 + 1

to d, :0 + 1. Therefore, M-theory in the sector with p- : NIR_ is exactly described by

supersymmetric quantum mechanics with 16 real supersymmetries and U(¡f) symmetry! This

realisation of M-theory is called "Matrix theory" 122,3171.

A pessimist would take the view that Matrix theory is just a kinematical limit of M-theory;

in this way it would be no more special than the low-energy lld supergravity limit, or the small

radius IIA limit or the limits which are the other string theories (these limits are predicted by

taking various duals of IIA). The view taken here is that M-theory is defined through its DLCQ

and the uncompactified theory can be obtained by taking the N, -R- -+ oo limit with N/,R-

fixed.

Clearly it is possible that all the limits (4, -+ 0, ¡f,.8- -+ oo) may be taken in various

different ways and so it is not entirely obvious that the line of argument presented here will

in fact eventually produce what we think of as M-theory in 11 large dimensions [309]. This

means, for example, that l1d supergravity may not correlate withthe low-energy limit of finite-

l/ Matrix theory. An alternative way to view the problem [43, 186] is to note that the tree

approximation to 1ld supergravity (which will be calculated in Chap. 5) compactified down to

10d is valid for distances larger than the 10d Newton constant rc16;

, > Gllot - usle ¡Rlla . (4.s3)

This tends to infinity as A, -+ 0. However, the length scales of interest in M-theory are fixed

in units of M-r. Thus as R, I 0 the classical scattering in supergravity does not necessarily

agree with any prediction coming from low-energy Matrix theory: On the Matrix-theory side

the loop corrections come as higher powers of N, as is standard in YM theory, and it is only

the limit /\/ -+ oo that should agree with supergravity. Exact results are very difficult to obtain

in this limit6. Therefore, if supergravity does agree with a finite Iü Matrix theory calculation

6The recent "Maldacena conjecture" [235, 348] provides a handle on this limit. F\rrther comments will be made

in Sec. 5.6
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a nonrenormalisation theorem must have to come into effect. Perhaps is it surprising then that
the two theories agree in virtuallyT all cases carcurated thus far.

Before moving on to the next chapter where an explicit calculation involving Dg-branes
(supergravitons) is presented, the following are somc tcsts/achievements of Mallix l,heory (see
the reviews [20,43,44, 336] for more details).

o Matrixtheorycontains2-branesandS-branes122,24,3g,68,g0,328], Thesearebuiltfrom
D0-branes and upon compactification give the various branes of string theory discussed on
p. (94). Moreover, the one-loop gravitational potential between various Matrix theory
objects has been found to agree with the predictions from supergravity 16, 2I,22, 2g, 29,
32, 77, 72, r22, 167, 205, 27r, 272, 223, 224, 2JT, 296, 268, 2Tg]. At low order in velocities,
the spin effects are also the same in the two theories [184, 2IB, 252, 269). Some more
detailed remarks will be made in the next chapter.

¡ The elucidation of black-hole entropy and the identification of their microstates has been
a long-standing problem in physics since Bekenstein and Hawking. This and related issues
are discussed within the framework of modern physics in the review [266].

o M-theory provides an umbrella under which the various string dualities may be studied.
Dualities within, and compactifications of, Matrix theory are discussed in 15, J8, 142, I55.
156, 206, 290,304,305, 309, 312, 316].

o Lorentz invariance in Matrix theory is not at all manifest but some progress has been
made 122, 9I, 92, L40, 2281.

TSome discrepancies seem to have been found in curved spaces and on orbifolds [83, 123, I24, I54]



DO-brane scattering

The effecti,ue act'ion descri,bi,ng the scatteri,ng ol three well-separated ertremal

brane solut'ions,'in 11d, supergrauity, wi,th zero p- transfer and smalltransuerse

ueloci,ti,es 'is calculated. It i,s proued that to obtain thi,s action only the leading-

order soluti,on to Ei,nste'in's equat'ions is needed,. The result obtained agrees with

Matri,r theory. Fi,nally, us,ing an i,nterpretati,on of the coniecture of Maldacena

the effecti,ue action can be u'iewed as the large-N li,mi,t of the Matrir theory

d,escri,pti,on of three supergrau'iton scatteri,ng at leading order.

Matrix theory [22] proposes that M-theory is described by the maximally supersymmetric

quantum mechanics of U(,nf) matrices in the large N limit. As was outlined in Chapter 4, it has

also been argued [317] that Matrix theory at finite .fy' corresponds to the DLCQ of M-theory. An

important piece of supporting evidence for these conjectures is that the low-energy scattering of

supergravitons in 1ld supergravity agrees with the analogous processes in Matrix theory.

However, because the finite-I/ Matrix theory describes M-theory [304, 308] at distances short

compared with the scales at which the supergravity approximation is valid there is no apriori

reason why the two should agïee. When they do agree it is because of the existence of a non-

renormalisation theorem in the Matrix theory 146,172,114, 186, 262,263]. So far the two have

agreed for quite a variety of cases: the scattering of two DO-branes without spin and without

longitudinal momentum transfer 122,29,28,32,122], with spin but no longitudinal momentum

transfer 1184,2I8, 252, 2691, and with longitudinal momentum transfer l2I, 279]; the long-range

potential between membranes and anti-membranes 16, 72], membranes and gravitons [6], D0-

branes and other branes [7I,224],transverse 5-branes [223], 8-branes and other branes [268], and

Dg-branes and elementary strings [167]; and, more recently, the long-range potential between

general objects of Matrix theory [205]. The scattering of D-brane probes in the background of

near-BPS D-branes has also been studied [236, 237] and the general properties of the Matrix

theory effective action have been investigated l2IL,2I2].

In this chapter the supergravity side of the three graviton scattering process' without spin

and longitudinal momentum transfer, is studied. An initial investigation of this case by Dine

and Rajaraman (DR) suggested that for particular 3 -+ 3 processes supergravity disagreed with

Matrix theory [113]. Here, by deriving the first few orders of the general supergravity effective

101
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action as an expansion small velocities and large separations of the DO-branes (supergravitons),
it is shown that DR's effective action is incorrect. This chapter forms a much expanded version
of [2a0].

This lesult has also been repolted by Okawa and Yoneya [261] who pert'ormed a similar
calculation, and, furthermore, calculated the two-loop effective action of Matrix theory in the
eikonal approximation. The calculation presented here has the advantage that it is significantly
more simple than their calculation. This simplification is achieved by proving that only the
solution to the linearised Einstein equations is needed to obtain the supergravity effective action
to the desired order.

Dine has subsequently traced the error in [113] to the derivation of the supergravity effective
action from the S-matrix [111]. Other works that discuss the Dine-Rajaraman problem are [132,
141,3371.

Before proceeding with the calculation, a summary of DR's result will be given. An exact
explession for the effective action is calculable in the limit where one graviton (labeled by "3" )

is far from the other two (called "7" and "2u)

T13-T23Þrp (5. 1)

By power counting the appropriate Feynman diagrams it was seen that the Matrix theory
effective action did not contain a term of the form

^t

,iJí ' *'2)

where u3o is the transverse velocity of the distant graviton and ul2 is the relative transverse
velocity of ihe other two. However, an analysis of the tree-level supergravity graphs showed

that the S-matrix of supergravity did contain such a term. DR then went on to argue that the
term also appeared in the supergravity effective action. By explicit calculation of the latter it
is shown here that this is incorrect; rather the effective action looks like

"., ".rr(nìr: jz:_r?ù+ (1 ++ 2) , (5.3)S:åt* - 
ut2u)-

'Tz'Ts '

which does not contain a term of the form Eq. (5.2).

5.1 Notation, the light-cone and the infinite boost

As was outlined in the Chapter 4, the low energy dynamics of IIÄ string theory is governed by

the IIA supergravity action. In the Einstein frame this action is [62]

su.t : # t dtds'i/=s(n - |vrovøo - !e3ô/2F*ru,)arú10 r

* boundary term , (5.4)
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where g¡"v is the metric in ten-dimensional space-time, ,R is its curvature, Õ is the dilaton

and F¡", the field strength for the R-R one-form Ar. Spa, e-time indices þ,1/ :0,..',9 and

for convenience later on, space will be labeled y lower-case letters a,b : 1,. .. ,9. The other

massless fields are an antisymmetric 2-form and an R-R 3-form, and fermions. These will always

be omitted in what follows since they will never be excited away from their vacuum r,lues (zero).

Similarly, as shall be seen below, only the metric and the R-R 1-form are included in source

action. By truncating the theory in this fashion, all spin e ects are thereby neglected. Finally,

the boundary term in Eq. (5.a) is necessary in crder that the action gives the correct equations

of motion. Its precise form is discussed in detail in Sec. 5.4.

The action can be lifted into eleven dimensions using the relation

ds21r: 
"-al6d"?o 

+ e4ol3(drrr + Ard*u¡z , (5.5)

where ull is compactified with radius Rr: M-r¡767t. This was discussed in Sec' 4'2'4' In

the bulk the action becomes simpl the Einstein action

su: hrril Idrrr/-sP= + la"*¡4n, (5.6)

where the quantities on the RHS are ll-dimensional. Capital letters M,N,... will be used to

denote L1d indices.

In 11d a solution to the field equations is given by E,q. Ø.aT)

dslr: G -2)d,t2 + i@rrl) -2u -1)dúdr1l +dü.dû, (5.7)

where / is a harmonic function of the transverse coordinates g- given in Eq. (4.23)

i(ú) :1 + 19"?9 S a,,.l-+ n;¡ Lat t¡ - ¡of ' (5'8)

The 10d reduction of this solution describes ÄI" massive charged point-particles (bound states of

Dg-branes in string language) with mass : chaïge : Q¡loc ed at transverse positions g-¿, which

are the bosonic parts of a Kaluza-Klein reduction of ÀI" supergravitons moving with momentum

plt : Q¿. InSec.4.2.4 it was seen that the source action o such a particle is the massless limit

of the standard massive point-particle action ith the constraint that the momentum in the

eleventh direction is held constant equal to Q.

It is calculationally more convenient to expïess everything in light-cone coordinates øÌ :
rrr +t and infinitely boost so that the theory b comes compactified along the light-like direction

r 
:x N t -l2tr¡-. (5.9)

This procedure was detailed in Sec. 4.3.2'

In these coordinates, the gravity action is of course, unchanged

7fs": ñ J att"¡41?+ boundarv term ' (5'10)



Expressed in light-cone coordinates the static solution is

dsil : dr+dr- * f ð.r-d.r- +di.dú .

Here / is a new harmonic function which is not asymptotically flat

t : Ì- 1 - {$ Ë0,'=-r-=- : jb:"*- f *---úA^ ¿=r 
- 

la' - ùrl, 3216 R, ? Rr lù - úrl?

under the infinite boost g-- is the only metric component that changesl

dr-d,r_ : ffor,_or,_ .

Thus, in the boosted frame the static solution is given by Eq. (b.11) with

r s R, r_ r5rc2.,1 +^ 1r -? 
R2 r - h;r1_ 2r,lú 4{ ,

with Q¿ : N¿lR-.

lo4

S¡: Q¿

with Q¿ : NIR_
positions ü("+).

(g-* + 9-oua + g--r-) : NIR_ ,
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(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.16)

After the infinite boost it is p- : N I R- which must be held constant in the source action
A convenient way of implementing this constraint is to utilise the Routhian [29, 166]

Srou... :;T, (p-r- - S^) , (5.15)

where ,5- is defined in Eq. (4.42). This is part way between a Lagrangian and a Hamiltonian.
Parameterising the particle's worldline with r+, the Noether charge p- for S- is simply

7n
p

- drM rhN
y lvt 1\ dT+ (l.r+

where ua and u- are the velocities in the a and - directions respectively. Evidently, as the
massless limit is taken the denominator must tend to zero. An expression for u- in terms of the
other velocities and the metric is thus obtained. The second term of Eq. (5.15) clearly vanishes

in the massless limit so the source action for the ith particle is

d"+ f- [
e-- |.

9+- r g-oul - (g+- + 9-"ui)2 - g--(g++ *2g+ouf + g"6uiu!)

(5.17)

Naturally, all metric components are to be evaluated at the transverse

In summary then, the total action is

s- 1

2o".,

f ,, M"

I d"* J-R * boundary term i ! S, ,J "_,

lThe infinite boost of supergravity solutions was studied extensively in [196, 197]

(5.18)



The aim is to solve Einstein's equations (2nR- comes from the integration over r-)

Ruw -LgrwNa+ ]ftr*N:0,
order-by-order in the small velocities (V) and inverse-separations (¿-t) of the D-particles. Al-

ternatively (and, as shall be shown later, equivalently), Einstein's equations can be solved order-

by-order in nll expanding around the flat-space metric

5.2. The first-order solution

qIWN : TMN :

T++ : -å Io Q¿ú6¿

T__ : -TDoeoto

T+_

T_o

L05

(5.1e)

(5.20)
T++

rl-+

TaI

\+-
n--
rÌa-

\+u

\-u
\ab

0

0

6ao):(:i
This second method is more concise and it is the one that will be presented here. The particles

must follow geodesics, and so the auxiliary condition

V x4TMN :0 , (5.21)

must also be solved. Once these equations have been solved to the desired order, the metric

obtained will be substituted back into the action to yield an approximate effective action as an

expansion in small V and. ¿-1. The ultimate aim is to find the effective action to O(V6 lLr )'

5.2 The first-order solution

Define

uMN :'lu¡,t * olrö** + o(n!r) . (5'22)

This section will frnd,"guN.Some relevant formulae are collected in App. D. There it is shown

that in the gauge

7MNIP ¡rr¡,t :0 , (5.23)

where lP m¡v are the Christoffel symbols of the metric axa¡¡, the Ricci tensor is

Rv¡¡ : -|o'a arôqLtw¡v * I\*g'a ô*gpe - ôpgq@Ô,Ðg"Q

-Tg" gqn \qgxvÔpgvx + loPx gQY Txgt'tQÔpgvt't ' (5'24)

Expanding to O(nl) yields

RMN : -lo?Ftô*N + o(n!r), (5'25)

where nr : 6"b0o06 is the Laplacian in the transverse space. The expansion of the energy-

momentum tensor

T¡a 1 ôSto.tt""N: 
=;ffi, 

(5'26)

to O(nl) is just as simple

TÐoQoíltn
-TÐuQ¿ui6¿

1Ð¿Q¿,ld?to

-TDoe¿uiu!õ¿

T+o

Tou
(5.27)
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In these formulae õ¿:6s(ü -y-¿). Therefore, at this order, solving Einstein's equations simply
reduces to finding a Green's function /;

1iL
-.LJ : n,-) ,Q¿6¿, (5.28)

2=l

(the annoying factor of 2rR- will thus also be soaked-up). This is well-known in arbitrary
dimensions, and in d: 9 is

N" 1< N"

f @-y-¿) = Ë f": -+-io,-1-n=íJt 
: n"rl- LQ'W - i¡F ' (5'29)

Thus

9+- 9+u

9-- 9-u f¿

Nct
i:L

iú -+4 -i,!t?-+ú r '!-l,it? uf oiu!
(5.30)

22go- 9ab

Evidently, at zeroth order in the velocities the static solution Eq. (5.11) is reproduced.

Inl2a0] this was called the "independently boosted" metric since it is simply the superposition
of N" metrics, each one corresponding to a single centre moving transversely with constant
velocity. For, take the metric corresponding to a single particle at rest;

ÇtvIN: (5.31)

To first order in the t¡ansverse velocity o', a Lorentz boost takes

6,r+ : -û'ú , 6rr- : ú.{ , 6rù: -T"*t + }r-ú. (5.82)

The boost to use is not the full Lorentz boost, but rather a boost which preserves light-cone
time ø*. This subgroup of the Lorentz group is called the Galilean group. In order to fix r+,
a compensating rotation in the 11-u plane through angle 0 : lu-l must be made. To first order
this is

6or+ o " o -- o +- o --: g,'O , lil:x- : ,r', , õeú: - 2lúlr-õ - 2lúlr-Ú 
. (5.33)

Taking this diagonal combination and integrating it, the expression for a finite transverse boost
with velocity uo is found

r'* : ri,
trt- : r- * 2ú'{ - ú'** ,

I : i-r+ú, (5.34)

Taking the primed coordinates as those of the static frame, the metric in the constant velocity
frame is simply

i#
-+û

-+æ -T,uû
ub

(; ii,)

1

,UO

9MN:Ttwuif
-Tu"û 'Doub

(5.35)
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A linear combination of such metrics gives the "independently boosted" metric of Eq' (5.30).

Before substituting this solution into the action some remarks will be made about the higher-

order corrections to the metric. It is then proved that in order to obtain the effective action to

O(V6 lLL4) only the independently boosted metric is needed.

5.3 The form of higher-order solutions

S.S.L Acceleration

If it were necessaïy to continue the process in the previous section to higher orders the first

thing that would have to be checked is that the solution derived is consistent with the geodesic

equation V mTMN : 0. Since the moving D-particles produce a non-trivial metric, the geodesic

equation wiII reduce to expressions for the accelerations in terms of the velocities of the particles.

It is of use to know the form of these equations at O(o?t).

The geodesic equation reads

0 : ô¡,¡TMN +lM nrpTPN +lN mpTMP - ôntTMN +loMN ôegmwTPN |-lN mpTMP . 1S.SO¡

At O(nl,) the second term disappears entirely because ,¡MN'Otøw: 0 so that gMNÔp¡MN :
O(otr).Concentrate on the case where N is a spatial index, N : a. By substitutingäutr

into the energy-momentum tensor Eq. (5.26) the relevant components of the energy-momentum

tensor are (for more details see App. D)

T+o : T\ q*f tr + f,nlrY Q¡f ¡ui(ú¿ - ú¡)' + o(n!r) ,

rob : +iq*f ryo, * ¡^?r'VQ¿¡¡uiu!(ú¿ - ú¡)' + o(n!r)' (5'37)

The result that will now be proved is that

ù¿ : o(o?tvn lt") . (5.38)

For note that ?+o and Tob are almost identical so the first term in the geodesic equation reads

ðutrM" : +DQ¿lf-+ + u!Ô6) (r¡1r + Lo'rrf ¡(úu - ú¡)\õn) ' (5'3e)
xJ

The factor of ô¿ can be pulled out since (ô++ubi\ù6i : 0. Similarl¡ @++uiAòl j : @'-u¡)'ôl¡,
so that this first term is

ðptTMo : +DQI; {t'i + lnlluf(ú¿ - ú¡)'(ru - uì'Ôf¡ + }rcl1ui f¡Ô+(ú¿ - ü'}' (5'40)
LJ

Although the exact expressions are somewhat messy, by consulting Eq. (5.27) and Eq. (5.30), it

becomes clear that the last term in the geodesic equation is O(V4),

l" v¡,tTMP : ôuhopTMP - lôoh¡aprMP : O(n?tVn ll") . (5.41)
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Combining this with Bq. (5.40) results in Eq. (5.38). The other components of the geodesic
equatÌon give constraints on u¿ that are consistent with the above (for instance N : - is simply
(u¿ - u¡)'ù : 0 to O(o?r)). Of course the relation it x Va is well-known for it is just the ,îatness
of moduli space" [12, 214, 330].

5.3.2 The scaling behaviour of the o(rcr4r) part of the metric

Now expand to the next order LùrN : Tnnv I *ltôr,* + rc!$¡ç:¡t + o(nlr). Each component of
ó,,,¡¡¿ depetds on a particuÌar power of I/ and tr. This scaling behaviour will now be derived.
Using the general form of the Ricci tensor Eq. (5.24). Einstein's equations at O(nlr) read

-Tztör* : -;åeaaraoåutu + îar,ôraa*åro - ôrôqrrô*Éra

+|ôqôe^,rÌrôa* -ïôrôqÌ,tar'ga* - #n år,* (5.42)

The indice. on ó und ô have been raised using the flat metric ,.MN, fo, example gÌrN -
ntvIN - o?rötut* + o(n!r). Naturall¡ ir,* i, the o(nlr) part of the energy-momentum tensor.
FirstÌy by utilising the Green's function Eq. (b.2g) it is clear that ô is o(2,-r+¡. Also, by
explicitly substituting ; ur,¿ using that V - Va, the powers of Z and -t contained in the various
components of ó a."

/.1 I {

, [0r- 0r- 9-b

eMN : I ò-* ö-- ö-u
l1 44
\ 

'o- 
ga- 7ou

Ya ¡trt+ V4lLr4 V5 lLr4
Y+ ¡trt+ yz ¡¡t+ ys ¡¡t+
Ys ¡trt+ yz ¡¡r+ y+ ¡¡t+

(5.43)

Moreover, in this calculation the acceleration terms are always higher-order. Evidently ó is
o(v2)x'ô ' Although the fact is not needed here, this progression continues to higher order;''d 

r,*- O(V2"-\xfi.

5.3.3 Scaling properties of the higher_order terms

Finally, it is now quite easy to find the general scaling properties of the higher-order terms in
g¡v7¡'¡' The gauge Eq. (5.23) has the appealing feature that at o("??)

RuNlnT: -lnlTatTu* +( t.r-, involving öpt¡,t fo, m<zn) . Ø.44)
Similarly, due to the nl, which multiplies T¡r¡¡¡ inthe Einstein equation, the energy-momentum
tensor involves oniy ä,vri,r. Einstein's equations

ztTuw: lower-order terms , (5.45)

can therefore be solved formally by the Green's function Eq. (5.29). This means that at each
order another power of e¿lLT is introduced., so

T ,*: o(e" lL7") . (5.46)
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5.4 The boundary term

Standard arguments (see for example [334]) imply that in addition to the usual f; I t/--gï
term, the Einstein action must also include a boundary term;

t,: hl.J-^.+ Iu-{n* . (5.42)

The quantity K which is integrated over the boundary ðM of the manifold M with induced

metric huN is the extrinsic curvature

K : Y nrnM - ,M r¡¡v ¡4nN (5'48)

Here nx4 is the unit normal to the boundary. The extra term must be included in general

because when deriving Einstein's equations a boundary term appears

a l-rna: l-t/4(RutN - îs^a^ra)6s** * I-lEsvM BM, (5.49)

where the vector B¡a \s
BM : vN(ôsM¡o) - gNPY u(õgNp). (5.50)

Assuming that 6gy7¡ is zero on the boundary this extra contribution is canceled by the extrinsic

curvature term:

õSB : l*@** - |oa,rwR)õsMN for 6s**lu.: o ' (5'51)

In this construction it is assumed that a unit normal can be constructed. If the boundaries

are light-like then this is impossible. In the case at hand this problem is circumvented by

never2 using the vacuum solution r¡7¡¡¡ b:ut always considering the corrected metric 7MN :
rlu¡violr"or*+.'..

5.5 The effective action t'o O(Vu lL'n)

Now that the preliminaries have been dispensed with the following result can be proved:

Result: The effective action to o(v6lL1a) is found using the solution gMN:Tu¡v * olrô**
only; no higher-order solutions to Einstein's equations are needed.

Proof: To obtain the effective action, the solution gm¡v is substituted into the action Eq. (5'18).

Expand
gMN : rlmN * ol$mN+'g nn¡ = |twNl-õ ** ' (5'52)

Then, because T- OQ'-7")

^ql [ã] + his],"r order in L-r. (5.53),S[g] : Sl0l+ 
1s t"

2This problem is easy to overcome; a small regulating pa,rameter e2 car-be introduced into the ** and --
components of the metric so the boundaries become non-null. At the end of the calculation e2 -+ 0.



Now because of the boundary term, the second term is simply
ás l .>.

ulufnl: ñ tÄ,"'[a] - lsuNRlsl + znlrr¡o*lol] õ'* . (b.b4)

However, by construction the term in curly parentheses is zcro up to O(ð ). The scaling beliaviour
of the corrections was written in Eq. (5.43). By multiplying this with ã *t* (to this order éùrN
can be used) gives

ff j r;r : o(v8) (5 bs)

There is one final subtlety ancl thai is in writing Eq. (5.54) it has been assumed thai ð vanishes
on the boundary. This is clearly true at spatial infinity but not at the r* and r- boundaries.
The latter is trivial since the coordinate r- is cyclic so the contribution from r- : 0 exactiy
cancels with that from r- :2rR-. The former will certainly add terms to the action but these
will be total derivatives in the Lagrangian:

l,*:*'uBùt(à) - .[,*--*n¡,¡8, (à) : l-#".rõ, (5.b6)

Thus the result is proved. The effective action can now be calculated. For ease of notation drop
the "hat" ftom Q1r¡¡¡ since it is the only metric thai will be used fiom now on.
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Q¿Q Qt (ú¿ - üt)a( + \,- u*)-
Mr8R2 Yi-Yk ú¡ - únl?

+ o(nlrvs lLrt) . (b.52)

Substituting g¡t,ry into ihe soìrrce action ),ields

,S.o,.."[e] : L, f a".îqrúí+lo?rD, 
Ia**q*r¿@¿-úùai,k ,

+*o1, Ð-qr I t,t{øo-tù'(ú¡-ú*)n+ú(úi -t -2ú¡.ú¡+2ú,üù}i,i,k r \

: 
+ I dr+ |exúl,. iå ; # I o**ffi

.(+å) 4D I o"*

To obtain the last term in the second line note that the terms inside the curly parentheses must
be symmetric in i and 7. Also the form of the Green's function fi given by Eq. (5.2g) has been
used, the 11d Planck mass M has been deflne

(5.58)

in keeping with the norarion of l29,ra:r"atth" 'Ïnt-r*expression 
evatuared at ù : ,yk.The

potential divergences resulting from this last step are removed through the regularisation of the
point-particle

¡n- n#a-@#.a*' (5'5e)

only at the very end of the calcuration has the limit e -+ 0 be taken.
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6.6,2 The boundary action

The contribution to the effective action from the boundary term is also reasonably straightfor-

ward to calculate. As mentioned in the proof above the contributions from the r+ boundaries

can be neglected; only the spatial boundary needs to be considered,

suavlgl :+la*-a** I*o. (5.60)

The spatial boundary has been chosen to be the eight-sphere ,S8 of radius r. The volume form

on ,98 will be determined by the induced measuïe. Since r¿N is a unit normal (with the metric

s)
n¡¡YxanN :loxeVmnNnP: |V¡a1t¡ :0, (5.61)

and K reduces to
(5.62)

Flom Eq. (5.30) is is clear that

t/4:r+o(n!rlLtn). (5.63)

Since at the end of the calculation the limit r -+ oo will be taken and /s, - ..f r8dCIs, simple

power counting implies that all terms in K of O(L-") where n ) I will give a vanishing result.

In particular this means fhat 1/-g is effectively unity. AII such higher order terms are dropped

for the rest of this subsection.

First the induced measure will be calculated and then the extrinsic curvature. Tþansform

from Cartesian coordinates (r) into spherical (s) coordinates

-M - ^* ('*,r-,r,0): '*(t)' 
(5'64)

Let P denote indices wi,thout the r component. The induced measure includes the Jacobian

K:YptnM :ùMnM + LnMômr/4
\/ -g

. \rM ôrN
-aet þf,psrN@) - a"t (nro þ) + nlrôpô('))

1+ r¡ÞoþuU1'¡ - det apq(s) (5.65)

AII terms of O(n!) have been dropped as explained above. However, upon noting that

,tPQ'gpdG): r¡MN'9mN(z) :0 , (5.66)

the induced measure reduces to the standard form

I "8dog
(5.67)

The second step is to calculate the extrinsic curvature. Only the first term (ô¡¡nN) con-

tributes since

nN çt¡¡s¡aNJs - r-74 . (5.68)
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(5.6e)

(5.70)

The Mth component of the P'h tarrger,t vector to ,S8 x ,R x [0, 2rR_] is

ôrtur

0sP

Solving the cquation 0 : n* g**tX to O(xfr) gives

nN: 6!a" - ,¡N turt9onra"

aoabrloa - K?floyböou

whereupon

+U
"P

K : q+
r "?, (ryþ + + 

fia"uua"ooôa" -t;r'r** a.ô.r)

3 (i'ú¿)2
d? (5.71)212

5.5.3 The gravity action in the bulk

All that remains is to calculate

sb,,rk : ,4 | ¡--sR. (5.2s)

The calculation is straightforward but tedious. Taking a trace of the Ricci tensor Eq. (5.2a)

yields

R - -loPa guN apôeg¡rt¡,t - lg** 0rrgPQ ô¡,tgpe - Tg** ôrgqnrôwgPQ . (5.74)

The effective action can then be found as an expansion in nlr, or equivalently V2. Notice that
since r7tuINôMN :0

t/-g : 1+ o(rcfr) . (5.7b)

Also, by inspection of Eq. (5.74)

R: nttR?) a o!,¿(o) + o(rcfr) . (5.26)

Therefore to o(n!1' 
,o ,ru: ,þ; I Gîr^*r+ rcfrn{o)) (5.TT)

Calculating ¿(a) gives

p(+) : Tô** otô*n + f,a"fiPa a"ôpq + lnMN ¡côqra*ô'a

Tô** otôrN - lôeorMN apô¡{ôq¡¿ * total derivative .

i.#u.?,i+r,(
where all terms which tend too rapidly to zero as r -+ oo have been dropped. The volume of
the unit 58 is 32tr4 f 105 so integrating over ,r- and this sphere produces

^eu¿vlgl 
: -* I o"*\ ia,fi . 6.72)

(5.78)
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Here Leibnitz and the gauge condition at O(nl)

0 : gMN gpqla **l^?,: rYN ôMôpN - T7MN 0rôr* : nMN aMôPN , (5'79)

has been used. Also, the superscript "2" has been restored onto å to e-phasise that upon

integration the total derivative terms give zero, or a total time derivative, as discussed in the

previous subsection. Therefore

,ñ / nlraØ) : rl-n211 | a**anú (în**otnr*)

: -+ I ar+asúDne¿Ín;¿(ú¿ - út)a

-å+ålo**D*P'*m (580)

The situation is more complicated for Ã(6), however. It and its integral over the transverse

space were calculated using a MArurpu¡.ucA program. Of course, to obtain a closed-form

expression for the Lagrangian would require the solution to the integral

r2: I oo¡,= .(y .y,)"\v , v,ùu , , (5.81)
'ob - J " " lû - ùnrl"'li - ûn,\"'li - ún"1""'

For the purpose of this chapter, which is to check Dine and Rajaraman's supergravity calculation,

the integral need not be solved in its full generality. It is possible to find a solution in the

parameter range of DR, namely when one of the three particles is very distant from the other

two,

lús-útl - lv-s -úzl= ls-sl > lù-úzl
In this regime it is possible to extract the coefficient of

1

(5.82)

lû, - ùrf lûs1 '
(5.83)

in order to compare with DR's Matrix theory answer Eq. (5.2). Expanding the integrand of

Eq. (5.S1) in powers of Ill{sl (the precise details can be found in App. E) yields

la
(a - a¿)"(v - yi ) b

A-Ut "'lú_ùzl",lú-ûs o¿3

1 1

lú, - ùzl"r+az-d l,{rlos

" {u?ula9 - T, 4, - + + z) + v$sP'Be - + + 2, g - +)
+@iaT + alú)a(, - \ + t, g - T + Ð + uiubla$ - l, g - i)
-@ial + aiatr)nG - +,9 - ff + t) - (aiv| + utuþa$ - + + L,g - Ð\

.ffi¡ff1# *;,r*-ffiu' u tø, - + + r' g - T + t)'
(5.84)
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with corrections being higher order in Illú1.

From the result Eq. (5.8a) it is clear that the O(V6 lLr4) term will have, just like the
OV4IL?) term, contributions from two different sorts of terms: those that have only powers

of u¡in the numerator; and ihe "pt-rlarisaLiol" terms whose numerators contain u¿.y]., The term
that Dine and Rajaraman calculated is one of the former and dropping all the polarisation-type
terms the ,Q(6) contribution reads

.euurrlol, : (iå)' nTW I a.*z'\,('?' +'3ù +!?,9î,+,:v!') - rc'?,'?"3' , (b 8b)

where uln: ul - ut.

6.5.4 The total effective action

Summing the contributions from the source, the boundary and the bulk actions gives the fol-
lowing effective action for 3 gravitons

.{

-(

dr 15
#iqu'? +t

k:t 32 T
i,h:I

Q¿Q* u¡at

Me R- rft
S"m I

( 5.86)

Here r¡¡ and ú¡¡ are the transvetse separation and relative velocity of the particles i and j. The
O (V6 I Lr4) term is valid up to polarisation terms which have numerators of the form ú¿¡.(ü* - ût) ,
and in the regime where particle number "3" is very distant from the other two particles

TIB - T2J: rg )) rp . (5.87)

The careful reader will notice the unusual contribution at OV2). A factor of I comes

from the source term while the boundary action gives -fr|. fne latter contribution was not
included in [2a0] where the boundary term was simply used to cancel the total-derivative term.
This boundary term contribution seems like an overcounting and it is likely that it must be

subtracted in some way. The OV4IL?) term is standard. Most pertinently, however, is that by
examining the numerator of the O(V6 lLla) term it is clear that there is no contribution of the
form

:i*+ (5 88)
risri.z

The DR problem is thereby solved.

5.6 The large-/V limit

Before concluding, a speculative comment regarding the large-.|/ limit of Matrix theory is made.

It has been suggested [20, 43] that the discrepancy between Matrix theory and supergravity may
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vanish on taking the large-Il limit, because then Matrix theory should become M-theory in 11

large dimensions. However, only through the recent work of Maldacena [235] has it been possible

to deal with this limit. In [198, 235] brane configurations were studied in the limit where the

field theory on the brane decouples from the bulk, and it was observed that when the number of

branes Il, becomes large, the curvature of spacetime around the brane becomes small (for earlier

discussions in the conformal c¿ùse see [181] and references therein). However, for small curvatures

branes are well described by extremal black-hole type solutions of the associated supergravity'

Thus we are led to the following conjecture

Conjecture: In the large .ôl limit of Matrix theory, supergravitons are described by D0-brane

solutions of IIA supergravity.

This leads immediately to the following trivial resolution of DR problem'

Resolution: Since D0-branes are BPS states which can be identified with Kaluza-Klein su-

pergraviton modes of 1ld supergravity 1275,346], their leading order scattering amplitudes will

be proportional to those of point particles in 1ld supergravity. Therefore, leading order su-

pergraviton amplitudes calculated using the large N limit of Matrix theory ¿re those of l1d

supergravity.

The calculation of this chapteï may therefore be considered evidence for this conjecture'

5.7 Conclusions

This chapter has provided a resolution of the DR problem. In particular, it was shown that

the classical supergravity effective action for the scattering of 3 gravitons where one graviton is

relatively distant from the other two, without spin and without longitudinal momentum transfer,

was of the form
asu€râ ,?"u?t@3u--úzJù+ 

(1 <+ z) , (5.89)ù"R" rizris

at O(V6lL14). this shows that, in agreement with Matrix theor¡ there is no term of the form

ulul2lrlsr!2.

The calculation began with the well-known solution of IIA supergravity that describes a

number of static D0-branes (or, more precisely, a number of bound states of static D0-branes).

Using the Kaluza-Klein relation this solution, its corresponding source' and IIA supergravity

was lifted into eleven dimensions. A DLCQ of the theory was then formed by infinitely boosting

around the spacelike circle. The source then corresponded to the massless limit of the standard

massive point-particle action with the constraint that p- be held constant.

Because p- 'was held constant for each particle the calculation included no longitudinal

momentum transfer. Also, by only considering the bosonic part of the source and gravity

actions all spin effects were neglected.
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Einstein's equations were then solved order-by-order in the small velocities and large sep-
a¡ations of the supergravitons. Once the solution had been found to the desired order it was
substituted back into the ,ggravity * S.ou."" to obtain the effective action. In this regard there
is significant overlap with [261] where the same result is obtained using very similar methods.
However, it was proved here that to obtain the effective action to O(V6lL1a) only the O(rc11)

corrections to the metric are needed. Thus the calculation is substantially simpler than [261]
where certain combinations of the metric at O(rcfr) were calculated. This simplification was
allowed only because the standard Einstien boundary term was included in the calculation.

Finally, motivated by the work of Maldacena, it was conjectured that the large-l/ limit of
Matrix theory is exactly described by 1ld supergravity.

Many extensions of this work could be considered. One, which is under active investigation,
is to calculate the O(V8 lL2\ contributions to the effective action. By an extension of the proof
in Sec' 5.5 only the O(n!t) terms of the metric are needed.. Some of these have been already
calculated in [261], however, of course, finding the effective action requires much more tedious
work than just solving Einstein's equations. A further complication at this order is the important
role played by acceleration. However, despite the difficulties, the O(V8 I Lzr) terms are of interest
for it is expected that here the supergravity-Matrix theory correspondence breaks down [124].
Another path for future research which is being studied is to include spin. It is widely suspected
that supersymmetry and O(B) invariance in the transverse space should fix all the "spin" terms
relative to the "scalar" term ah'eady calculated. More amplitudes with longitudinal momentum
transfer could also be studied. Finally, it would be very nice to formulate a general proof that
supergravity is (or isn't) the low-energy limit of Matrix theory.



Appendix A: The phase-space density formalism and the

leg-pole transformation

This appendix reviews DMW's paper [98]. The formalism uses a Fermi fluid density U(p,q,t)

and so first it will be necessaïy to review a few facts concerning this object' The leg-pole

transform of Sec. 1.8.3 is then re-written in terms of a generic fluctuation ôLr and it is seen that

because of the particularly simple fermion dynamics (in the semi-classical limit), it is possible

to write ^9- as an explicit function of Sa. The proposal can then be stated precisely.

By employing the single-particle Hamiltonian H(p,q): +@2 -q2), the total Hamiltonian

Eq. (1.103) can be written in terms of the phase-space density [99, 100, 101] of fermions U (p, q,t)

H : I#rf,q)u(p,q,t) ,

/ooo

u(p,q,t) : J_ ax"-¿n^rþI (q - lx,t)rþ(q + l¡,t) . (.{.1)

This satisfies the equation of motion

(ðt-lpôsiqÔr)u(p,e,t):o. (4.2)

The tr4loo algebra can also be written in terms of t/; the generators are [81, 82, 83]

Wmn: 
"(n-m)t I #U, - q)*(p - q)"U(p,q,t) . (A.B)

In the semi-classical limit, it is clear that U must satisfy

tJ'(p,,q,t):U(p,q,t), (A'4)

(the quantum constraint is much moïe complicated [99]). A generic perturbation of the fluid

around its vacuum configuration 6U must still conserve fermion number, therefore

' 
dP& 

5¡¡¡o. o. ú) : o . (4.5)
.l -rn vv\l'rYr")--

Now the leg-pole transform will be written in terms of this new variable 6U.

The leg-pole transform in terms of the scalar fields is

S-(r+) : I:dr n(r)S-(*+ - r) , (A'6)

I:#"""(;) (A.7)

where the kernel is

n(r) :
-i"ln r( . ¡r) : lroe) ,r(iø) - ôr'

7L7
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-Is is the standard zeroth-order Bessel function [120] and ":2(?)t/8"r12. Then, since the
derivativeof thescalarS- issimplyrelatedtotheexcitationof theFermisea, €- viaEq. (1.10g)

1

-2As_(r*) : J"
the outgoing tachyon can be written as

^e-(,+) ,', l:ar n (zç]r'r'"Tø-"t) e-ft + r)

,-("+)
q

(A.8)

(A.e)

(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

Finally, writing the fluctuation of the Fermi surface e- in terms of a small change in the matrix-
model momentum p àway from the static situation

p(q,t) - po@) : q + s-L 0t + e_(r+)) + q2 -2p=

and using the variable Q: -e-', the following is obtained

,S-("*) : [' dq I dp f ?q"")6(Jou,(p,q,t) ,
r' -cc J -co

where the function / is defined

f (o): ftn(zfÐ't',la) .

There is a similar analysis for ,9-.. Both can be written as in Eq. (1.123)

S (r,t) : dqdp f eqe')õU(p,q,t) , (A.13)

which is only valid as ,r -+ -oo (there are O(re2" corrections [102])

It was noted [101, 102] that because the dynamics of the fermions was so simple, S- could
be written as an explicit function of ^9-¡ in the following way: The equation of motion for the
perturbed fluid

(4 t- Pôq + qÔo)6u(p,Q,t) :0 (4.14)

can be solved to find the integral surface where d[/ is constant;

6tl(p,q,t) : 6u(p',q',t') whe¡e (p' +q'¡¿+t' : (ptq)¿+t (A.15)

This can be used in Eq. (A 13) to change variables from (p, q) to (p' ,q/) with t and tt being fixed
for the purposes of the change of variables. Since the measure (dpdq) and the Fermi surface
(p' - q': constant) are invariant und.er this transformation, the tachyon field is simply

S(r,t): I apaq lGe')e")6U(p,Q,to) , (A.16)
J

where

Q(t): qcosh(ú-¿o) *psinh(ú-¿o) . (A..12)

Using the equation of motion the RHS is independent of l¡, so the limit ú6 -+ -oo can be taken.
Now the steps leading from Eq. (4.9) to Eq. (4.13) can be reversed to write ,5 in terms of the
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small perturbation e. A slight degree of care is needed because now the kernel depends on the

momentum p as well as q and ú. Before doing this, however, fluid fluctuations on both sides of

the potential will be introduced.

When excitations on both sides of the potential are allowed, DMW suggested that the sym-

metrical leg-pole transform should be used

s(r,t):#lunuo ¡çzr/41q1e")6u(p,q,t). (4.18)

The factors of llrt and.2rla are for convenience only. Making the same arguments as above,

the phase-space variables can be transformed so that the fluctuation only enters as a boundary

condition

s(r,t):+ [dedql¿tl+1qç)þ')6u(p,q,to). (,e..le)
\/2 J

Now the fluid at time f -+ -oo can be parameterised in terms of. two variables ,i0), one on

either side of the potentiala:1,2. Reversing the steps between Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.13) and

then taking the limit ú -+ too yields Eq' (1.126)

s+(,-) : # I:o, E,,,iG) 
r (r[-rm"'-"-¡ ,

s-(r+) : + [* d" D [^*''n' d, f (/-t'(L - (rllt'D)e-r+n+¡ . (4.20)
J-oo ^.-rnJ\ 

\
u_l12



Appendix B: Derivation of the path integral

In this appendix, a derivation of the path-integral representation of the partition function

z:tre-þH, (8.1)

is presented. For free fermions in two dimensions the Hermitian Hamiltonian ÌI can be expressed.
in terms of the Heisenberg Dirac spinor fietds r/(ø, ú) and their conjugate mome nta rú : irþl?ø :
-irþI in the usual fashion

Hf-: -i I a" rþ?vLta"+m)ú : - | d,r rþ1fl¡QÄ,,0,+rn)ú, (8.2)

where the traceless gamma matrices in Minkowsky space 7,y¡, satisfy bl,,^fïrj:2diag(_1,1).
It is of particular interest to check that this partition function is equivalent to the path integral of
Eq. (3.37) that contains van Nieuwenhuizen and Waldron's [333, 3Bb] conjugate spinor. ,þ : ,þIlu.

Expanding the fields in the usual basis spinors [199, Sec 2.2] the Hamiltonian is

H : | #i ,o (ut 1n7u1tl + at 1n¡a{n¡) wth ak =
The non-zero anticommutation relations are

{u(*), at(q)} : zn?!6(k - q) : 
{o(r),¿¡ @)} (8.4)

To simplify notation denote all the modes b(k) and d,(k) by a¿. The Hamiltonian and anticom-
mutation relations can then be written

u:Dr¡oloo and (8.5)

where f¿ : -[ dkL4¿#,r,

Now proceed with the path-integral quantisation in the standard fashion. It is convenient to
use coherent states as the complete set of states. The vacuum is defined by a¿10) :0 V¿. The
Fock space is built from the tensor product of the one-particle states. A general state will be
denoted by

I'h,iz, . . . ,in) : o!,olr. ,t lo) (8.6)

Denote the state with all oscillators excited bv lrþ) : lln"l,l0). Then, by the Grassmann
nature of the oscillators, 

"llrþ) 
:0. Coherent states ld) and ld) have the property that

a,l?) : r.t¡s¡ "llq 
: ã,10) ,

!e¡a] : \e@¿ @la¡: (010¿ . (B.z)

k2 +*z . (lr 3)

{o!,",} : zn%6,,

r20
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It is clear that

p) : eDr"Ir'np) p) : eÐnona,lrþl ,

q0¡: qopDtau"u (01: þþleDnln"I (8.8)

To reduce notation define the vector notation 0.0:D¡A¡et. The states ld) form a complete

and orthogonal basis. The orthogonality relations are

(010) : (0101 :s , (010) : ee'î and (010) : 
"0'0 , (B.e)

and completeness takes the form

r: Ifl (aaoaa,) le¡e-o'o P1. (8.10)

To show completeness first note that

(ù,i2,...,i,10):l(-lnl?,i^...0ir0i,, (8.11)

(the -f factors only appear if l0) is fermionic). Then, using the identity

l [øatul¡) 0n^ "'0¿,0¿,...L¡,e-e'e : ! , (B'12)

J

it follows that

ft\l I lIi,0id0ìle¡e-e'0 p1{l}) : ({iil{i'}) , (B'13)

J

thus proving the result.

Inserting two completeness relations (one with a set of states called lg0) and the other with

lgN)) into the partition function yields

z : Ð<td¡1"-u'l{¿}) ,

{i.}

: 
l1ueyoe', \aN¡"-o"l0o) If[aaflatr-fl"-0*'0*-0o "Ð{{,}lr')(eol{i}) 

. (8.14)

t"h{i}

Completeness of the l{;}) basis can be used to simplify the last term (here lil denotes the number

of excited oscillators in state l{ii) and F is the fermion number operator)

D({¿}la')(g-oli¿}) : D(-r)t¿t (aol{i}) ({i}lp') : D(eol{¿})({i}l(-1)" la')
{i} {i} {i}

: (ool- o*): 
"-0o'o* 

. (8.15)

In the expression for the partition function, the integration over g0 just yields the delta function

a(00 + gN), giving the result

z - - [¡1aef art] 
"0''0o @N¡e-Þnpo¡ . (8.16)

tj
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This final matrix element can be calculated by splitting the imaginary time into N small time-
steps and inserting completeness at each stage. Using the general matrix element

Ple-'H lq : eo o

the "sum over all paths" becomes

1 - .I a¡0¿0¿ exp o(t €(r)k 0 (B.17)

10N 1e-eH ¡oo¡ lim il
L- I

ffaî,ar,
J

f t-t 
^t r\ ^^¡ ^.' .ì

" ."n 
{ 
- 

l_, 
(e' tI + 0t,qr - eu¡)lt-r) * e* .e*-'} . (8.18)

In this formula the index I stands for the lth time-slice. The limit is the usual one: N -+ oo,

€ + 0 while keeping Nf e: B. The first term in the exponential comes from completeness

whiie the second comes from Eq. (8.17). The final term is important since upon substitution of
this formula into (8.16) and integration over dN, it is seen immediately that the fermions obey

antiperiodic boundary conditions 0N : -00. Denoting an interpolating function 0(r¿) : 0L anð.

taking the limit. the expected resuÌt is obtaine

Z- flaetaet e-s where S: I
lo

dr (0.0 + ak0.0) (8.19)
p

tiperiodic
J

Of immediate importance is that the first term in the action is anti-Hermitian while the
last two terms, coming from a Hermitian Hamiltonian, are Hermitian. It seems problematic,

therefore, to cast this action into a form which is a Hermitian functional of relativistic fields as

written in [333, 335].

It is possible, however, to check that the path integral of equation (8.19) is formally the
same as the path integral Eq. (3.37)

z : 
Iloøtoø] "-l't(ø+^)'þ @.20)

Upon expanding in a complete set 0 : Dn0nsQn+t¡ni'"1Þ, Eq. (B.1g) yields the formal result

z :det(*.,u)' ile+t*,*)' :HP+t*"î) (821)

The determinant is squared because there are two oscillators b and d. Now consider finding the
determinant of the Dirac operator f (ø +rn). This is simply the product of the eigenvalues À,r.¡

j'(ø + m)1þ,,*: \n,klþn,k . (8.22)

There is a double degeneracy of eigenvalues since 7Ð commutes with the Dirac operator. Squaring
the eigenvalue equation and expanding in modes yields

À?,,*: @+t + k2 + rn2 (8.23)

This shows that Eq. (3.37) is indeed a path-integral representation of the partition function
Tre-þH .



Appendix C: The determinant of an invertible, ÍIermitian Dirac

operator

Following lg, 47,49, 150, 151, 152,185, 201, 289,295,297, 303], this appendix will detail the

calculation of the generating functional

zln,,nl : lø,t u,t1 .*p (- | øV,t, * | ø+ + ,t'n)) : "l ntn deti,p, (c.1)

where iA is the inverse of the Dirac operator, which is given by

þ:Q-tiflo+i1rep'ô,p+ift+itt'yo'yu. (C.2)

This operator is both invertable and anti-Hermitian so the calculation is the simplest it can

possibly be (for the non-invertable and non-Hermitian cases see [19, 108, 109, 153, 295, 2971in

addition to the above references)' using the identity 'Y"y6 : i'f p'þ" the Dirac operator becomes

þ:Q*iQo-x|p+i,(, (C.3)

where cr : h7 - p

Consider the following transformations

,þ, : 
"irolrls 

Pr¡, and

rlr : 
"iro-r1' 

P, and

þ, : 
"iro-rfop"-i'ro-r1íP 

and

ç"-iro+rlí P 
,

¡¿-iro-r'Yí P 
,

"irolrf 
p [¿-i,ro]r16 p,

,þ,

rl,

A,
(c.4)

where 0 ( r ( 1. Upon reaching r : I, the Dirac operator is much reduced

Qr:Q+i,(. (C.5)

The idea is to write the generating functional in terms of the rotated fields r/r and tþ1, thereby

introducing a Jacobian, but also reducing the problem of finding detip to that of calculating

detipl

zlqo,nol : l @ø,o'p,fJ, exp (- l ø,un,rþ, i l {n,+, + rt,n,)) : "l n'L'n' J, deti'p, . (c.6)

It is clear tj¡at r¡r\,rqr: \o\o\o so expressing that the partition function be independent of r
yields the first-order differential equation for J,

o:YdetiP,*t,*deti,P,. (c'7)

t23



t24 Appendix C. The determinant of a Dirac operator

This is easily solved to give

"I(1) : "*o (- lr' 
o,*rogder ip,) 

"*o (z 
Io' 

o,orur)

SubsiitutinE r : 1, the generating functional becomcs

zlio,nol - "[ 
n'L,n, JQ) ð,etip1 . (c e)

The Jacobian must be regulated since the infinite-dimensional trace Tf p is ill-defined.
Fujikawa's regularisation scheme is chosen

Trlt p = .\ro"* 
"I\f p¿-'Pt P (C.10)

This is gauge invariant under the U(1) gauge transformations given by Eq. (3.38). The RHS is

basically the heat-kernel and its calculation is well-known (see also Sec. 3.5,1). On the plane

r,fp : :53/ d2r tr15p I #r'kr"-e\ïÞ"ikx,

I\ I d2r tr15 p I #r*2+e2ik'a-iez'k-e(z 
ô*Y) 

,

: t:#ld2r ft15p{l I ,. + (ia.z -ï2, -") I"-k' +ot.)} , (c.11)

where, in the second line pIp: -02 + Z'A *Y and in the third, kp has been scaled bV tlrß.
A srrrall c¿rlcula[iuu gives lt.Z - IZ'- ]. : lstrp.Substituting this into the above expression

yieìds

TY^/"p:!p¿p (C.12)
¿11

(c.8)

so that

"r(1) :¿*ooo. (c.13)

The calculation on the torus it is slightly more complicated due to the integrals being replaced

by sums. However, it is clear that the heat-kernel depends only on the short-distance structure
of the manifold and is insensitive to any global properties. This was demonstrated clearly and

explicitly in [50] where the additional terms on the torus for small e were of the form e-R'l'.
Thus, Eq. (C.13) holds in the compact case too.

The eigenmodes of i,p1 on the torus are periodic in the ø direction and anti-periodic in the
r direction. Since 75 anticommutes with ipl the eigenvalues come in t pairs. Squaring the

eigenvalue equation iþ trþr,^ : Àn,-Iþn,^ yields

(ô + lc)2ç,,*: _À?n,^rþn,^ . (C.14)

Expanding in modes that satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions immediately implies

+ rc*"')^r",
m

2

(c.15)
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The determinant of ipt is simply the formal product of the eigenvalues and can be [9, 47,295,

2g7] expressed in terms of a theta function [170, 253] and Dedekind's eta function

2

(c.16)

where 0 : -þho l2r and Ó: L + 4W and the parameter q - ¿-2trtlÞ '

This completes the determination of the effective action for the system with invertible, Her-

mitian Dirac operator given in Eq' (C.1).

det ip r :l#/ø" 
Itrl ro,,"uøl 

I



Appendix D: Some useful formulae

Formulae concerning the Ricci tensor, the source action Eq. (5.17) and its energy-momentum

tensor are derived.

The Ricci tensor. Work in the gauge

gtuINl',ru:o, (D.1)

where lP¡.¡¡¿ : lgPa(ôuTq¡v -f 0w9qt¡ - ôqg**) is the Christofel symbol for the metric.

Loweling the index P the gauge condition becomes

2g**orrgr¡ - gÙINopg¡utx:o. (D.2)

Now consider the individual terms in the Ricci tensor

RturN : 7plP ¡rtu + fP¡¿"¡Q eq - ò¡,¡lP up - lP ¡rtelQ ptv . (D.3)

With the gauge condition the second term beomes

lP ntxlQ pe : -T7rg'a (AturgeN -l ãwge¡vt - ôqgrrrN). (D.4)

The first two terms ín RuN are then

ôrl' ** * fP¡,¡¡¿fo ,q : |o'Q (ôpôtvtgqn * ôp\xgeu - \pôqgutò . (D.5)

The third and fourth terms are

-ôNlP nrp : -T7*g"a 7Mgpe - LrgPa aNa¡rgpe ,,

-lP ¡welQ ptu : lðrg'a a*gpe - LroPX oaY \qLxu\pgv¡v * loPX ga) TxgveôpgvN ,

(D.6)

Taking a derivative of the gauge condition yields

0 : 7pgeevôØg'Q + gPa 0p0çu9¡v)e - l1çuoPa 1¡,Dgpq - lo'a ô*tôt¡lpe . (D.7)

Here the terms have been rearranged so as to make the symmeterisation, which is weighted

QUf Ð : +M N + lN M, unambigious. Substituting this into the Ricci tensor yields

Rmt¡ : -ls'aa"aqgurv I Iôrg'aa*gpe -7pgqeøôÐgPa

-Tg'* ga" ôqgxu7pgvN + Lrs'* gQY 0xgtteTpgvw ' (D.B)
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This is in a form suitable for expansion around g : q.

The source action. It is convenient to define the short-hand notation

.st (g+- + 9-oul)2 - s--(g++ * 2s+oul * so6ufu!) ,,

l{¿ : g+- -f g-ouf; ,

D¡ : 9++ l- 2g+oul -f go6ufu! ,

6¿: 6(a-ao(*+)), (D.9)

where yf is the transverse position of the ith particle. Expanding the metric around flat space

gMN:rltrxlhm¡,t, (D.10)

the small analogues of Eq. (D.9) can be defined

N¿: h+- -l h-ouf and D¿: h++ -l2h¡oul -l h"6uiub¿. (D'11)

Expanding the source action for particle k gives

s* : er I a** (i,? - TwruT + TDu + lh--,î
+lNfu'zr - Ttvoor - fin----N¡,uft + !n--nnu| + hn'--rî) + oØ\ .

(D.12)

Evidently, in the background g : \, the particles have the standard point-particle action with

mass : Q.

The energy-momentum tensor. The expansion of the energy-momentum tensor in small

h¡z¡,' will be derived. Define

ott: D
õS¿

69l,nt '
(D.13)

so that

Tmt 1 ôs 
- -gMpgNeTPQ : -gMpgNqøPa ¡!/4, (D.14)Y : 

-J= 
¿ntt¡v - -

(the negative sign comes from differentiating g¡a¡¿ with respect to gMN). Varying the source

action vields

o++ LQnto
E¿

LQ¡n
9--

o+" TQ¿ui6¿
E¿

Q¡6¿

9--

+
t
i

T
¿

t
i

6+-

o--
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o-o

ooò
jQrui,!do

s,

1 - N, + ln--ul + o(h2) ,

-ï,? + N¡u? - Tno - &n--@?)' + o(h2) ,

Appendix D. Some useful formulae

(D.15)

(D.17)

t
i

T

TQ¿uitn
g--

(
\

In terms of the O(h) parameters N¿ and D"

1

.S,

*(
Too Jr[¿ - 3¿

.t, g--

1

):

):

Jtf¿

E
ä(,?)' - ïuo(,?), + IDàu? + åå__ @7)' + o(h") . (D.16)

To this order then, the components of the energy-momentum tensor are

o++ : TDeodoe - N, + Tn__u?) ,

g+- -å t Qo6¿(r? - 2N¿ul i D¿ * ln_._rnn) ,

o+o iDq*f d¿(1 - N, + +h--u?) ,

å(

o-- äDQ,oo(roa - zu¿uf t 2D¿ul + h--uf) ,

-å I Q¡ui6¿(ul - 2N¿ul * D¿ + |n_._uî) ,

Øob TD Qoui rlto\ - Ni + +h--u?)

In Sec 5.2 the following solution for h¡ny¡¡ is found

ø-a

h++ h+- h+a

h-+ h-- h-6

ha* ho- hab

o?rDQ,ro

7 orl
4"2

-T,?
-T,i,?

+ o(n!r). (D.18)

):

1t
1

ul

ui

-T'!'7
ub¿

uiub¡

hprw:

This can be substituted into the energy momentum tensor. Using

-¡1, + Tn--r? : "?rDQ¡l¡T@¿ - r¡)' + o(n!r) ,

J

-2N¿ul iD¿+tn--rî : o?rÐ Q¡f¡ï@¡-u¡)2(3ul +ul -2u¡.u¡)+o(n!r) .

J

4N¿ul +2Di+h--uf : ^?,D Q¡f¡@¿-uj)2@? +Tr? -ui.uj)+o(n!t), (D.1e)
J

the components of T¡y¡ ¡¡ read

T++ -å t Qo,îõo - t"?rÐQnQ¡f ¡t¿(,¿ - u¡)2ul(ul - +r? - r¿'rj) ,

x¡J

lDq,r?do + #^?t!,QnQ¡l¡t¿(r¿ - uì'(r? - r] - 2u¿.u¡) ,T+_
xJ



T+o iDQ,riuld + frnlrDQo}¡Í¡tn(un - r¡)' (tzr? - uJ - 2u¿'u¡)ui - 2ului) ,
' irJ

-+DQ¿õ¿ * I"?tDQ¿Q¡f ¡6¿(u¿ - ui)2 ,

i i,i

-+DQ¿uiõ¿ * lo'rrDQoS¡f ¡ù(u¿ - u¡)2ul ,

i' i,i

-+DQ¿uiuboõ¿ - lo?rE 7oQ¡l¡o¿(u¿ - u¡)2(uiubo - uirtr - riu!) .

i i,J

T__

T_a

Tot
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Appendix E: The three-particle integral

The aim here is to evaluate the following integral

t'io: I oo,
(v-a¿).(a-a¡)a

(8.1)
lv - vn,l"'la - yk,l"'la - a¡lo' '

This is possible in the specific parameter range considered by Dine and Rajaraman. Specifically,

only 3 particles are considered and two of those particles are relatively close compared with the

third;

las - ytl - la, - azl: ls¡l >> lat - azl. (E.2)

Their term was of the form lysl7 lyt-yzl7 and it shall now be shown how to extract this behaviour.

Consider first the easier integral

1
(E.3),: I oo,

la - vtl"la - yzl"'lg - uzlo' 
'

Bccauoc thc dcnominators in I'j6 comc from fi's, all the coefficients a ) 7. To extract the

leading large ly3l behaviour, the following steps are performed. Consider the contribution from
the region lAl > lazl, this is roughly

t ¿d,,J 1

Jlal>larl - lalor** la:yrl* - lazld-"'-a2-a3 ' (E'4)

where the integral has been completed to all gr and any IR problems have been regularised as in
Eq. (5.59). Thus the contribution from this region is negligible. The contribution from lgl < ly¡l
is obtained by expanding

11
la - wl"": lr#t + o(lYri-oa-t¡ ' (E'5)

which yields

Again the integral can be extended over all space since the corrections will be

I--:-[ dd,, r
' - 

lasl"' Jù.tyrl" t 
la - ulotla - yzl"'

f ddu------_l
Jrur>larr - la -arl.,la -arl* -lytla-at-az

(E,6)

(E.7)

This yields

130

(8.8)



where B(*,ù: f (r)f (g) ll(r + g) is the Beta-function. Note that if Ar: A2 the integral

131

(E.e)I
is of higher order. On the other hand

I oo,

,1dorffi -lasld-o'-a2-d3 t

1

a-arlor+""\a-gzlo'
(8.10)

Even though these contributions are larger in magnitude than lAsl'"lh-!2ld-or-¡2, they shall

be neglected since they are of a different structure to Dine and Rajaraman's term.

Now it is easy to extend the steps to the integral of Eq. (E.1). This yields

I':b : I oo,
(a - a¿)"@ - a¡)u

lu - ut1"'la - urlo'la - aslo'

- lAt - Uzld-o,-a2-ots

1

ln - Azl"t+az-d.lyrlaz

" {a?ula9 - +, g - + + z) + úaþrBe - T + 2, g - i)
+@?sB + aoraÐB(* - ff + r, g - ? + t) + aistrn9 - +, g - +)
- @i al + aiu!) a $ - +, g - + + t) - (vi vb, + atvu) B (4 - ff + r, g - Ðj

.t(T + l - g-t) n0," _r_uffiur"tg_ + +L,g_ ? +t),' f (?)t (T) 2 la, _ uzlo'+o,-d-z lorlas" - \2 
(8.11)

with corrections being higher order in tllasl

1
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